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ART roses to
the occasion
The War of the Roses continues
as American Renaissance Theater
(ART) performs Shakespeare's
"Henry IV, Part II" in the
Wherehouse - a big play in a
See page 25
small place.
MAY 7,1992. VOL V, NO 19 • GREATER PORTLAND'S WEEKLY JOURNAL OF NEWS, ARTS AND OPINION. FREE

Human
rights
at issue
Portland council
finally considers
gay rights bill

or.

• By Donald Maurice Kreis

Portland is not Los Angeles.
IT you had roamed the
streets of Portland with a video
camera on one particular
evening early last month, you
would not have seen Portland's
finest beating some poor soul
senseless with nightsticks.
You would have seen cops
giving chase, on foot, to a pair
of thugs who had just beaten
up a gay man as he left a bar
on Spring Street. Portland
police have made combatting
anti-gay violence a priority: 27
such incidents were reported in
Portland last year, and this
April occurrence was the
eighth of 1992.
These two particular
miscreants were never brought
to justice. Arrests were made.
But the accused were set free
without a trial because their
victim felt he could not press
charges. The man was afraid
that if his name became public,
as it must in criminal proceedings, he would lose his job
because the world would know
he is gay.
Events like this illustrate
why it is illegal to beat someone up because they are gay or
lesbian. And events like this
illustrate why it may soon be
illegal in Portland to fire
someone because of their
sexual orientation.
Thanks to an extraordinary
grassroots campaign, Portland
is on the verge of doing what
Augusta has failed to do for 16
years: pass a gay rights law.
Continued on page 10
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UH, YER HONOR1 Portland mayors resurgam, with years of election noted: (back row, left to right) Gerard P. Conley Sr., 71; Esther Clenott,
'89; David H. Brenerman, '84; (middle row) Donald R. SlIpp, 76; Pamela Plumb, '81; Dr. WilHam R. MacVane Jr., '71; Jotin J. O'leary Jr., '80;
Ronald J. DorIer, '86; (front row) joseph D. Casale, 'SS; Peter E. O'Donnell Jr., '90; Edward Bernstein, '73 and '78.
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SPRING SALE

SMALL WONDERS
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Portlanders
protest
King verdict

by

•

SUITS $399·

SHIRTS PIlI<
1/ 2"
•

"' FREE .- \UERr\T10\S
~~"""''2t;:...

A .H. BENOIT & CO.
188 Middle St. · In the Old Port

from $125 pair & up
7 yrs. parts & labor

Nrw En~l;md
(Hi-Fi) Ilusk to
(207) 883-4173

We'll help
you •..
... put it all together.
Need a little help deciding
what kind of rug looks right in
your home? We'll help. We
work with color and texture
every day, and we are happy to
help you ... at no charge. Stop lby with fabric samples and
colors,and we'll take the time
to help you, with a broader
selection at unbeatable prices.
i

Discover...
"The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs"@••• and a
little help.

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.
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A revl_ of the top n_s stories affecting
Gre.ter Portl..,d: April 29 through M.y 5, 1992.

McDonough, Lord win
Spring Street Garage bond OK'd
More than 8,000 Portland voters - a low turnout, but still 50
percent better than last year's abysmal showing - headed to
the polls May 4 to choose three city councilors, a water district
trustee and three members of the school committee. Cape
Elizabeth voters also elected two town councilors and two
school board members.
Portl.nd City Council: Voters separated a tightly packed
field of five candidates, most of whom managed to stir up
controversy at one juncture or another during the campaign.
Retired telephone company executive John McDonough,
who kept the lowest profile, pulled 4,144 votes (29 percent),
enough for first place and an at-large seat on the council.
Neighborhood activist Keri Lorel overcame criticism of her
activities with the Parkside Neighborhood Association to nail
down a second place finish with 3,565 votes (25 percent). She
also won an at-large seat.
"I'm going to depend on all of you," she said, grabbing a
bullhorn during a rocking celebration at the Trojan Horse
restaurant. "1 really am a neighborhood representative. I'm
going to need to hear from everyone here." Later, Lord said her
experience with neighborhood groups had helped her win
citywide approval in the election.
Former city Republican Committee chair Carolyn Cosby
tapped taxpayer anger to finish a strong third, drawing 3,168
votes.
Paul Ty~tung by Portland Press Herald charges that he
Was fired by~ Cystic Fibrosis Foundation because of financial
irregularities, finished fourth with 2,844 votes. He had been
considered an early frontrunner.
"It doesn't feel too good right now, but I feel proud for what
we've done," said a subdued Tyson, watching election results
with a crowd of supporters at the Woodfords Cafe. "I'm not
polished, I don' t write great speeches, but when things got
nasty we kept talking to people ... It has been the most rewarding six months of my life." Tyson promised to return to the city
political scene.
Leo Killinger's negative advertising campaign fell flat as he
finished dead last, collecting just 725 votes.
In the District 3 race, Mayor Thoma H. Allen drubbed
contender Myron Gold, pulling 1,373 votes (76 percent) to
Gold's 486. In a post-victory interview, Allen said he'd continue
working to create effective alternative transportation in Portland.
Portl.nd School Committee: School Committee chair
Nick M.vodones was re-elected to his at-large seat by a
comfortable margin, winning 5,657 votes (44 percent). Newcomer Mike Rol.nd, who stressed alternative education in his
campaign, got 4,214 votes (33 percent), good enough for the
second at-large seat. Nicole Hoglund finished third with 2,806
votes.
Nlchol.s NMzo was unopposed in his successful r~
election bid for his District 3 seat.
Portl.nd W.er District: Twenty-year board veteran was
re-elected with 3,721 votes (55 percent). Michael Smith finished
second in his first try at elected office, gathering 1,668 votes.
Michael Goulding, who sat on the board 20 years ago, finished
third with 1,428 votes.
Spring Street G...ltge bond question: Portland voters
overwhelmingly approved the borrowing of $2.3 million for
repairs to the Spring Street garage, with 69 percent voting for
the expenditure.
Ch.rter ch..,ges: Two changes in the way Portlanders
elect their councilors and school committee members passed
handily - but they won't take effect because fewer than 8,347
voters turned out. City rules require at least 30 percent of those
voting in the previous gubernatorial election to turn out in
order to pass any charter changes.
Question 1 garnered 62 percent approval, and Question 2
received 61 percent approval.
C.pe Ellz.beth: Incumbent WIIII.m Jord.n (1,057 votes)
and newcomer Rlch.reI D'-beck (872) won town council seats
easily, while Ann S. Ch.pm.n and Ch .... es W. Greer were
re-elected to their school board seats.

Sometimes we forget how fortunate
we are to have a place we call home.

In two peaceful protests,
Portland residents expressed
rage, sorrow and the need for
healing after a jury acqUitted
four Los Angeles policemen
of beating motorist Rodney
King.
'This is an issue that needs
to be addressed by all
segments of society," said
Portland Police Lt. Mark
Dion, who joined a May 3
rally in Monument Square
attended by about 90 people.
Other speakers from the
community urged coalitionbuilding among people of
different colors and active
voter participation in upcoming city and presidential
elections. One speaker,
blasting City Council candidate Leo Killinger's advertisements as racist, exhorted
listeners to "remember that
name - but when you get to
the polls, forget it!"
, Previously, city groups
had organized a May 2
candelight vigil to express
solidarity with King and
other victims of brutality. At
Bowdoin College, hundreds
of students and faculty
gathered in the center of the
campus quadrangle to speak
about the verdict's implications.

,.•
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Cities win PWD
water rate fight
Anyone who drinks water,
flushes a toilet or washes
dishes in Portland, South
Portland or Westbrook can
breathe easier since the state's
Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) ruled May 4 that city
water rates won't be jacked
up by 60 percent next year.
Customers in Greater .
Portland's towns got one
concession, but they'll still
pay much more for water
than city residents do.
"(PUC) baSically said the
water district's rate design
proposal was all right," said
Gary Wood, Portland's city
attorney. "They recognized
the appropriateness of using
political boundaries for
setting those ra tes."
PUC did make one
concession to the seven towns
that fought PWD's split rates,
declaring that a forthcoming
rate increase would be shared
equally by towns and cities
because cities use more water
than towns.
"We think that decision is
erroneous," said Wood.
'They're doing a little bit of
baby-splitting." Wood said
the city would ask PUC to
reconsider that concession.
PUC's own research staff
declared in an April 1 ruling
that the Portland Water
District's 70-year-old split
rates were unfair, but a
hearing examiner later
concluded they were equitable because supplying rural
water service costs PWD
more.
If the ruling stands, town

'"

Bring. Hope to the Homeless
t

I

PENNIES FOR PEOPLE

With your help, Public Cable can provide significant financial
help to Greater Portland's homeless.-Public Cable is teaming up
with the Preble Street Resource Center to raise Pennies for People.
The Preble Street Resource Center provides breakfast, housing
location outreach and referral services to the homeless and
low-income people within our community.

Have Public Cable installed in your home and we will
donate $5.00 of the $9.95 installation charge to the
Preble Street Resource Center.
..

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Public Cable

3[8

cIl11 th.e th.i.lla~ we a'Ce

Call Now!
775·3431 or 1·800·833·2253
'Offer ava ilable in Public Cable's year round residential service a rea. as defined by fra nchise.
30 Day Money Back G uara ntee. Some restrictions apply. Offer ends May 18. 1992.
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Continued from page 2
water rates will immediately
rise by 17.33 percent and city
rates will increase by 21.48
percent. Towns could still
appeal PUC's ruling to the
state Supreme Court.
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Nude dancing
won't be nixed

APRIL 26

1992
P€OPL.c.~ cbOICE.

BEST CHOCOLATE DESSERT
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774-1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - JOPM. FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM

Cross Ideal Cut - The world's most beautiful Diamond.

Why You Should Buy Your
Diamond Engagement Ring From
Cross Jewelers
Cross, as Portland's oldest ri:imily-owned jewelry store, has a tradition of excellence which span5. four generations. The philosophy whIch guides our store is that all jewelry must be made from the best precious metals, designed for beauty, designed to last, set with the finest gems and accurately represented. Our philosophy and
commitment to e;l{celle!:~e is your greatest assurance that anything you buy from Cross will represent true value
and provide maximum satisfaction. The benefits of buying your diamond at Cross include:

•

BANGOR
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Bangor • Hanover • Portland
10

Portland
presents

Religious Reflections
on the

Sex Industry in Asia:
Who Plays? Who Pays? Who Prays?

Dr. Rita Nakashima Brock
Associate Professor,
Endowed Chair in the Humanities
Hamline University
St. Paul, Minnesota
Author, Journeys by Heart: A Christo[ogyof
Erotic Power

Women's Studies Award, 1988

MAY 10, 1992 - 7:00 PM
-Free and open to the public-Lecture followed by discussionSTATE STREET CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
159 STATE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE
For more information call 774-5212

Ideal Cutfihg: Ideal CUlling is SImply the """,t
beautiful way to cut a diamond . Only one out of
every thousand diamonds cut in the world today
achieves the exacting standards of the Cross Ideal
Cut diamond . Your choice of a Cross Ideal Cut diamond gives you the optimum combination of brilliancy. dispersion (rainbow colors) and scintilation
(sparkle) ... a lifetime of extr~ordinary beauty.
Diamond Hallmark: All of Cross' Ultimate Ideal
Cut diamonds come with a unique form of identifi·
cation: a laser·inscribed registry number on the
~irdle (outside edge) of the gem. which positively
Identifies the diamond and authenticates your
ownership. This registry number, called a hallmark
is just 4 microns (4-ten thousa~dths of an inch)
hjgh ~ and is visible only under magnification. Reg·
istercd to the new owner in the permanent records
of Cross Jewelers, the quality grades (cut, color
and clarity). as well as the carat wei~ht arc al:.o
listed in an international diamond regIStry in New
York City. Only Cross' Ultimate Ideal Cut diamonds offer this additional guarantee of quality.
Finest Diamond Mounting: A Cross Diamond solitaire mounting starts with the parr which holds the
diamond. called the head. Forged from a single
block of 18K white gold alloyed with platinum. the
head goes through 12 individual die sirikings, usi ng
55 tons'uf pressure in each step. The r"sult is the
strongest, most durable head ever made. The part
of the ring which encircles the finger is called the
shank, and is crafted from two rectangular blocks
of 18K gold. Like the head, the shank sections go
through multiple die-strikings, the 55 tons of pressure which squeezes oul all the air bubbles, densely compacts the atoms of gold. After the head and
shank ~ctions are assembled, the ring mounting is
ready for finishing. The die striking results in a
ring which accepts an extraordinarily high polish,
for a beautiful ring which will hold Cross most
beautiful diamonds.
Cross' Diamond Lab: One of the values of buying
your diamond from Cross Jewelers is the assurance
that your diamond has been weighed. and the
quality grading checked and verified by a regis-

tered jeweler. By acquiring Our diamonds I~,
we can guarantee the quality represented is exactly
correct. Each Cross Ideal Cut diamond has been
hand ;elected from hundreds, to provide the very
best quality and value.
Cross' Diamond Setllng Shop: Cross' Diamond
Setting Shop is staffed by America's finest diamond setters, and is visible from our show room.
The first rule of our diamond setung shop is, "take
whatever amount of time is necessary to sct the diamond most securely and most beautifully." Few
people realize that , at the moment a properly
weIghted prong is pushed over the edge of a diamond, over 45 pounds of pressure is exerted un
that diamond. Careful preparations are required
to ensure lh~l the precious metal on which .he di·
amond rests lS perfectly ~m()Olh, ana properly suppons the diamond. Because of their value,
diamonds arc never set ··while you wait" at Cross
Jewelers. Any time pressure on a diamond sctll!r
increases the ri~k to the diamond. For (he safety of
your diamond, !!oetting in our shup is alwa~ sched·
ulcd within a block of time, allowing maximum
time for all prep(tration details. The safety and security of your diamond depends on the quality of
the mounting. the philosophy of the diamond setting shop. and most importantly. the skills and
attention 10 detail by the diamond setter. If you
would like to learn more about diamond sellln~.
ask for a copy of our "Quality of Stone Setting'
guide, wrinen by Cross Jewelers.

Cross Diamond Prices are Real: For oyer three
quarters of a century. Cross Jewelers has maintained a consistent, conservative pricing philoso·
phy that allows you to shop with the "real price"
on every piece of jewelry In our store. Items are
priced according to their true value - we never
have sales or offer discounts, because rrices are
not Inflated to allow for these types 0 artificial
sales techniques. We find that people cnjuy shopping in a storc where quality is accurately represented and the value, are real - 365 daY' of the
year. When non-idea l cut discount and sale diamonds are accuratcly gradcd for cut, color i;ind
clarity and accuratelr weighed for their c(lrat
weight, their "savings' often not only vanish when
compared to an Ideal Cut diamond, but may be
priced at a premium over the Ideal Cut.

Cross Is • T.aching Jewelry Store: We have always found that whenever consumers have the facts. they make
informed decisions and have the highest level of satisfaction in their purcha)e. Our enlire staff is commItted to
taking any amount of lime nece~ry 10 answer your questions and give you Ihe background information .nccessary to make a decision coneemmg gems and jewelry. Cross has just completed a 24-page booklet tItled
"Cross" Guide To The World 's Most Beautiful Diamonds." If you have been thinking of the purchase of a diamond, we invite you to stop and receivc your free copy.

Cross Jewelers
The Upo.taiT> Jewelry Sture

570 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101 Tel. 773-3107 @ 91

Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m.- 4:45 p.m., Thurs. 'til 8:45 p.m.

Portland city councilors
voted not to ban nude
dancing from the city in a
May 4 vote, deciding to
enforce strict new licensing
requirements instead. The
proposed ban's 6-3 defeat
came after several hours of
public comment and debate.
Cheryl A. Leeman, the city
councilor who sponsored the
measure, had argued that
topless dancing encourages
exploitation of women.
Councilors Charles Harlow
and Ted Rand also voted for
the ban, worrying that nude
dancing would tarnish
Portland's image.

Portland yard's
future uncertain
As hundreds of Bath Iron
Works employees met with
management in Portland for
a briefing about the
company's future, the ship
repair yard's outlook remained clouded .
Employees and their union
fear the prospect of job
layoffs when modifications to
the destroyer USS Arleigh
Burke are completed in midJuly, leaving the Portland
yard and its dry dock with no
work under contract.
Even if the yard lands a
crucial contract for work on
the cruiser USS Ticonderoga,
the project would not begin
until late September, said Jim
Mackie, chief steward for the
Machinists' Local at the
Portland yard.
Nearly 1,000 of BTW's
10,000 workers are employed
in Portland.
"You always have to be a
little leery when you close a
facility about whether you're
going to get it open again,"
said Mackie. "Our concern is
that once the padlock goes on
this place, it may be closed
for good."

TIF breaks out
In Windham
As Windham town
councilors prepared to hear
public comments May 5 on a
proposed industrial tax
district, residents fighting a
de-inking plant in the area
vowed to oppose the district_
"This is how you finance
improvements that will
encourage new development," said Glen Fratto,
Windham's town manager,
describing the proposed
Gambo Industrial District.
"You designate how much of
incremental taxes you want

to put into a fund. We're
trying to be a constructive
part of the solution to current
environmental problems. It's
an environmentally responsible project that happens to
bring in a lot of new tax
money."
The proposal includes
provisions for a public green
space and a footbridge along
the Presumpscot River, better
utility service, a better access
road and traffic safety
improvements. Eventually,
the town could develop an
industrial park in the area.
But the district's financing
would depend on taxes
raised by new development
- meaning a proposed deinking plant along the river
could be the sole funding
source. Some opponents
complain the district is just a
thin I y disgUised attempt to
push through the plant.
"I think that creating a TIP
(tax increment financing)
district at this time is putting
the cart before the horse,"
said riverside resident Judith
Waltz. "We have a project
(still) in the process of being
developed. Many of our
questions are unable to be
answered. We need to take a
closer look at the fact this
location is inappropriate for
an industrial park. Asking
the voters to ratify this is not
a very good judgement in
these economic times."
Windham town councilors
will vote on the plan at the
May 5 hearing. IT they
approve the district, town
voters will vote on it June 9.

Sonesta sold ...
Downtown Portland's
landmark Sonesta Hotel has
been sold to a Pennsylvania
investors' group that said it
will bring stability to the
hotel, which has been
plagued over the years by
absentee ownership and
financial problems caused in
part by competition and the
recession.
Harvey F. Lee, an entrepreneur from Stroudsburg,
Pa., and L. Joe VanWhy, a
hotelier who once worked in
Portland, are the principals of
the new group, Innkeepers
Ltd.
VanWhy, who will
manage the Sonesta, said the
$3.5 million purchase price
was low enough that the new
owners will easily be able to
cover debt and expenses.
Innkeepers Ltd. plans to
spend $300,000 improving
the hotel over the next two
years.
Known for most of its 60year history as The Eastland,
the hotel consisted of 500
rooms until it was converted
in the 19805 to about 250
rooms, suites and apartments.

•• .15 Porteous next?
Porteous Mitchell & Braun
Co. is discussing the sale of
its six department stores,
including it's anchor store at
the Maine Mall in South
Portland.

Handcrafted for us in Maine, our solid
ash frame takes a beautiful stain or
looks great as is.
Check the beveled slats and superbly
finished front trim, Converts simply
to each position. Carries a written
workmanship guarantee.
Available in twin, full and queen
sizes, all in stock.

Futons made
specially for us by

C/j2!d Bo~
tHE Clllurut

H~C

IN

sua

Compare our quality and value.

FUTON FURNISHINGS '
The Futon Store
343 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578
Weekdays 10-7, Sat 9-6, Sun 12-5
Visa, MaslerCiml, Alllericall Express, DisCOfJer' ad persOlUll checks welcOllll! • Satisfaclwlt GUIINlIleed
Exil 6B Rt 295 • l'Ie1Ily of Free Parle"'g

Continued on page 6
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"We're talking with
somebody," said Aretas
Steams, chief of the Portlandbased company. "Flirting
with someone, really."
Steams declined to name
the out-of-state suitor or give
any details of the negotiations.
The 86-year-old department store chain is owned by
the Porteous family and
employs 650 people.
In addition to South
Portland, Porteous operates
stores in Brunswick, Auburn,
Bangor, Burlington, Vt., and
Newington, N.H.
Porteous closed its
downtown Portland store last
year because of declining
sales there.

The perfect gift for Mother's Day - 18k
gold single loop earrings by Michael Good.

Gazlano works to
keep pro hockey
In Portland

abacus
american crafts

44 Exchange Street, Portland, ME (207) 772-4880

When ouneed
a car oan, get
on the

Local beer distributor
Frank Gaziano wants to keep
professional hockey in
Portland, and said he will
move aggressively now that
the financially troubled
Maine Mariners have deactivated their American Hockey
League franchise.
'We're dealing with an
NHL team - a good one, a
great one," said Gaziano,
founder and chief executive
of National Distributors Inc.
in South Portland.
Mariners' Chairman Ed
Anderson endorsed
Gaziano's efforts, suggesting
that new approaches may
prove beneficial follOwing
deactivation of the AHL
franchise following 15
seasons at the Cumberland
County Civic Center.
Gaziano wouldn't say
whether the new team would
play at the AHL level. Nor
did he rule out an agreement
with the Mariners.

Kids' museum
reaches goal

(852-2274).

It's the quick way to apply for a loan.

Peol?les
Heritage
Maine's Hometown Banks
G:r Equal Housing Lender Member FDIC

. © 1992PHSB

The Children's Museum of
Maine reached its $500,000
pledge-drive goal in the midmorning hours of April 30 just in time to pocket an extra
$500,000 matching grant.
"It was pretty exciting. We
were hoping all along that we
would do it, but the reality
didn't come until noontime
on (April 30)," said Anthony
Mollica, the museum's
executive director. "Almost
1,000 people donated in the
last eight weeks, giving
anywhere from 35 cents to
$10,000 unsolicited. It was
great. The public really came
through for something they
really do want."
Mollica said donations
came from as far away as
Massachusetts, Colorado,
London and allover Maine.
"They came from little towns
that we couldn't even find on
the map," he said. "There

were bake sales, read-a-thons
and at least four people
dropped off buckets of
pennies."
Businesses contributing
$100,000 included Avian
Farms, Fleet Bank of Maine,
Key Bank of Maine, S.D.
Warren, Seltzer and
Rydholm/Pepsi Cola, Shaw's
Supermarket and WCSH-TV.
A coalition of Congress
Square businesses also dug
deep to come up with
$120,000 in contributions.

Cumby Farms
goes bankrupt
Cumberland Farms Inc.,
the Canton, Mass.-based
convenience store chain with
seven Greater Portland
branches, filed for protection
from creditors under Chapter
11 of the U.s. Bankruptcy
Code May 1 after its largest
creditor rejected its payment
arrangements.
"It's business as usual
during this period," said
spokesman Foster Macrides.
Macrides said the chain tried
repeatedly to restructure its
debt, but Ind ustrial Bank of
Japan Trust Co. wouldn't
accept the company's deal.
President Lily H. Pentas said
the company was on sound
financial ground and would
emerge from the reorganization process profitably.
The chain laid off about 120
employees last November.

Baykeeper gets
a free boat ride
At last, Casco Bay
Baykeeper Joe Payne will ride
the waves in an actual boat,
thanks to an anonymous local
benefactor who donated
unlimited use of his boat.
"It's mine to use," said
Payne, who was hired last
year by Friends of Casco Bay
to patrol the bay, then stayed
high and dry for eight
months because of insufficient funds. "Initially, we
thought we would have a
boat. But the initial phase
wasn't very boat-oriented. A
boat didn't happen. The
economy has a lot to do with
why that didn't happen."
Payne said the 18-foot,
seven horsepower Pointer
boat will be tied to a mooring
right outside his office at
Southern Maine Technical
College. He'll begin using the
boat May 16.
"Casco Bay's still a big
place," he said. "I need to
refamiliarize myself with the
areas I know well, and
discover the bays and coves I
don't know. That's part of the
job, knowing the bay like the
back of your hand."

Pax Christi gives
peace awards
Pax Christi Maine, a
Catholic peace organization,
handed out its 1992 Oscar
Romero Awards to nine
Mainers during a May 3
ceremony held at the Pius X
Church Hall in Portland.
Local recipients included
Geraldine Brown of South
Portland, director of Women

in Nurturing Group Support
(WINGS) - an organization
for single parents - and
Robert F. Philbrook, founding
director of We Who Care in
Portland.
Other recipients included
soup kitchen and food.pantry
directors from Lewiston and
Eagle Lake and an advocacy
group for the unemployed
from Orland.

Reading The Affordable Luxury

Amaryllis

N

brings you
romantic
gifts and
clothing
for the
gentle
Spring
days
ahead.

Saco stili In
killing business
The u.s. Army has
awarded an $11 million
contract to Saco Defense Inc.
for production of 1,469 M-2
machine guns, ensuring
Greater Portland's continued
role in the slaughter of Third
World citizens for years to
come.
"The continuation of the
M-2line is very good economic news," boasted Sens.
William S. Cohen and George
J. Mitchell. One hundred of
the plant's 500 employees
work on the M-2.

The linen
floral hat is
byLlD
and the
lightweight
linen dress
by Angel..
heart
Designs .

The epochal conclusion to David Eddings'
best selling THE MALLOREON

I~/~~~

bool{land

A MAR Y .L LIS

o/Maine

Moine Times

changes course
Maine Times, the state's
largest weekly newspaper,
has replaced editor Jay Davis
with co-founder Peter Cox.
The newspaper will also
change its editorial direction,
according to Publisher Anna
Ginn.
"Jay and I agreed that he's
not the right person to lead
the paper in the new direction," Ginn said. "You're
going to see a more spirited
Maine Times, a more significant force for the formation of
public policy in the state."

Banner contest
winners picked
Judges have picked banner
designs from a Hollis woman
and two Scarborough High
School teachers as those that
best represent Portland's
downtown. Beverly MobleyStarren of Hollis and the
team of Janice Grant of
Gorham and Drucilla
Sullivan of Freeport were
awarded $500 each for their
designs, which featured
Portland City Hall's bell
tower and prominent Congress Square buildings. The
banners will be printed and
hung later this year.
Contest officials said the
city received more than 300
deSigns. All of those entries
will be displayed May 14 at
the Maine Savings Plaza on
Congress Street.

Port lander wins
first Cash 5
Portlander Joseph
Cavallero, who retired eight
years ago from his job with a
fruit and vegetable wholesaler, was the first winner of
a $50,000 prize in the TriState Lottery'S new Cash 5
game.
Cavallero, 71, said his
wife, Winnifred, 62, "was
hysterical" when they
Continued on page 9
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NAOT - DESIGN-HEAlTH-COMFORT
Naot sandals are the newest W<rf to rehabilitate the loot that
has been abused by other, unfit shoes. Every part 01 the
Naot sandal has been developed am designed in order to
rehabilitate and prevent further damage to the foot while
keeping in mim aesthetics. We have aspecial department
of design in our factory - where we continuously create rtevI
styles in ararqe 01 colors. All this in order to give you the
perlect combination of design-health-comforl

NATURE SANDALS
byNAOT

Naot Does It BeUer!

Insoltls - Thtl Build
The build is structured trom a mold 01 a lootprirt in the
sand. The loot rests on a loumation that Irts the width
comlortabIy am does not atter the pOSition 01 the toes. The
raised border around the insole provides correct placement
01 the loot and toes. and adds protection.
SuppOlt .nd Muu,tI
Every clIVe am indent on the sole 01 your loot has its point
01 support, accordirY;l to height and depth required. Not one
point remains unsupported, at all times - walking, sitting
and staming. This lull suppport distributes the body weight
eveoIy on the whole loot, massages am loosens nerve
endings while giving the loot a calm and restful feeling am a
refreshing leeling to your whole body.
Frtledom al/htl Toes
The toes are not squashed and restrained as in other,
narrower shoes; they are Ireeto move and breathe. 'Mlile
walkir"l;j, they grip the ridge fOlJ1d underneath, on the insole.
This grip activates the correct calf muscles. giving them
regular exercise.

FuU.gra," leather. nabuk,s ;lind I.ued ••
A lull r.ng. or ,arnbOw COJ.OfI aYI,I.OII.

La')'.,. of 'Ulda, cork, jute and

latelt compos,'a gives com Ion
and lIexl!:Iiliry for your fOOL

U'(IU" sbatJIt'r ar rear'1

Sho&k AbsorbBn&y
The Naot insole is made up 01 comensed cork granules and
covered with a sott, spongy layer 01 suede, highly shock
absorbent. The cork was chosen because oi"its natural
characteristic: light am shock absorbent. Mhough the
insole may seem 'hard,' the cork granules adapt to the
shape 01 your loot. The more you wear them , the more
comlortable thev leel l The granules absorb shocks also
while running !his prevents damage to the spine and the
whole body.
UpPtlrs
FreB .nd Brel/hing
The upper part 01 the sandal is not only for the beauty. In
addttion to the ideas 01 design and lash ion invested, we also
thoughl about the heatth aspects: we want you to enjoy
comlort am lreedom 01 movemeot. The upper does not
restrain movement and does not press on the loot. The toes,
in ~ont, are 10rced to grip the ridge which activates the
correct muscles. The uppers are made ollinest Quality
leather that breathes and ~revents perspiration.
Soles
Fl,xibilily .nd CDIIlinuity
The soles were also chosen after much thot¥;jht. They are 01
EVA. lIexible. shock-absorbent. am allow Iree am natural
movement of the loot while walking. This causes you to use
correct posture while your loot enjoys a continuous
massage. The Naot sole was specially developed and tts
goal was to reach the correct lor mula that would give
softness and comlort while aiso being lIexible and shock
absorbent. The prolile is grooved to prevent slipping.

Tbe Shape of Healtby Feetl
:-.:...oT S:mcWs allow room for rour feet:

•

~od.lOd f1~x

comforubJy.

(0

NAOT Foon\'eac Recreates
Nature'. Soft Earth Surfacel
Shock 3bsorbin8 soles cuYlloo )'001 f~'1
:md suppan \uur 2l('~s.

loS

,froo ,,"'erc .w.lnoJirlll. bar~'fllol[ un soft
~ nJ )'\)Ur\o.l·l~h[ U l"n:nlrdlMllbuccd

J.:1m1

fur nlfllfun

All NAOT SANDALS $59. 99
All NAOT CLOGS $64. 99
MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
Pine Cone Natural Sandals
made in Norway Maine

.

29 ~9 reg $40.
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OPEN DAILY 9AM - 9PM • SUN 11AM - 5PM

LEVINSKY'S

• Portland, 278 Congress St.
• Freeport , US Rte 1

Your Heels Rest Naturally ...

• No. Windham, Rte 302, Windham Mall
• Brewer, Rte. 1A, 564 Wilson Street

Jl\J
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Casco Bay Wakly

:Fintf tfu perfect gift
for ((MoM"

Republicans and reality
new hours: m-w 10-6 • Ih &: t 10-7 • sat 10-5 - - - - -....

International Floors, Ltd,
Some of the finest
quality carpeting in
the world is now
available in Maine

,

100% \M:XlI I'lle

Broadloom
• _ . Rugs
• Hand Carved Border Rugs

, - Berber>

own

you r

Design

By appointment only
300 Rounctwood Drive

•

SC2Iroorough. ME

•

885-5 464

WE DO
RETRO
Arched brows,
lined lids,
super
feminine,
high drama.
Call now for
a party set
or a lesson!

773-4457
at the comer of
Middle and Exchange Sts.

57 EXCHANGE STREET

We're Maine's only

AVEDA.

concept salon.

BENDIGO >
\"':l
back by
popular demand
Locations:

t!j

Maine

t!j

The Freeport Outlet

Route I, Freeport
M-Thu 10-6, Fri 10-8
SUR 10-5
865-0490

New Hampshire
Main Sl
Adjacent to old RR Stn
No. Conway
M-Sat 9-6, Sun 10-6
603-356-3121

CHECK IT OUT
New This Season!
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YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR SUMMER FUN

he'll mount a write-in campaign for the
The Cumberland County delegation to the
Legislature against Democratic state Rep.
1992 Republican State Convention was easy to
Anne Rand. Until T. Rand's announcement A.
spot. First, there were the big red, white and
Rand had been the only Portland House
blue signs that read "The Real Portland
member without at least nominal GOP
Republicans Are Back." Then there was the big
opposition.
block of empty seats - nearly the only vacant
Rand (female) can take some solace in the
chairs in the Augusta Civic Center - which
fact
that in 1990 she also faced Rand (male) for
should have been occupied by the "unreal"
the
same
seat and trounced him by a 4-1
Republicans,
margin.
The unreal and the ultra-conservative
O'Meara on the way out: Republican
followers of GOP county leader Paul Volle
state Chairman Ted O'Meara is packing in his
(rhymes with folly) boycotted the convention,
political career, which included stints as top
allegedly on the grounds that party leaders
aide to Congresswoman
had illegally denied him a
Olympia Snowe and Sen.
seat on the Republican
State Committee. Volle
Bean ad filmed while William Cohen, as well as an
unsuccessful run for Confollowers, financed by state
Gorman was away
gress.
committee member and
'Tve just turned 40 and
congressional candidate
Southern Maine airwaves have
I've
spent 25 of those years
Unda Bean, have sued the
been flooded recently by a slick
in
politics,"
O'Meara said.
GOP hierarchy in an effort
TV spot featuring 1st District
"It
takes
a
lot
out of you."
to have all party actions
Republican congressional hopeful
He
said
he
would not
since the Volle Balls were
Linda Bean waddling through the
seek
another
term
as state
spiked declared null and
famous 1.1. Bean "duck boot"
when
his
current
term
chair
void. That would mean the
factory. The ads, which end with
expires
in
November.
May 1-2 convention, the
candidate Bean holding up one of
O'Meara admitted he'd
platform it approved and
the boots that made Freeport
'10ve to be governor," but
the national delegates it
famous, implies family anc
said
he had no future plans
selected would become
corporate endorsements.
to
run
for elected office.
meaningless.
But the ad came as a surprise
First District tea
(Keen observers of the
to first cousin and 1.1. Bean, Inc.
leaves:
The Republican
political process noted that
president Leon Gorman.
State
Convention
has
convention organizers had
"I didn't know (the filming)
usually
proved
to
be a
done a pretty fair job of
was happening," said Gorman,
reasonably
accurate
baromkeeping the event free of
who was on vacation in New
eter
of
where
the
party
any meaning even without
Zealand when Bean and crew lit
faithful stand in contested
court intervention. They
up the factory. '1 have been
primaries. If that holds true
did so by squashing any
trying to call her and find out
this
year then Tony Payne
attempt to debate divisive
what's going on," he said.
will
win the 1st District
issues such as abortion, by
In the heavily aired commercongressional
primary.
the feebleness of the
cial, Bean boasts about the 15
Payne
had
nearly
as
hospitality suite btverage
percent bonuses the company
many
delegates
supporting
selection and through the
paid this year. '1 was upset it
him as his two opponents,
choice of Goodyear to
implies a company connection,"
Linda Bean and John
provide the banquet
said Gorman.
Purcell, combined. Bean and
chicken.)
''There's no endorsement of
Purcell
appear to be splitting
But Volle's real reason
her candidacy on the part of 1.1.
the
conservative
vote, while
for skipping the convenBean," he added. The company
Payne
has
Republican
tion had more to do with
has a long-standing policy
moderates all to himself.
political reality than legal
against political endorsements.
But Bean has the deep
complexities. His coalition
Said Gorman: "She's familiar
pockets
in this race and is
of right wingers has been
with our policy."
using
them
for a lot more
crumbling. Trusted aide
This isn't the first time Linda
than slick TV spots (see
Carol yn Cosby defected.
Bean has used the company her
story
at left). Expert political
Moderates again control
grandfather started to boost her
observers
rate her organizathe Portland and South
name recognition among voters.
tion,
especially
in York
Portland city committees.
For her unsuccessful bid for
County,
as
superior
to
Too many otherwise
Congress in 1988 she added Bean
Payne's.
If
Bean
can
tap into
conservative Republicans
to her married name, becoming
the
disaffected
voters
who
shied away from Volle's
Unda Bean-Jones. Her second
don't
bother
with
convenright-to-life litmus test.
husband, Verne Jones, died a few
tions she may be able to
And too many candidates
years ago, and although she has
overcome
Payne's appeal
feared an association with
remarried, she is known now as
With
party
insiders.
Volle would cost them
Unda Bean.
Purcell
draws fire: Provotes.
Phyllis Austin/MDine Times
and
anti-abortion
forces are
Volle acknowledged his
both becoming increasingly
bid for statewide power in
annoyed with Republican 1st District congresthe Republican Party was over, at least for
sional candidate John Purcell's middle-of-thenow. He said he would not run for another
road position on the issue.
term as county chairman.
Trying to distinguish himself from Linda
'1've sorta taken myself out of the loop," he
Bean (pro-life) and Tony Payne (pro-choice),
said. "We need to work outside the party for a
Purcell supports having each state hold an
change."
abortion
referendum to settle the matter once
Volle hastened to add he had no plans to
Purcell, who personally opposes
and
for
all.
leave the party, but would avoid conflicts with
abortion,
said
he could accept the results of
moderate leaders by working directly with
such
referenda
even if they made abortion
conservative (read: anti-abortion) candidates.
legal.
Volle's term as Republican county chairman
Pro-choice supporters attacked Purcell's
expires in November, but new Portland city
position, saying a woman's right to control her
Chairwoman Ellen Bickmore said party rules
own body should not be turned over to the
allow for the election of new county officers
voters. Pro-lifers are comparing Purcell to 1990
shortly after state conventions. 'We have the
Republican nominee David Emery, who got a
votes to get rid of Paul Volle now," said
sound trashing for flip-flopping on the issue.•
Bickmore, who is backing Annalee Rosenblatt
of Scarborough as the new county chair.
If you notice feverish political activity in your
Rand vs. Rand redux: Portland City
immediate vicinity take two aspirin and contact this
Councilor Ted Rand showed up at the Repubcolumn. Our address is Casco Bay Weekly,55lA
lican State Copvention to inform party leaders
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. Or call 775-6601 .

ALINE ...

at

Country potpoum

Continued from page 7

realized they had hit the
jackpot while watching the
live televised drawing of the
winning numbers. The two
collected $37,500 after federal
and state taxes.•

PROGRESSIVE CARDS
GIFTS AND WRAP

cotkcti6fes . fiaru{ crafts . fo~art
2 Wharf Street . In the Old Port
772-7400
10-6

~KC~~88B.~8~O~~~KC~~88a.~8~O~Ol~.C~~88B.~8~O~~~.C
Come see our new display of award winning
furniture designs from one of Scandinavia's
leading furniture manufacturers.

Relax in
Luxurious Comfort

Reported by Paul Kilrr,
Monte Paulsen and
The Ass'ociated Press

In soft leather
or colorful, stain
resistant Ultrasuede

westnofa

major
credit cards,
free parking

PORTLAND
288 Fore Street
774-1322

BANGOR
170 Park Street
942·6880

weird news
or Freelance photographer
Scott Perry was almost
thrown out of Cumberland
County Superior Court
because he didn't have a
jacket.
"It's a little like Sunday
school," said Perry, who was
one of a handful of photographers taking part in the first
real test of Maine's experiment allowing cameras inside
state courtrooms.
Cameras have been
allowed in state courtrooms
in Portland and Bangor since
September, but the Deborah
Wolfenden manslaughter
trial marked the first highprofile case in the two-year
experiment.
Other participants were
more aware of their appearance as well. Assistant
Attorney General Pamela
Ames said she "made sure
there's no spinach between
the teeth."
or Waterville has been

plagued by youths ripping
emblems off prestigious
autos and turning them into
belt buckles and necklaces.
'We've had people come
in and say, 'This is the third
time I've had it stolen,'" said
Jay Gardner, an employee at
an Augusta Mercedes
dealership. Mercedes ornaments sell for $24.
A sales manager at a
Waterville Cadillac
dealership said about 30
Caddy owners have come in
for replacements over the
past two months. The basic
Cadillac ornaments retail for
$32, the gold-plated ones for
$133.
Volkswagen owners are
also losing emblems. Said
Gardiner: "There's some rap
group out there that's real
popular and one of the guys
has a bunch of VW emblems
around his neck." •
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The L.L.Bean
Factory Store Special
thatsm •

a big splash.
From May 4th through May 11 th, we'll take an extra five dollars off
any womens bathing suit in the store. Prices are-already discounted
by 25-60% and all items come with Bean's 100% guarantee.
The constantly changing inventory includes a wide range of
samples, factory overruns, out-of-season and discontinued items, as
well as like-new returns, So whether you're preparing for an Iron Man
Triathalon or shopping for something to wear in a floating chair, don't
ADD IT ION A L
dive unt~1 you stop by a Factory
$ 5.00 0 FF
Store In Ellsworth, Freeport or
WOMEN'SSWIMSUITS
North Conway, it~!~~ight
,

'

I

your
day.

LLBean" Factory Stores
Qualitys Part of the Bargain,

Ellsworth High St.. Y'. mile north of junction lA and 3. Open 7 days a week.
Freeport Depot Rd .• one block down from Main 5t. retail store. Open 7 days a week.
North Conway, NH Rt. 16 in North Conway. just west of the junction of 302. Open 7 days a week.

ELLSWORrn
High Street
667·3615
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The
Rumors
are True!
CASCO

BAY
WEEKLY
has

It's
Distribution
T
T
Now
available
every
Thursday

at:
Center Street
Grainery, Bath
Welby Super
Drug, Bath
Richard's
Restaurant,
No. Harpswell
It's Academic
Bookstore,
Brunswick
Meserve's
Market,
Kennebunkport
The Soup
Kitchen &
Bakery,
Kennebunk
Kennebunk
Super Market,
Kennebunk
Rapid Ray's,
Saco
Uncle Andy's
Coffee Shop,
So. Portland
Showtime Cafe,
So. Portland
T-birds, Portland
Tommy's Dell,
Portland

HUMAN RIGHTS
IN PORTLAND
Continued from front page

Although O'Donnell is the councilor who took the lead role as
the ordinance's sponsor, he and others connected with the
movement stress that no one person deserves the credit for the
effort. Local gay rights advocates had been kicking the idea of a
city ordinance around in recent years, but decided that a city-by~
city approach was too piecemeal a solution to a problem that
deserved a statewide law.
But after the Legislature came tantalizingly close to approving
the measure until Governor McKernan threatened a veto,
supporters decided to go local.
"If we could get it in Portland, we could go to two or three
.. other cities and get it there - and then the state couldn't say no,"
says Terry, the lesbian mom and would-be den mother from
Munjoy Hill who has become a national symbol after taking on
the Boy Scouts' policy against lesbians and gays (CB W 3.12.92).
''The idea is to get it working and show it's not going to result
in tons of lawsuits and cost employers thousands of dollars,"
says Foss.
At City Hall, O'Donnell picked up the torch from Councilor
Barbara Wood, who retired after serving one term as Portland's
first openly lesbian local lawmaker. Wood took the first stepgetting the city to change its personnel policy to protect gays and
lesbians on the city payroll- and O'Donnell has taken it from
there.

Gary Woods did not have a particularly tough job when he
sat down to write the human rights ordinance for O'Donnell to
introduce. Woods, the lawyer in charge of doing such things for
city government, simply used the Maine Human Rights Act as
his model. But where the state law protects Mainers against
discrimination based on like race or gender, it is silent on sexual
orientation. The bill Woods wrote simply fills in the gap.
The measure authorizes the Superior Court to order the
discriminator to stop diSCriminating, and to give the person
making the complaint the job, back payor home they have
been denied. The judge may impose a fine of $1,000 for the first
offense, $2,000 for the second and $3,000 for the third - plus
any other damages the victim of discrimination has suffered.
The bill would establish the city of Portland's policy to prevent
discrimination based on sexual orientation.
It is also important to note what the bill does not do. It
expressly does not require the teaching of any subject in public
schools, does not apply to any religious organization, or
require affirmative action. Just as important, the measure does
not make discrimination based on sexual orientation a felony
- or even a misdemeanor. The offense will be civil rather than
criminal, which means neither police nor prosecutors will
enforce the ordinance. That will be up to the individual victims
of discrimination, who will have to file a lawsuit against the
perpetrator.
Woods has two arguments for not making the discrimination a criminal offense. The first is that it is easier for a victim
to prove discrimination in a civil lawsuit than it would be for a
prosecutor to prove the same thing in a criminal trial, where
the law requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt. The second
is that neither the Portland Police Department nor the
Cumberland County District Attorney's Office have the money
to pursue more criminal cases.
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A bill McKernan can't veto

"I'm a physician. I've worked 24 of the last 36 hours," says
Dr. Brian Quint, a resident in psychiatry at a prominent
teaching hospital in the West End. "I've treated people with
psychosis, with heart attacks, and everybody in between. I've
been given that responsibility," Quint continues.
"Yet when I leave, to go home, my housing is not guaranteed. That's the immoral thing for me - that kind of paradox."
Dr. Brian Quint is gay. And if the Portland City Council
passes the proposed Human Rights Ordinance next week, it
will no longer be legal in Portland to throw Quint out of his
apartment because of his sexual orientation.
"Here I am a first-year law student and I've already heard
stories about 'You don't want to go here,' or 'This firm won't
take you,'" reports Rick Foss as he hands in a paper at the
University of Maine Law School.
Rick Foss is gay. And after the City Council votes next
week, it may be illegal for Portland law firms to deny Foss a
job because of his sexual orientation.
'1 had a (gay) couple that was selling their house," recalls
real estate broker Chris Behan. An appraiser, evaluating the
house to qualify it for a government-backed loan, walked
through the house with a colleague. "He said to the appraiser,
'Do you know these guys are gay?'" Behan recalls. The appraisal came through listing numerous improvements that
A coalition Is born
would be needed.
Outside City Hall, activists credit the emergence of the local
Chris Behan is gay. While he can't prove the appraiser was
chapter of the Matlovich Society as the key element in causing
discriminating against his gay clients, he is convinced. And if
Portland's gay and lesbian community to become a genuine
the Portland City Council acts as it should, what Behan and his
political force. Before
clients do in their homes won't
Matlovich, only the bar scene
affect whether they can sell
gave people who aren't straight
"Here I am a first-year law student
their houses.
a chance to get together in a
Quin t, Foss and Behan are
and I've already heard stories about
socially safe setting. Matlovich
among the leaders of an
holds
a meeting every other
'You don't want to go here,' or
extraordinary movement that
week to discuss a topic of
seems to have spontaneously
'This firm won't take you. III
importance to the community.
generated in Portland over the
Those who would seek to
last few weeks. Gay rights
Rick Foss
discredit this effort as yet
groups like the Matlovich
University of Maine Law School
another campaign of political
Society, the Maine Lesbian and
pressure from a "special
Gay Political Alliance, and the more radical ACT-UP and
interest group" will have to confront the fact that groups like the
Queer Nation are involved. So is the Maine Civil Li~rties
Maine Council of Churches and the Maine Civil Liberties Union
Union, and religiOUS institutions of all denominatio~ via the
have been actively involved.
Maine Council of Churches. Even the local Roman Catholic
So is the newly emerging chapter of P-FLAG, or Parents and
archdiocese plans to testify in favor of the measure. Together,
Friends of Lesbians and Gays. Rita Kissen of Peaks Island has
these people are making sure that Portland will do what the
spearheaded the P-FLAG effort as a way of supporting her
state of Vermont did last month, but what the Maine Legislalesbian daughter.
ture has refused to do eight times in the past 16 years.
"We want our kids to have the same opportunities as everyCouncilor Peter O'Donnell expects his proposed Human
body else's kids have," says Kissen, who is also on the faculty of
Rights ordinance to pass overwhelmingly when the measure
USM's teacher education program. In the latter capacity, Kissen
comes up for its second reading on May 11. When the bill
says she sees widespread fear of being fired among gay and
passes, it will be illegal in Portland to deny housing, a job, a
lesbian teachers.
loan, or public accommodation to anyone based on that
"I don't know any teachers who are out," she reports. "And I
person's sexual orientation.
don't blame them."

Citizen prosecutors

May 7, 1992

"We could have created a whole local human rights (commission) process, but that would be beyond the financial means and
staff capacity of the city," Woods explains. "The whole issue
should not turn on whether or not the city can afford to enforce it."
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Bring in your mom on Mother's Day for a free
bagel with plain cream cheese. Just mention
you saw this ad in Casco Bay WeeklyJ
15 Temple St. Portland 879-2425

Dos Locos, a Gift CertifICate for delicious Ben & Jerry's ice cream is •
yours for dessert. And they're right across the street!
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DOS LOCOS

Lunch: 11:30-2:00 •
.'.
Dinner: 5pm-Close .. .
92 Exchange Street
. .
Portland
,
Phone: 77-LOCOS
..:

Offer not valid in conjunctioo with any other promotions.
Ag,;:J:;; Ce:rtificatcs
must be redeemed the lime evening. limit 2 per
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I :lll il With
our great garlic bread!
It's just a beginning to a
long list of Creative
Chef's Specials that
rival the finest anywhere from Italian to seafood and
steaks, and lobster alwaysl

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 lin the historic Rires Mansionl
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm

Seven "yes" votes
There is nothing magical or even terribl y ingenious about the
campaign to gain passage of the human rights ordinance.
Organizers have simply used their mailing lists and contacts to
channel community support for the initiative at writing or
calling councilors.
If O'Donnell's constituents are any indication, the effort is
working. He reports that supporters outnumber opponents by 51 among people who have contacted him.
Among the nine-member City Council, Mayor Thomas Allen
and Councilors Linda Abromson, Esther Clennott, Charles
Harlow, Anne Pringle and Richard Paulson have endorsed the
measure. Only Councilor Theodore Rand has indicated he will
vote no.
Activists fret about a referendum drive to repeal the ordinance after it passes, but so far no organized effort to fight it has
appeared.
Many of the ordinance's most active supporters, including
several interviewed for this article, have chosen to remain
anonymous for fear of their employers' reactions to having an
employee publicly identified as a gay or lesbian person. Even Dr.
Quint, whose hospital has a non-discrimination policy that
protects him, asked that his employer's name not be associated
with his work to gain passage of the ordinance.
If and when the measure becomes law on May 11, these
-.people will be protected. But as one supporter suggested,
Portland's gays and lesbians look at May 11 as a kind of test.
Says one gay man who wants to know that the straight world
around him in Portland is willing to protect and support its
lesbian and gay citizens: "I'm looking closely at my city to see
how it responds." •

Donald Maurice Kreis believes in traditional American values. For a nearly
romplete list, see the U.S. Constitution.

BIG BUFFET ALL DAY
Sunday, May 10th, 9AM - 3PM
Kids $5.95 Adults $11.95 Seniors $8.95
Regular Menu Also Available. Reservations Suggested.
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Accepting Reservations, 12-6 p.m.
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Saturday 8am to 8pm
Sunday 9am to 3pm

i~/AI--IAcr?' Serving BreakfRSt, Lunch
'JY' IH};7'~
and Dinner Daily
J
. ~ Jt/
ONE MONUMENT WAY· PTLD

AN}ON'S
Italian Restaurant
and Lounge since 1957.

Fine Italian
Cuisine Steaks
& Seafood

I
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772-7299 • FAX 772-9662

.

Route 1
Scarborough
Maine

FREE ENTREE
before or after a movie at the Nick or whenever you want a good meal
& a good deal. Buy any entree from 5pm til close. any night of
the week & get an equal or lesser fare entree for FREE!

!

883-9562
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Restaurant & Bar

MOTHER'S DAY 1992
served from 10:30am til 3:00pm

193 Middle St. Old Port • 773-3501

ROCCO'S

Chicken Breasts

witp almonds and an apricot ginger glaze

TONINO'8 RI8TOQANTE
Authentic Qe8ional Italian Dinin8
, Lunch and Dinner .

An Old Port Tradition

PAQ1'Y ACCOMffiATI0N6 . TflKt OUT

BRUNCH

MOTHER'S DAY

Enjoy Breakfast or Lunch on
our patio (weather permitting)

NOONT010PM

6UNDAY6

Ao:::eplil18 Re8eI'Valion.s for Molher'.s Day. May 10lh
775-1855
-

call for reservations

SPECIALS AND REGULAR MENU
83 EXCHANGE ST, • PORTLAND, ME • 773-4731

84 Exchan8e otreel. PorLiand, Maine

TRIATMOMTO

-OPEN-

6TAQTINC MAY

OPEN

Italian
Restaurant
and Lounge

Scallops
in a mushroom cream sauce

May

to Mother's Day

Breakfast M-F 6 to 11 :30AM
Lunch M-F ,II :45-2PM
All Day Breakfast
Sat 6AM-2PM Sun SAM-2PM

98 Portland Street
Opposite Main Post OfHce

Portland

773-2096

50 Wharf St.,
Portland, ME

Poached Salmon Filets
in a creole sauce

• Prime Rib Au Jus
succulent melt-inyour-mouth beef

• Maine Lobster
Fresh off the boats from, Pine
Point • Boiled or baked
stuffed

• Fettuccine Seafood
Carbonara

or

Roast Prime Rib of Beef

13

774-6000

Fresh Belgian Waffles

Lobster, shrimp and scallops
in a rich and creamy bacon
and onion sauce, served
over a bed offettuccine

your,$12 95

Ch01Ce

Assorted Salads

Also serving our

Assorted Desserts

FULL DINNER MENU

$13.95 Adults - $6.95 Children

Portland ARegency
In the Old Port, 20 Milk Street
For Reservations call 774-4200

Steaks • Seafoods • Italian Specialities

All Major Credit Cards Accepted • Reservations Accepted
Plenty of Free Parking

;tfo~~Off.
8~!tr!fed
•
•

English Tea Cakes
Earl Gray Tea
Strawberries
Flowers
&
South Garden
Concert Tickets

Brtnghome a
beautlful Mother's
Day dinner from
Fresh Market.

Delicious homemade pastas
and 6 different sauces to choose from.
Just heat and serve!

AU pre.enU!.d in a hand.ome
bleacMd wiUow basket,
deuwred in black tie,

Port Bake House

(She111ove you for it!)

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30

.p

...,.."

Sonatina
o/Tulips

$15.00

JOIN US THIS MOTHER'S DAY
Make your reservations early,
with White Cream Sauce

BAKED STUFFED SOLE

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT

with Newburg Sauce

CHARBROILED SWORD
& SIRWIN COMBINATION

833-5546

SUNDAY KIDS EAT FOR FREE
Any Item off Kids Menu. Sorry No Brunch.

Ample Parking
Allen's Comer

I
I

I~
I~

TICkets $10.00

BAILEY ISLAND, ME.

Monday through Saturday 12-3,5-8; Sunday 12-8
Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Comer, Brunswick

PORTU[\(} EARLY
~ltSIC COl\CERT
Performing
Sunday May 17th at 3:00
in the South Garden.
Light refres hl7UJ nt
wiu be served.

CHICKEN CORDON BLEU
• . ~ " .... wJ/•.••

.'

Spring Melody
of Flowers

$25.00

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of Casco Bay
Specializing in Seafood
and Homemade Desserts

$45.00

We sugsest Reservations

878-3339

August Garden
3 Free Street
Portland
828-2000
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Casco Bay Weekly

Maine's f~"
/\
Authentic
Oyster Bar

Mixing Good
People, Good
Food and Good

Drinks for 13

Years.
Our Full Menu
served from
Ham. to Midnight.
Best Steamers
in Town

Enjoy a view of
the Marina from
the relaxing
atmosphere
of

8',$

5 Portland Pier
772-4828

Three generations of Portland mayors - Neal W. Allen '25-'26 (In photo, deceased),
Thomas H. Allen '91 and Charles W. Allen '66 -In Tom Allen's Portland home.

Uh, er... Yer Honor?
Portland's had more than 60 mayors since 1923, but not one of them was
elected to the job. Is it time for Portlanders to elect a mayor once again?
• By Paul Karr

Pewter 'Brace£ets,
.9tustrian Crysta{
Prisms, & other
fancifu{ gifts
for
Mother S 'Day!

Classic

I "!:e?:a~;~!e~ns
Old Pori

874-6980

SACO RfvER
O(n'I{I"''''I~ns
Canoes. Kayaks
Paddling Accessories

SALES:
SERVICE:
RENTALS:
CLINICS:
TRIPS:
NEW ENGLAND'S
FOREMOST
PADDLESPORT
SHOP &
OUTFITIER
127 MARGINAL WAY, PTLD
773·0910

In 1893, Portland Mayor James Phinney Baxter appointed a
special committee to explore an idea that sounded, at the time,
fairly bonkers to most city residents: replacing his own job with
an elected city counciL
.
Portland had elected its first mayor in 1832, the year it voted
itself Maine's first permanent city charter. Andrew Emerson,
previously chairman of Portland's board of selectman, had been
the first man elected to the office.
Seventy years later, Baxter's plan was turned down by city
voters, and as late as 1921 the idea was still being rejected.
But on a slow September day in 1923, Portland's city government lost its head.
Literally.
It was then that 17,000 residents turned out for a city referendum that would change the face of Portland for good. They
voted to scrap their city's elected mayor, as well as the six
"common councils" and nine aldermen who advised him.
Under the new council-manager system, there would be no
single person with veto authority or budget powers in Portland;
instead, a manager would run the everyday affairs of the city,
hired and overseen by just five city councilors.
Though the number of councilors has increased to nine,
that's pretty much how Portland works today. City Manager
Robert B. Ganley, hired in 1986, can stay there as long as the
City Council thinks he is doing a good job.
Meanwhile, the council itself turns over frequently according
to voter preference or attrition - and the mayor is newly
appointed each May after city elections.
That, say some Portianders, weakens the city. Those people
would either add an elected mayor, or scrap the councilmanager system and elect a mayor instead. Though several
attempts have failed, they keep trying.
It's thanks to 'the Ku Klux Klan - and property taxes - that
they persevere.

Klan-destine workings force out mayor
The Klan's presence in Portland is one of those dark, dirty
secrets you uncover in the margins of a history book, if ever.
Today, the Klan is barely visible in the state. But during the
early years of the 20th century, it was a political force: There
were 150,000 members of the Maine Klan in the mid-l92Os.
Under the firebrand leadership of King Kleagle Frank Eugene
Farnsworth, the Klan stoked fires of fear and hatred to a whitehot pitch during those years.
Most of that hate was aimed not at blacks but at the French
and Irish Catholics who lived on the Portland peninsula.
During a Klan rally on the steps of City Hall just three days

before the pivotal vote, Farnsworth cried out, "Our enemies in
the Catholic wards are going to vote honestly .... Find out how
that gang is going to vote and vote against them."
His intent was clear to the crowd of 6,000 Portlanders who
stood in solidarity with the white-hooded brotherhood: The
Klan wanted Irish Mayor Carroll S. Chaplin gone for good.
Outraged, Jewish and Irish leaders gave rousing open-air
speeches decrying the insurgent movement.
Portland's competing daily newspapers jumped into the fray
as well. They staked out opposite poSitions, then hunkered down
in the trenches and began slugging - and slinging - it out.
The Portland Press Herald, owned by Guy P. Gannett, came
down firmly on the side of the Klan-backed council-manager
government. The newspaper even hired a writer from New
York to describe, in glowing terms, how a council-manager
government would transform the city. Meanwhile, Press Herald
editorials vilified Portland's mayor for corruption and, worse,
hazardous fire conditions - a stinging charge, because downtown Portland had burnt to the ground in 1866.
But the rival Evening Express - then a separate newspaper
locked in fierce rivalry with the Press Herald - decided that
keeping elected mayor Chaplin would be best. To push its

. Burlington: a city transformed
Burlington, Vt., population 40,000, has been called the most
beautiful and sensibly planned city in northern New England .
Some residents credit more than a decade under socialist
mayors Bernie Sanders and Peter Clavelle.
Following Sanders' wildly popular four-term stay, C1avelle
was elected in 1989. He's since been re-elected . There's also a
city manager, but he doesn't playa policy role in Burlington.
The city's downtown revitalization projects, hugely successful,
came straight from former Mayor Sanders' bully pulpit (who
left to become the only socialist in Congress) and a receptive
City Council.
Yet the mayor isn't really "strong."
"Burlington is really a weak mayor government," said
Vermont Times Editor Tim Peek. "The City Council does the
appointing of department heads." Many of Burlington's
important decisions arc made by a plethora of commissions,
further diluting the mayor's power. Commission members are
appointed by the mayor, but must be approved by the council.
"There have been complaints that this isn't representative
democracy, that the mayor can't get his agenda forward," Peek
said. "But I think it has worked fine. It's a mediated, balanced
Paul Kan
form of government."

viewpoint, the Express dispatched a reporter to distant cities
that had already tried the council-manager.form of government.
The reporter dug up, then described, corruption or neglect in
mayorless cities like Norfolk, Va., Norwood, Mass. and nearby
Auburn. The paper even printed front-page appeals from the
mayor, who'd barely kept his job in 1921 when voters narrowly
rejected the idea.
Now, two years later, the city's anti-mayor faction was
circulating an influential little pamphlet that "showed" how
scrapping the mayor would buy the city more services for less
money. It was perfectly timed: Its implications about cronyism
and corruption came in the wake of the Boss Tweed scandals in
New York City. Vigorously passed around by Klan members,
the pamphlet helped drive a stake into the old form of government.
The Klan wasn't alone in its crusade. Furious city property
owners, in a scene that could have been lifted from last
summer's tax revolt on the steps of City Hall, latched onto the
dump-the-mayor movement.
Portlanders who wanted to protest those taxes - but avoid
the appearance of kibbitzing with the Klan - formed the
"Committee of 100" to agitate for the change. The committee
was made up of 99 WASPs and a token Catholic. Combined
with the tax revolt, their influence was pervasive.
The citywide referendum was held Sept. 10, 1923 - the same
day a total eclipse of the sun briefly threw the city into sharp
black and white relief - and fully 72 percent of Portland's
registered voters (more than 17,000) turned out to vote. Though
working-class peninsula neighborhoods like Munjoy Hill
wanted to keep the mayor, suburban Protestant voters turned
out in force to strip Mayor Chaplin of his powers.
Chaplin's last act was to bar the Klan from marching in a
Columbus Day parade through the heart of downtown Portland.
Three months later, in early December, the city held its firstever City Council election. Voters from the suburbs turned out
in force again, choosing an all-Protestant council.
South Portland citizens banished their own elected mayor
just nine years later, and installed a similar council-manager
government that also persists to this day. Harry A. Brinkerhoff,
who'd been Portland's first city manger, jumped across the Fore
River to assume the new post.
In both cities, the office of mayor was eliminated in one
citywide vote. The post of mayor became a ceremonial one,
elected among the councilors themselves for a term that lasted
just one year.
As a result, Portland has had 18 different mayors in the past
20 years.

15%
AllFlowering Crab Apple Trees
N(JU) ~ May 10th
O'DONAL'S

NURSERIES
Open Mon. through Sat. 8-5:30, Sun. 9-5, Thurs. till 8
At the junction of Rts. 22 and 114
Outer Congress St., Gorham
5 minutes from the Maine Mall
Phone: (207) 839-4262

Canley runs the city
The Klan's huge, whitewashed Forest Avenue headquarters
burnt to the ground long ago under mysterious circumstances.
But the council-manager government stands tall.
The Portland City Council has two jobs as defined under the
city charter amendments approved back in 1923: It makes local
laws, then hires a manager to enforce and administrate them.
That's why city councilors only meet once every two weeks.
They're paid $4,346 a year for their time. The "ceremonial"
mayor's selection by the councilors can be the cause of serious
dickering inside council chambers. (In 1980, for instance, the
council needed 41 ballots to choose a mayor.) Whomever they
finally pick makes $5,512 a year - but the hours are full-time.
''The hours are unbelievable," said current Mayor Thomas H.
Allen, who juggles the job with a full-time law practice. "It's not
just a ceremonial position. I find that I'm spending five to seven
houJ;S a day on mayor's work, with a few 12- or 14-hour days
thrown in." Allen estimates he spends at least 40 hours per
week taking phone calls, meeting with constituents, councilors
or staff, and lobbying for city interests in Augusta. That means
he labors for a salary of about $2.65 per hour.
But even Allen's workweek pales compared to City Manager
Bob Ganley'S.
Under the city's charter, Ganley shoulders the bulk of
Portland's executive duties and powers: He carries out the City
Council's orders, oversees nearly 2,000 city and school employees and laboriously assembles the city's $150 million annual
budget. Subject to council confirmation, he also appoints a host
of city department heads including Polic.e Chief Michael
Chitwood, Fire Chief Joe Thomas, Chief Building Inspector Sam
Hoffses and Director of Public Works George Aaherty.
For his work, Ganley's paid about $76,000 a year - more
than Governor John McKernan gets for running the whole state.
(But, as Babe Ruth might have said, Ganley had a better year.)
Ganley, half Irish and half Protestant, exemplifies the .
council-manager ideal at work. Holder of two master's degrees
in planning - and 10 years' experience as a city manager in
Portland and South Portland - he slogs through endless hours
of conducting meetings, poring over department reports and
otherwise administrating the in and outs of delivering city
services. All the while, he's also trying to gauge the city's fickle
political moods and gaze ahead to anticipate the burning issues
or pitfalls lurking just down the road.
Recent city initiatives like downtown improvement proposals, a homeowner lending program and financial breaks for the

A Men's Health Day
from
Maine Medical Center

Fueling Up: foods, fads, and common sense for health,
fitness, and performance.
Men and Women: a primer on the health issues of the
women in your life.
As Time Goes By: the changes of middle age, and what to
do about them.
Touchy Subj ects: basic health of the uniquely male anatomy.

Guest Speaker
Mike Eruzione
Captain, 1980 U.S. Olympic Hockey Team
$15 registration includes lunch, measurement of your cholesterollevel, blood pressure, and lung capacity if you like
and
a chance to win a one-year membership in the Bay Club ...
Health and Fitness at One City Center.

Saturday, May 16
Maine Medical Center
Call today for more information: 871-2196

Continued on page 16
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579 congress st. • 772·8929

Community
Network

I!!f\l.... Cable

week of 5/8/92

• COMMUNITY HEART
AND SOUL:
Community Leadership
- Citizens making A
Difference (1 hr)
• OPEN SPACES:
Play In A Changing City
(1 hr)
• THE FAMILY AFTER
DIVORCE:
Restoring the Fam lIy
Fabric (1 hr)
Programs premiere Frl. 7-10pm, and are
repeated Sat.- Mon.1-4 & 7-10pm and
Tues., Wed., & Thurs. gam-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in PorUand, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

HEAD THE CALL
OF THE ANIENT
MOTHER
Celebrating the
Dfe of the Spirit
in

Worship, the Arts, &
Community Service .

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland, ME 04103
(207) 772-8277

Rev. Ken Turley
Service: lOam Sunday
Magical Music
Childcare provided

"But these

go to 11."

- Nigel Tufnel,
Spinal Tap

Detonation Blvd, with
Fred Monday 3 - 5pm
part of 'MPG's
Rock 'n' Rap Block

Uh,, er ••• Yer Honor?
Continued from page 15
Maine Mariners hockey team and the Nickleodeon movie
theatre all started at or near Ganley's desk.
"I'm always thinking about the city," he said. "You get used
to it, you become a night person."
Ganley believes the council-manager system works well.
"1 think it's the ideal form of government," he said. "An
elected executive has Significant problems, like partisanship.
Look at the state, look at the fight between the governor and
legislators." Worse, he says, "the qualities necessary for a
person to get elected aren't the qualities necessary to manage
well once you get elected. You need professional management
at the top. I mean, people would never consider electing the
superintendent of their schools."
Responding to complaints about his own accessibility or

"1 think it's long overdue ...
If someone has ideas for the future of the
city, it's pretty hard to put forward
their vision and run on it right now."
Donna Williams
Portland Planning Board
accountability, Ganley points out that he has, in essence, a 24hour contract. The council can fire him any time it chooses.
"There's a good mix here, the distribution of power is about
right," he concluded. "That's why council-manager is so
popular around the country. People who don't like it, don't like
it because they can't manipulate the power as easily. Do we
want that, or do we we want it spread out to everybody
equally?"
During his recent City Council campaign, former Greater
Portland Chamber of Commerce head John McDonough
agreed. An elected mayor, he pointed out, "wouldn't have the
professional training we require of a city manager .. . City
government is a big business."

ways to engage citizens in government productively."
Former Mayor Linda Abromson agreed that any elected
mayor's powers would have to be controlled.
"I go back and forth all the time," she said. "It makes the
mayor directly accountable to the public rather than the council,
but I believe (city politics) would become highly partisan as a
result. You'd have Democrats and Republicans running against
each other wi th the backing of the parties. It's supposed to be
nonpartisan, and I would like to keep it that way."
But, Abromson cautioned, "a charter change would need to
draw and define the role of the mayor very carefully. I don't
believe in appointive, veto or budgetary powers for the mayor."
Those kinds of broad powers have hurt the cities of
Waterville - where a mayor fired the city manager - and
Biddeford, where new and deposed mayors have slung enough
mud back and forth across town to cover the bottom of the Saco
River. (See "Strong mayors, strange doings," page 16.)

To elect or not to elect?
Portland's ex-mayors aren't the only ones divided over the
notion of rewriting the mayors job description; a grassroots
movement has quietly kept the idea burning.
Interestingly, the strong-mayor advocates hail from all points
on the political compass: Conservative tax protesters like
unsuccessful City Council candidate Carolyn Cosby stand
united with progressive activists like Kathryn McInnis in their
wishes for an elected mayor.
Some of those suggesting the reform propose a longer-term
mayor - with some added responSibility - standing beside
the city manager. Others, like neighborhood activist and
Planning Board member Donna Williams, want a full-time
mayor with broad executive powers.
"I think it's long overdue in terms of the size of the city and
the need to have elected leadership that can present a vision for
the city," Williams said . "There is the potential for one individual to put together a forum and present it to the council. If
someone has ideas for the future of the city, it's pretty hard to
put forward their vision and run on it right now. (Ganley) is a
fine person and manager, but he is the person who has to
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"People who don't like
(the council· manager government)
don't like It because they can't
manipulate the power as easily."

He's got to fight to get that agenda through so he can get reelected next time. If he's the mayor, you've got to give him the
power to run the city the way he wants to."
Though Carson said she hasn't made up her mind on the
idea, she sees a groundswell of support building for it. That
groundswell, members say, taps the roots of taxpayer and
activist anger alike.
'There's a real cross-section of the community that has an
interest in this," said Williams. "It speaks to people's frustration
that Portland has a lot to offer, but there just doesn't seem to be
any organized progressive movement forward."

Mayoralty runs in the family

"Outside of Maine, strong
mayors are quite prevalent,"
said Michael Starn, editor of
the Maine Municipal
Association's Maine Townsman magazine. "Here, they're
not. That's probably because
Maine has traditionally been
made up of small communities with town meeting
governments."
Indeed, among Maine's 22
cities, there are just three
"strong" mayors - ones who
are gi ven hiring, firing and
budget powers by city
charter. And no Maine mayor
is paid a full-time salary,
though most work full-time
hours.
Strong mayors are always
elected at-large by all of a
city's voters. But not all
elected mayors are "strong."
It all depends on a city's
charter and the ordinances
that modify it.
Biddeford has a strong
mayor, and lately he's been in
the news a lot. Roger
Normand has verbally
jousted with previous Mayor
Bonita Belanger and her
appointees. Waterville's
strong mayors have also
made waves. Sitting Mayor
David Bernier created a flap
when he fired Waterville's
controversial city administrator (essentially the manager),
shortly after taking office.
In Westbrook, however,
strong mayor Fred Wescott
has kept a low profile since
he was re-elected in 1991 to
his second two-year term.
Though Wescott and full time assistant Peter Eckel
share power with a board of
seven aldermen, the two men

Despite the growing number of elected-mayor advocates,
departing mayor Tom Allen doesn't support a change in the
city charter that would give him a full-time job and sweeping
executive powers. His father Charles Allen happens to agree
with him, and he should know - Charles was Portland's
mayor in 1966. And that was only natural, because his fatherNeal W. Allen - had sat on the very first Portland City Council
and served as ceremonial mayor in 1925 and 1926.
"My father never told me to run for the council, and 1 never
told Tom to," said Charles Allen. 'We were all just interested in
city affairs."
Charles Allen said all three generations have favored the
council-manager form of government.
'There was once legislation to switch to a strong mayor
form," he saiC!, "but the reason they turned it down was
because the city manager is a good fonn. If you have a mayor
with veto power, you're not going to have a strong city manager."
"I'd have Significant reservations about changing to an
elected mayor," agreed son Tom Allen. "On balance, the present
system works pretty well. I think that the public is actively
involved in Portland city government now. We have a very
high quality of professional management here, and we deal
with most issues on their merits, not on political or partisan '
agendas.
'The only major deficiency," he finished, "is continuity."
He sees two possible ways of bringing back the elected
mayor if Portlanders decide that's what they want.
The first scenario would be much like his present job - a
part-time, low-paying job with one vote on the City Council.
The only change would be that city voters elected their mayor
to a three-year term.
The other poSSibility, Allen suggested, is to create a stronger
mayor who is elected by voters, then given more duties, staff
and money.
''But if that happened, the relationship between the mayor
and the city manager would change," he said. 'Would that be
good or bad? We would have greater continuity in our leadership. But there would also be less stability in the manager's job.
"If mayors started getting full of themselves and deciding
they could fire and hire ci ty staff, then you'd be worse off," said
Allen, who agreed that his family has always supported the
council-manager form of government because it works well in
Portland.
For now, Tom Allen said he is looking forward to stepping
down from the post of mayor. "It's been challenging and
rewarding, but if I did this all the time, I'd never have time to
practice law or be with my family."
How has Tom Allen fared as mayor? "I think he's done a
good job in a tough time," said his father, pausing. "I'm proud
of him." •

construct the city's budget
and hire and fire department
heads. Some, but not all, of
those personnel decisions
require confinnation by the
aldermen.
Westbrook's charter has
been changed to make
removal of the fire and police
chiefs difficult to remove,
though, because "new
mayors would come in and
hire new chiefs every two
years," Eckel explained. The
mayor, plus two-thirds of the
board, must vote to remove
those chiefs.
Eckel was hired by the
city's previous mayor in 1989.
Wescott makes $6,500 a year.
Eckel makes $52,000.
Lewiston Mayor James
Howaniec was re-elected to a
two-year term in 1991, but he
doesn't have extra powers
like other elected mayors. He
doesn't get a council vote,
he' s limited to two tenns and
he makes just $4,200 a year.
The city' administrator,
sharing power with the City
Council, makes all the
executive decisions and
$70,000 a year. Yet Howaniec
said he carries more policy
weight than councilors do.
'1've really found you
have a strong bully pulpit
because you're elected
citywide," he said, citing his
recent attempts to pass a
zero-tax increase budget for
the city as proof. "Technically, it's a weak mayor
pOSition, but I've really found
you can set the agenda. You
can really get your message
out and cause a lot more
change than anyone city
councilor could."
Paul Karr

Got a computer?
Need high quality
COLOR .output?
Here. Now. Affordable. In full colorl Great
Canon color laser output from your pc disk.
Call for d~tails. All of this i.n addition to great
col~r copies, transparencies, typesetting,
bUSiness presentations, layout I design and
many more colorful services. All from

Portland's Color Copy Specialists •

774z4455

GENERATED IMAGE
164 MIDDLE STREET

•

PORTLAND, MAINE

Robert Ganley
Portland City Manager

Strong mayors, strange doings

Elected mayor idea returns
The hectic nature of the mayors job - minus Ganley's pay,
power or tenure - raised new cries for an elected, full-time
mayor in the 1970s and early '80s. The idea surfaced with
Mayor Joseph D. Casale, an outspoken city councilor who sat
during Portland's mid-'80s boom years.
Casale asked the city's Charter Commission - the committee that decides which potential charter changes go to citywide
votes - to put the question of electing a mayor every three
years to voters on the May 1986 city ballot. The commission
narrowly refused.
"There was a sense of complacency with government at the
time," recalled Casale, now a marketing consultant. "There
wasn't a strong enough citizen initiative."
Casale still favors the idea today. He draws a clear distinction, however, between the need for an elected mayor and the
need for a "strong" one with broad powers.
"I'm not saying we need a mayor to come in and overhaul
the entire system," he said. 'We still need the city manager. You
don't have to change the entire system, it just needs to be
tweaked a little bit."
Former Mayor Ronald Dorler also pushed for the elected
mayor when he sat on the council - and the Charter Commission - during the mid-'80s.
"I think that government closer to the people is better
government," Dorler said. "(Electing a mayor) gets people
closer to the government. The policies we're putting forth aren't
spearheaded by a mayor, the way it is now. Ideas come from
staff people, not elected officials, because the elected officials
are part-time."
But former Mayor Pam Plumb, who voted against the idea in
the mid-'8Os with the Charter Commission, disagrees. "It seems
to be a recurring theme every seven to 10 years," she said.
"There are pros and cons, but I come down on the side of not
changing the system.
"The advantage of changing the system - and I'm not
talking about a strong mayor who also hires and fires department heads - is that you give the community a focal point
around which to debate current issues of the day," said Plumb.
"Also, you'd have more continuity of contact with (state and
federal) levels of government. Then again, I don't see
Westbrook and Waterville - who have strong elected mayors
- having much clout with those levels.
"1 think the negative," said Plumb,"is that you start sendi~g
the city in a really zigzag course. It makes it hard to do longterm projects, and all the projects in the city are long-term
projects."
Plumb also worries that a strong mayor would over-manage
the city. "On the whole, the city's been pretty well run for the
past 50 years .... Look at New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Is that the way we want our city run? Those cities make me
think twice about (a strong mayor). There are a lot of other

(create policy) - and he's not elected."
Williams would also change the election procedures to make
all council and maydr races partisan and simultaneous. "1 think
it should be partisan," she said. "Right now it's hard for people
to figure out who the candidates are." Electing the entire
council at once, Williams believes, would work like a referendum to improve accountability.
Most elected mayor advocates agree they would keep a city
manager in place to run the city day to day.
"But the manager would work at the direction of the mayor,"
Williams said. Others point out that the idea has worked well in
Portland-sized cities like Burlington, Vt. (See ''Burlington: a city
transformed," page 14.)
Downtown businesswoman Penny Carson agrees it could
benefit the city.
"My initial thought would be that the manager is at the
whim of nine egos," she said. 'The mayor would have one ego
driving forward to succeed and trying to swing the council to
agree with him. There would be one person with an agenda.

Paul Karr is a reporter for Casco Bay WeeKly.
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Human rights, here and elsewhere
In Portland: protecting basic rights
This country was founded on the idea that t1Jtry citizen will have the same
rights as t1Jtry other dtizen, regardless of race, class, gender, sexual orientation
or anything else.
Yet as numerous recent events have illustrated - from incidents of gaybashing in the Old Port to the shocking acquittal of four white Los Angeles
police officers who were videotaped in the act of brutally beating a black
motorist - we have a long way to go before that simple idea will be a liVing
reality for all Americans.
On May II, the cameras will be focused on Portland as the City Council
considers an ordinance to protect human rights. Portland must hold her head
high and do what the Maine Legislature has failed to do for years: pass ~ law
that will make it illegal for any Portlander to deny housing, a job, a loan or
public accommodation to anyone based on sexual orientation.
That's what the law going before the council on May 11 will do. That, and
no more. Contrary to the hateful propaganda
being spread by some within this city, the
proposed Human Rights Ordinance will not
require schools to teach anything and will not
require affirmative action. The offense will be civil rather than criminal, which
means individuals who believe they are victims of discrimination - not police
or prosecutors - will have the burden of bringing a case before the courts.
Councilor Peter O'Donnell and the huge and diverse coalition of people
who are supporting this bill deserve our thanks and the council's support.
They have worked hard. CBW encourages them to continue their efforts in the
other fine cities and towns that make up Greater Portland.
The Portland City Council must vote unanimously to pass the Human
Rights Ordinance. To do any different would leave the coundl exposed to the
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same sort of rage that has brutalized a dozen U.S. cities. To vote otherwise
would leave the dissenting councilor standing on barren moral ground, facing a
dark political future. To do any less would be unconscionable. •
(MP)

In LA: "We're stuck here for a while"
Casco Bay Weekly does not normally comment on national issues, but we were
so moved by the May 1 appeal of Rodney King - the black man whose beating
at the hands of white Los Angeles police officers touched off the worst racial
wave of violence in U.S. history - that we are reprinting his halting but poetic
plea for peace in its entirety. We really can't say it any better:
"People, I just want to say, you know, can we all get along? Can we get
along? Can we stop making it, making it horrible for the older people and the
kids?
"And I mean, we've got enough smog here in Los Angeles, let alone to deal
with the, setting these fires and things. It's just not right. It's not right. It's not,
it's not going to change anything.
"We'll, we'll get our justice. They won the battle, but they haven' t won the
war. We'll have our day in court, and that's all we want.
"And just, I love. I'm neutral. I love every ... I love people of (every) color.
I'm not like they're picking me out to be.
'We've got to quit. We've got to quit. You know, after all, I mean, I can
understand the first upset for the two hours after the verdict, but to go on like
this, to see the security guard shot on the ground, it's not right. It's just not
right. Because those people can never go home to their families again.
"Please, we can get along here. We all can get along. I mean, we're all stuck
here for a while. Let's try to work it out. Let's try to beat it. Let's try and work it
out." •
(Rodney G. King)

CMP buys MPBN and WCBB
• By Donald Maurice Kreis

'What's a smart guy like me doing in a place like
this?" Justice Antonin Scalia is fond of asking his
law clerks at the U.S. Supreme Court. One might
apply the same question to Robert H. Gardiner, the
putative poo-bah of public radio and TV in Maine.
Gardiner, president and general manager of
public television's WCCB in Lewiston, is set to
assume the same post at the new Maine Public
Broadcasting
Corporation. He will
thus preside over
both WCBB and
what are currently the radio and TV stations of the
Maine Public Broadcasting Network (MPBN). With
the merger of WCBB and MPBN, the citizens of
Maine are giving away something of a treasure turning over to private hands not just Maine's only
truly statewide mass medium, but the state's only
broadcasting organization that has not turned news
and culture into a puree of infotainment.
It's a giveaway that promises to give something
back to Maine: a public broadcasting system of
unassailable excellence. Nearly every public broadcasting project of genuine renown, from" All Things
Considered" to ''The Civil War" or even (dare we
admit) "Morning Pro Musica," comes from a public
broadcasting organization that is independent of the
government Universities are ill-qualified to be
broadcasters. Under the University of Maine's
stewardship, MPBN has had trouble getting past the
notion that it should not broadcast anything interesting or any music you don't need to wear fancy
clothes to hear.
Gardiner is a good person to lead the Maine
Public Broadcasting Corporation into an era of
excellence. He was director of Maine's Bureau of
Public Lands during the Brennan administration, a
bygone time when state government actively sought
bureaucrats of vision and energy. He has thoughtfully steered WCBB through the current fiscal storm.
His letter to the editor complaining about this
column will no doubt be an eloquent invocation of
the commitment and high ethics he brings to his

citizen

work.
Why, then, should Maine worry about turning
the keys to its public broadcasting network over to
Gardiner?
The harbinger is this year's version of a once-ayear scandal sheet that always seems to bring news
of some new scheme or an6ther to promote corporate greed and hegemony at the expense of the
public interest. It shows up annually with the
daffodils: the annual proxy statement of Central
Maine Power.
Pursuant to the laws of our great state, CMP must
send the proxy statement to its shareholders every
year in advance of the company's annual meeting.
Among other things, the statement must disclose
which high-level CMP offidals are getting rich at the
expense of shareholders and ratepayers. Last year
we learned all about how CMP paid its former
president a bloated six-figure sum to shut up and
leave Maine, while the utility was raising rates and
turning off poor people's power in midwinter. This
year comes the unsettling revelation that CMP has
elected a new member of its board of directors:
Robert H. Gardiner.
It brings to mind the days of the last unsuccessful
campaign to close CMF's Maine Yankee, when
MPBN would report on the referendum to shut the
profitable nuke. Those stories came during news
broadcasts that began with the announcement that
the programs were "made pOSSible" in part by a
grant from Maine Yankee. With the Gardiner
gambit, CMP and Maine Yankee will have taken the
next step and installed one of their own as the state's
chief public broadcaster. And all this happens at a
time when CMP is sure to be big news as disgruntled ratepayers storm the Maine Public Utilities
Commission to protest CMF's '1et them eat cake"
consumer rates. Also news will be the search for a
local dump to house low-level nuclear waste from
Maine Yankee. And Gardiner will be there to make
sure the Maine Public Broadcasting Company does
nothing to harm the interests of the Central Maine
Power Company.
Isn't that a bit overstated, you ask?
Perhaps. Gardiner will defend himself by stating

that he has pledged to maintain the highest ethical
standards at his broadcasting job, and that CMP has
assured him it will place no unseemly demands on
his radio and TV responsibilities. But the fact
remains that a director of a company like CMP is
more than an employee of that organization; he is a
member of the firm's supreme governing body.
And, as such, the law imposes on Gardiner a duty to
show "a high degree of fidelity and loyalty" to the
company, in the words of University of Texas law
professor Robert W. Hamilton, perhaps the nation's
top expert on such matters.
Gardiner's legal duty to CMP is thus even higher
than that of mere employee Clark Irwin, the CMP
press flak in charge of explaining to public broadcasters and others why the utility is always right
and its critics are always wrong. And figured pro
rata, Gardiner's deal at CMP is better than that of
full-time employees. He gets an annual retainer of
$6,800 plus $600 for every CMP meeting he attends.
Maybe the Maine Public Broadcasting Corporation will find a way to hold CMP up to public
scrutiny when the network's president has a legal
duty to see that CMP prevails. Maybe all this is just
a half-step worse than the ubiquitous practice of
stocking the boards of non-profit organizations with
bigshots from companies like CMP. After all, CMP
Senior Vice President Richard Crabtree recently
served as chair of the University of Maine Trustees,
and thus was nOminally in charge ofMPBN. But the
difference is that a corporate official serving on a
public TV station's board owes a legal duty of
loyalty to the TV station; Gardiner's legal duty is to
CMP.
There are few moral absolutes in this world and
Rob Gardiner does not deserve vilification. But his
presence on the CMP board just isn't right. He
should quit immediately, and CMP should fill the
vacancy with someone who can't afford to pay their
electric bill .•

Donald Maurice Kreis owns 2.135 shares of CMP stock and
wonders what a smart guy like him is doing with an
investment like that.
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• By Tonee Harbert

Pull offensive ads
In your editorial ("Censorship is simple, free speech is
not," 4.16.92) you represent
yourself and CB W as the
defenders of free speech
against the censorship
attempts of WGME and those
of your readers who object to
your accepting ads which
espouse directl y or by
implication the denigration of
women and the trivialization
of the Nazi horrors.
For the record, we are in'
favor of WGME airing the
Planned Parenthood ads
(even if, as a licensed carrier,
they would be obliged to air
ads of conflicting opinions)
and we are opposed to you
accepting the swastika T-shirt
and Mark's Showplace ads
which were referred to.
Neither with regard to
WGME nor to CB W is the
issue one of defending the
free speech of ad vertisers.
The freedom involved is the
freedom of the advertising
medium to choose the ads it
wishes to present to the
public. Neither of your
correspondents, neither
Meyer Bodoff nor Melissa
Savage, has suggested that
you be restrained legally
from printing whatev.er ads
you choose to print.
At best, it is guileful of you
to try to represent your
decisions to accept particular
ads as though they were
independent of your editorial
pqlides. For a paper that
offers itself as a crusading

Lucie Butler and a dozen other people stood In Monument Square April 30 to express their outrage at the acquittal
of four Los Angeles pollee officers who beat Rodney King. "Justice must be done," said Butler of the beating, which
was videotaped then aired repeatedly on national TV. "It upsets me."
As of press time May 5,55 people had been killed, 2,328 Injured, 11,724 arrested and an estimated $717 million of
damage done In Los Angeles In the aftermath of the not guilty verdict.
paper dedicated to revealing
public hypocrisies, it is
downright hypocritical. We
are long past the point where
people have to be convinced
that newspapers present
points of view, and that these
pOints of view are reflected in
the editorials, the choice of
news items, the choice of
columnists and the choice of
advertising.
You already have chosen
to refuse to print some kinds
of ad vertising (Le., there are
some kinds of personal ads
that you will not accept).
Why not continue to act in
ways that are consistent with
your expressed ideals?
Refuse to print those ads that
dehumanize and attack
people, and refuse to print
those ads that present in a
trivial manner the symbols of
one of the worst horrors of

our3~~~~

~()I:tZ~i.fWruV
Alfred and Bernice
Glixman
Portland

Keep ads running
Down with cultural
uniformity for "the greater
good"! Keep those ads for
Mark's Showplace runnin'!
Thanks to Casco Bay Weekly
for having the stones to piss
off the right and the left.

J~tfL &-eo>,/~
Keith George
Portland

Responsibility
vs. free speech
The very slick editorial
("Censorship is simple, free
speech is not," 4.16.92) angers
me to the point of rage. That
Mr. Paulsen can equate a
woman's health care with a
misogynist entertainment
establishment, with the intent
of demonstrating the CBW
anti-censorship stance, shows
his readers how far he will go
to protect the status quo as
relates to the exploitation of
all women.
As he carries the torch for
Mark's Showplace, may he
also ponder how the presentation of women as commodities rela tes to the alarming
number of cases of rape,
incest and domestic violence.
I conclude that Mr. Paulsen
thinks that we as a society are
subjected to much questionable material, whether it be
"bikini-clad beer babes" or
"afternoon soap operas." He
is right. But is he also right to
add to that heap, or does he
have an obligation to the
women of Greater Portland to
take a stance against their
sexual exploitation?
Within his editorial he
seemed to answer this
question by stating that
"there are instances in which
the media's response to its
community outweighs the
community's interest in free
speech." Mr. Paulsen, I ask
that you stop hiding behind
the WGME/Planned Parent-

hood equation and come to
your own conclusions
concerning your paper's
responsibility to its community.

-<~IG-(3Itu/1:; h
Kathryn Blackstone
Portland

Free speech
protects Mark's
Arrrrrrgh! My frustration
level hi t a new high after
reading the letters section
(CBW 4.23.92) regarding the
advertising for Mark's
Showplace and Video Expo.
Here's my two cents'
worth. If you don't like the
product, don't buy it. If you
object to the medium you're
advertiSing in, don't use it. If
some of you are buying
ad vertising in CB W along
with the Showplace and
Video Expo, you are probably
dealing with the same target
market. Heaven forbid if a
person who saw a strip show
or rented a porn film bought
something at your poli ticall y
correct store. Would you tum
away their consumer dollars?
Time for a reality check, .
people. We, as a society, need
to lighten up or else we're all
heading for ulcers before our
time. I'm not offended by the
"objectification" of men when
I see an ad for male strippers
in the April 23 CBW. Some
might say, "That's different,
you're a white male, so it
doesn't count." But I think

my opinion has as much
validi ty as those of the
various people who were
offended.
I hope that CB W won't
succumb to the McCarthylike attitude of some who
want to regulate advertising.
The first step could be that
Mark's Showplace can't
advertise. Then Mark's
Showplace shouldn't be
open. Then Penthouse and
Playboy shouldn't be sold in
our town. Next, a ban on NC17 videos (as long as they are
not politically correct).
Remember, people, the
First Amendment not only
protects you, and your ability
to advertise, it also is there
for all the Mark's Showplaces
, in the world.

~/h:::.!:;> W (J""_,J
David McGowan
Scarborough

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please limit your thoughts
to 300 words, Include a
daytime phone number
and address to: Letters,
Casco Bay Weekly,
551 A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.
_.
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Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be received In writing on the Thunday prior to publication. Send your Calendar and Listings Information to Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

Entertainment

The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar:
10 days and more ways to be Informed,
get Involved and stay amused.

• Preservation brings
history to life! That's the
theme of National Historic
Preservation Week, which
runs May 10-16. You can
commemorate the event
today by linking up with
Greater Portland Landmarks' first tour of the
season. Join homebodies

• Home show: If you're
planning to buy, sell,
finance, build or remodel,
this is your last chance to
drop buy Portland Home
Seekers Weekend

for power and advancement embodied by the
film's star - Tim Robbins
as the movie mover - go a
long way towards explaining the socioeconomic split
causing the anger that
ripped LA apart last week.
See "Players" at Maine Mall
Cinemas, Maine Mall Road,
S. Portland. Call ahead for
show times: 774-1022.

(May 8-

• Fight mental & muscular
atrophy: Exercise improves
your circulation, your
disposition and your sex
life. Join Casco Bay Bicycle
Club tonight - and every
Thursday night at 6 - as
they cruise along the ocean
and marshes of Scarborough
and Cape Elizabeth. Riders
of all abilities are welcome
to come along for the one- to
two-hour ride, as well as
pizza and socializing
afterwards. If it's warm, you
can take a dip as well. Meet

rI

at Pat's Pizza on Route 1
near Oak Hill in Scarborough. Call 799-1085 for
more info.
• Fight spiritual dissonance
with Tibetan Lama Lobsang
Tsetan as he gives a talk on
meditation and the Buddhist
path to enlightenment
tonight at 7 at 24 Cumberland St., Yarmouth. Call 8460764 or 772-2159 for details.

• Opening at Velentgas:
Drop by 60 Hampshire St.
tonight for an opening
honoring the works of Alice

Steinhardt. Steinhardt, who
started her career in photography, now does abstract
oils on canvas and charcoal
on paper. She's exhibited
her work from California to
Maine, solo and in conjunction with others - including husband Mark Wethli.
See her stuff from 5-8. Call
772-2042 for more.
• The mandala is a circular
design containing concentric
geometric forms and
symbolizing the wholeness
of the universe in Hinduism and Buddhism.
You can tap into this
universal experience as the
Mandala Octet
-who unify
the elements
of modern
jazz in a
most
inspiring

from all
walks of life as
they walk through
seven of the Western
Prom's spiffiest homes on
the "Western Promenade
Classics III" house tour. Buy
the tickets at Landmarks
(165 State St.) through May
8, or at Williston West
Church (32 Thomas St.)
today. They're $15. Call 7745561 for details.
• "His dances do not look
like any others," says Nw
York Times dance critic Anna
Kisselgoff of Garth Fagan
Dance, performing tonight
at 8 at Lewiston Jr. High
School. The troupe which, in its 20-year history
has metamorphosed from
Bottom of the Bucket to
Bucket Dance Theater - is
remarkable. Influenced by
ballet, modern & AfroCaribbean dance, seeing
these dancers do their stuff
is like seeing dance for the
first time, says The Denver
Post. "The familiar moves
aren't there. Garth Fagan
virtually wiped the slate
clean." All in favor of clean
slates, say "aye" and call
782-7228 for tix, which are
$11, $13 & $15.

wayhit cafe
no (20
Danforth St.,
Portland) for a
galvanizing gig
tonight and
tomorrow. Sets are at
9 & 11 . Tix are $7 - a
modest sum to throw out
into the universe for such
an enlightening experience.
Call the OM hotline at 7728114 for details.

;I
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Kick up your heels
Saturday, May 9.

j

• To have and have not:
Want to understand more
about what happened in LA
and other cities last week?
Go see "Players," a very
funny spoof by Robert
Altman starring most of the
stars in Hollywood. On one
level "Players" is abou t a
movie executive trying to
escape responsibility for
killing a screenwriter. As
Altman wends his way
through the sordid tale, his
tracking shots pick up
cameos by most of Hollywood's major players as
they take wickedly funny
potshots at themselves and
the Hollywood system. On
another level, the overweening greed and amoral lust

Listings for other performance times.

• Tales from
Vacationland:

• Texas two-step for two
bucks: Tonight you can
listen and learn to dance to
the music of the Lone Star
Band, who'll play Raoul's
around 7:30. Lessons are
from 6-7. Admission, as
stated above, is little
enough ($2) for a little bit of
country. Call 773-6886 for
more, y'all.

• It's Wednesday, so take it
easy and let others exert
themselves while you
watch. Get a pot pie from
the supermarket, throw it in
the oven, curl up on the
couch and witness some
dance action by people who
do very strange and creative things with their
bodies. Tonight at 10 on
WCBB-TV, "Great Performances" presents "Dance in
America: Lar Lubovitch
Dance Co., and Momix Pictures on the Edge."
Momix, a wildly imaginative dance troupe from
Washington, CT, will twist
and turn in their own new

• Don't be railroaded into a
transportation system that
doesn't work for you: Get
involved in the very first
organizational meeting to
plan strategy for promoting
new passenger rail service
in Greater Portland.
Tonight's discussion - held
at 7 at METRO, 114 Valley
St., Portland - will include
various ideas for organizing,
reports on resources now
available to support goals,
an update of Amtrak's
return to Portland and the
status of discussions about
the site of our new train
station. Bring your friends!
Or if you have other ideas
for the meeting's agenda,
call Alan Caron at 828'{)33O.

• She's back, and she's
better than ever: Paula
Newsome, luminous star of
Portland Stage Coo's "Lady
Day at Emerson's Bar &
Grill," will give" A Cabaret
Performance" including
several Billie Holiday tunes,
hits from American musical
theater and other jazz &
blues numbers. Hear
Newsome tonight at 8 at
Portland Stage, 25A Forest
Ave. Call 774-0465 for tix,
which are $25. See Stage

The Movies at Exchange Street will benefit the
Maine Kurdish Relief Fund at 6:45 p.m. on Sunday, May
10, when it presents "Journey of Hope," an Academy
Award-winning account of a poor Kurdish family in
Turkey who sell their land and belongings to move to
the West in search of a better life .
Maine Kurdish Relief Fund is a grassroots citizen
group founded in 1991 in Portland to mobilize humanitarian aid to Kurdish refugees in Iraq and Turkey. Their
goal is to deepen understanding of the Kurdish people,
their culture and their struggle for dignity and selfdetermination. MKRF president Reza Jalali, who
returned recently from a trip to the refugee camps in
Turkey, will give a talk before the showing.
Tickets are $6. If you can't make it to the talk/movie,
but would like to contribute to the fund, send contributions to P.O. Box l0055,·Portland, ME 04104. Or call 9345930 to find out more.

Let the lady make your day Friday, May 15.
Photo/David A. Rodgers

Photo/Steve Labuzetta
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NARNIA
126 North Boyd St,
Portland, ME 04101
- UPCOMING EVENTS TONIGHTI Opening nite of

m!EI~NtURE
Doors open at 8pm
FRI & SAT 517 & 5/8
JENNY & THE WOODMEN
$4 door
COMING
FRIDAY MAY15th

LliGEND
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$250 happy hour giveaway
every FRIDAY.
NATIONAL HEADLINER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY

1t!faD~~~~

m

HAPPY HOUR
SUNDAY-FRIDAY 4:00-7:00
SATURDAY 2:00-7:00

NOW PAYING

U to

00

$

CASH
for

Used CD's
Right on the corner
or Lower Exchange Street

in the Old Port 774-60,10
0

\"

DOMESTIC BOTTLES $1.50
IMPORTS $$2.00
WELL DRINKS $2.25
FREE HORS D'OUEVRES

Wantrob< by Cli.l.<wis. Book by Jul..
Tao:a, 4'rks by Ted Drachman, Music by
Tom Thrney· BJ IIffllIIgUfit/ll willi
DrlUMlic I'lIhlishi", Co.' Directed by Let It
Palge • Mu.!kal Director Andy ChlplIIIII

no.

(e

May 15, 16, 22,23 at 7pm
May 16, 17, 23,24 at 2P

•

Tickets S8 for adults.
$5 for children & seniors

We have a satellite dish
for all sporting events
not shown locally.
NBA & NHL Playoffs!
336 Fore SI. oln the Old Port
772·8619 0 Ser~ing Oaily 11: ~O · 10

Giant Sand Dunes 0 Narrated
Coach Tours. Nature Traj/s

J ' ,(
r
Bas,d OIl no. w.. Till Witch, alld 1M

Great Lunches
& Dinners Too!

'."
f

of Maine

Maine's Famous
Natural Phenomenon

.~~
, , :-;

~

•.:. ::.

For more InfonnalioR contact:
14 School St., Brunswick, ME 04011,
729·8S84.
01\. 2nd ~l4g, Produetio.

~----~------------~

Thi. i. a _t I ad with

ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN

Come to Freeport,

Sand Mist 01783 Bam
World's largest Sand Painting
o Gift Shop. Store
o

o

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd. • Dept. CB •
Freeport 04032
Open MaySth
to October 12th
Tel. (207) 865-6962
WITH THIS AD. $1 OFF
ADULT ADMISSION
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

Garrison Keillor's American Radio Co. will broadcast live from Portland's
City Hall Auditorium
tonight at 6. If you failed to
snag the tickets that sold
out the day after they went
on sale, tune in to MPBN to
hear Keillor's take on the
way life should be.

chea thrill
Take a Journey of hope

10) at the

Portland Expo.
Attend workshops and
demos, browse through
booths or address your _
domestic queries to realtors,
bankers, government
offidals and biz reps. Hours
are 6-9 p.m. May 8, 10 a.m.9 p.m. May 9 and 10 a.m .-5
p.m. today. Admission is
$2.50, free for those over 65
or under 12. Call 935-2249
for more.

works and repertory faves
set to Mussorgsky's "Pictures at an Exhibition." Lar
Lubovitch will do a hot
duet to Ravel's "Bolero."
Tune in at 10 to
Channel 10.

IILSTIS
BEST
& come to our
neighborhood to
enjoy flavors &
tastes to wake up
your senses.

BIG NEIJS ...

f,U

o

great food

° great music
° great beer & wine

AAE~~'E1U)
MAY8-1O
FRI, S4Tard SUN
DOftlTMISSm

THE

8 81m
V

}.~

QEOThUQl\NT

serving breakfast..
lunch. dinner (1f sunday brooch

Pip~ S.tr~t 773·8223
ALSO . CAMPING AVAILABLE ItI \•\, ~ ,58
\. \ ' l, lr. • • • • ~ .. f
~

SALE SALE SALE!!!
$2.00 OFF MOST
CD'S 8. TAPES

• Tues, May 12

OPEN POETRY READING
• Wed, May 13

VINTAGE REP. CO.
RUFFIAN ON TIlE STAIR
open jail jam lunday 4:30-8pm
reliervationB weJcome

May 7, 1992
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FREE DINNER JUST WIN THE CONTEST

ENTER UNCLE BILLY'S

PIG ART CONTEST

This weeks winner is Fried Gmen Tomato Person
~
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Th. Hand .... Roc'" the C..dle

Entertainment

Gynacologist is accused of harassing his
patient and opts for suicide. His w~e suflers
a miscarriage. goes mad and blames fNerything on the patient and h... family. She
becomes the nanny 01 the patient's daughter and generally raises hell.
H.rt. of Darlcn_
Eleanor Coppola's behind-tlla-scenes
documentary ofh... husband Francis Ford
Coppola's filming of "Apocalypse Now."
Hook
Steven Spielberg's version of "Peter'Pan"
stars Robin Williams in the lead role as a
corporate lawy... who must rediscover
himself as Pet... Pan in order to save his
children from the cruel and vain Hook.
played by Dustin HoHman.
Jou..... of Hope
A poor Kurdish family from Turby. mesmerizad by the words of a relative living in
Switz8l1and. decides to make their way
there with one of their children. Problems
immediately arise and they are forced to
confront both the perversity and the compassion of the Western rrind.

]1
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"Melody Hour Murden"
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60 Ocean St., So.

I'n". '3

Wmnlng Piggy Napkin published every week in Casco Bay Weekly.

Portland. 767 -7119

Workers Compensoatlon

"Personal Injury

Continued from 10-dily CALENDAR

CIVIL LmGATION
'Free Initial Consultation In inJury Cases and Fees paid only upon rerovery.
Evening and weekend appointments available.

JOHN J. SEARS

SILVER
SCREEN

L.yl",~1

- - Attorney At law--

Two women. strangers to each other.
meet in Normal. Wyomilg and embark on
a·road trip to Alaska to find what's missIng in their ives. With Meg Tilley and
Christine Lahti.
Medicine Mbn
Sean Connefy is an madical ponytail gone
to ground in the woods. He's got a cure for
the ·plague of the century" - mediocrity?
- but will he bring ~ out of the jungle?
My CousIn VInny
Ralph Macchio and M~chell Whitfield star
as college students wrongly accused of
murder in a rural Alabama town.Joe Pesci
plays the inept Brooklyn lawyer who
COrMS to their rescue.

774-7500' 1-800-780-4555
97A Exchange St., Portland, Me.

TheBe...
The life of a baseball legend: pitchert..-ned-slugg... George Hennan "Babe"
Ru1h. Sat in the 1920s. Starring John
Goodman. directed by Arthur Hiler.

Beale lnetlnet

Cover-ups
and Long
Johns

Baby
Swimming

Aids

tommyJs

"Streets of San Francieco 's" Michael Douglas finally returns as a detective in this
erotic murder thriller direc1ed by Paul
Verhoeven ("Total Recalrl. Sick. ent...talnlng - probebly homophobic. See for
yourself.
La ..... NoIsaUH
A retired nlddle-aga painter lives with his
wife in the French countryside. An adrrirerdropsbywithhislov.... discoversan
unfinished painting of a nude and offers
his alTilivalent COrJ1)8nlon as inspiration
to the artist. The artist's -.yife and the
model·slov... stand by helplessly as their
mates are drawn hypnotically together in
the act of image-making.
. . .uty .nd the ....t
D1sney's animated extravaganza based
on the fairy tale.
Baethown
Suburban parents of three. played by
Charles Grodin and Bonnie Hunt. have to
deal with a st. Bernard that joins and
disrupts their household. Thought-provoking.

PauedAway
A comedy in which the many peculiar
mambans of a family are brought togeth...
by the death of their patriarch. With Bob
Hoskins. Pamela Reed anc! William
Pet..-son.
PI8yara
.
Insider Hollywood satire about a moVIe
exec suspected of having murdered a
screenwriter. (Doesn't happen often
enough.)StarringWhoopieGoidberg.featuring camaos from half the big names In
Tinseltown .
Prince of TIdes
A New York psychiatrist (Barbara
Strelsand) and a Sou1h Carolina teacher
(Nick Nokel are brought together by the
attempted suicide of his sister, who happens to be her patient Directed by
Streisand .
8I_ _ lk...
Extraterrestrial vampires t..-rorize a
Downeasttown. always maintaining their
respectability with their assumed human
forms.
SplH 8acond
Futuristic cop movie involving an alien
who's disturbing the peace.

sma.
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WHAT'S
WHERE
Ole to scheduling changes after
goes to press.
are advised to confirm times
with theatres.

caw

moviegoers

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S_ .Portland
774-1022
Dates effective May 7-13
My Cou..n VInny (R)
7:10.9:35
PIay..... (R)
1 :15, 4:10.7:10.9:45
Turtl. Beech (A)
1 :10.3:05.5:10.7:20.9:35
L.avlng Normal (R)
1:20. 4. 7.9:30
Wayn.'. World (PO-13)
1:10, 3:15.5:30.7:35.9:55

Beetllovan (0)
1.3.5,7:15.9:15

F.rn Oully (PO)
1 :30.3:20, 5:15
Th. Babe (PO)
5.7:30
Paaaed Awa" (PO)
12:30.2:45.10

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd_. S. Portland
879-1511
Dates effective May 8-14
Beauty and the Bent (0)
1:40.4:30
Folks (PO-13)
1:10,4.7:10.9:45
Balik: In.tlnct (A)
12:50,3:40.6:50.9:20
Whit. Man can't Jump

STAGE
"Bye, By. Birdie"
South Portland High SchoOl stages the
musical. Through May9- Fri & Sat. 7:30
pm; SUn. 2 pm - at Mahoney Middle
School. S. Portland. Tix: $5. $3 seniors &
students. Forreservations. call 767-3266.
c-dI.nsTimFamtlI.oIoIInneCh.....
.nd Kevin Shon.
. ask the age-old question: Do you fear
mimes. sad clowns and puppetry? Yes?
Then you'. love the improvisational comedy of Tim. Joanne and Kevin. The demented trio lovingly take audience Ideas
and transform them into two hours of
corrie mayhem. Every Thursday. armed
with blgsticks, they take pokes atwashedup actors, bad TV. pompous politicians.
mood swings. lesser-known nursery
rtrymes. criminally insane behavior. Jim
Nabors, indoor-outdoor carpeting. and
other sacred cows you suggest. Forthree
bucks yOU can't go wrong. Uke fingerprints and snowflakes. no two shows are
alike. Every Thursday at 8 pm at the Cave.
29 Forest Ave. Call 879-0070 for info.
a ..... Fagan Dance
Innovative dance troupe performs May 9
- 8 pm- at Lewiston Jurior High School.
Lewiston. Till: $15-$11 . For res..-vations.
can 782-7228.
"Henry IV. P.rt II~
American Renaissance Theater presents the
next in their series of Shakespeare's historical plays revolving around England's War 01
the Roses. Through May 12 - Sat. 5 pm;
SUn. 2 & 7 pm; Mon & Tues, 8 pm - at the
Wherehouse. 29 Forest Ave. Portland. Tix:
$10, $7 studants & seniors. For reservations
call 871-9325.
"La C.ge .UlI FoIl. . ~
PortI..,d Lyric Theaterstages this unorthodox
comedy. Through May 10 -Fri& Sat. 8 pm;
Sun. 2:30 pm-at Portlard Lyric Theater. 176
Sawyer St, S. Portland. nx: $12 ..$10 matinees. For reservations, call 799-1421.
"Th. Last Black M.n In the Whol.
Entl .. Wortd~
Theater students at Bates College stage
this bittersweet work in which a black
man muses on his relationship to a watermelon. May 8-17 - Fri & Sat. 8 pm; Sun.
2 pm - at Gannett Theater. Bates College. Lewiston. Tix: $4. $2. For reservations. call 786--6161 .

at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre.
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore
St. Portland. Shows every saturday at 8.
For info and res..-vations call 693-3063 or
1-800--834-3063.
"Much To Do About Something"
An fN8ning of song to benefit the NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial Qui~. May 9. 8 pm at
Catherine McAulay High School. 63t Stevens
Ave, Portland. Featuring Arrrt Roche. Larry
Jones. John Alexander and many others. Edward Reichertatthe piano. Tickats:$ 10.available at Orop MeAUne(l44 HighSt). To make
reservations, call 173-0634.
"N.ncy Drew: The Mu.leal"
Mad Horse Children's Theatre presents this
play based on the popularcharacter in youngsters' I~erature. Through May 17 - Sat. 1 &
3:30 pm; Sun. 2 pm - at Clifford Elementary
School. 180 Falmouth Sl Portland. Tix: $5.
797-3338. Call 797-3338 for reservations.
MN.m.The Theat... Project presents a musical
based on "The Lion. the Witch and the
Wardrobe." by C.S. Lewis (script by Jules
Tasca), to be perlormed by Second Stage.
a 27-member cast of chidren and adults.
May 15. 16. 22 and 23 at 7 pm. and on
May 16. 17, 23 and 24 at 2 pm, at The
TheaterProject. 12 School St. Brunswick.
rICkets: $8. $5 children and seniors. For
more infonnation. call 729-8584.
P.... Ne .. _ : A
P.rfOtm......
Portland Stage (25A Forest Ave) pmsents
an evening of music with Paula Newsome.
the star of "Lady Day at Emerson's Bar &
Grill," pemaps PSC's most successful
production ever. May 14. 15 and 17 at 2
and 7 pm. Tickets are $25. Special performance 7 pm on May 16 at the Northeast
Air Hanger at Portland International Jetport A reception for Newsome will follow;
food will beprovidad by Alberta's. rICkets
for this event are $60 per couple. Call
77 4-0465 for reservations.
"The Rise of FlR"
The Children's Theatre of Maine presents
this musical about Frank the Rabbit. who
writes a bes1se1ler. runs for gOl/emor 01
Mai ne and wins, solves all of Maine's problems and goes on to run for president.
Writtan by Sam Carner. 13-year-old seventh grader at Wsynnete School. who won
the Children's Theatre 01 Maine's Young
Playwrights' Contest. May 9-24 at King
Middle School. 92 Deering Ave. Portland.
rile $4 atthedoorforkids. $5foradults. Call
874-0071 for times and more info.
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Continued on page 24

7:40.10
CIty of Joy (PO-13)
12:30,3:20.6:40.9:30
Whit. Sanch (A)
1 :30, 4:20. 7:30
Deep Cov.r (R)
1:20.4:10.7:20.9:50

BUNNY

RETURN

LOOK FOR

AT

563 (Comer
FOREST
AVENUE
of Coyle St. parking in rear. I

City of Joy
An American doctor. together with a Brit
and an Indian couple, runs a clinic in an
impoverished area of India. With Patrick
Swayze and PauHne Colin• .
The Cuttl", Edve
Unable to pursue his pro-league dreams.
a rough hockey play... tums grudgingly to
figure skating and falls for an artsy-tartsy
figure skater. Happens IN8ry day.
DHpCowr
A police offie... goes unden:ov... to infiltrate and expose a n_ wave of drug
lords. but gets so caughtupin his mission
that he has trouble keeping his undercover role separate from his real seH.
Larry Fishbume from "Boyz 'N the Hood"
stars.

F...... Oul.,

BI;ke:do,!J
ry

-_.

-~~_~="'F

Our ne,w store has plenty of room for our growing
selection of comfortable, long-lasting footwear
for adults and children.

•

• ••
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walltaboul
563 Forest Ave Portland, ME • 207·773,,6601
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A fairyfromthe Fern Gully rainlores1 meets
a human and together they try to stop the
ecological destruction which threatens
the fairy's own home. Animated.
FoI ...
Stockbroker's realitychec:k bounces when
his wife moves out and his senile parents
move In. With Torn Selleck. Don Ameche
and Anne Jackson.
Fried 0,...., Tomet_
An ovel"Mlight and neglected housewife WhH.""'"
befriends a lonely older woman living at a
In his zeal to discover a murderer. uma.
rest home. They develop a close friendtown sheriIIl~onates the dead man
ship as the older woman spins a tale
and takes a trip to meet a contact. He
about two Intimate female friends in the
becomeII trapped In a world of rogues
·30s. Her story helps restore the
and hustlers as he realizes that even the
housewife's joie de v/vre.
FBI and ClAmlght be behind theassassination. Not direc1ed by Oliver Stone.
Micheel Dafoe and Mickey Rourke star.
___ ..
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• Products Supporting
• Educational Games
Animal Issues
• Recycled Paper Products
• Ecological Items

r--------------------------------I
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Ecology House

15% OFF
any purchase over $5.00, with this coupon. Expires May 31, 1992,

775-4871

775-7441
Maine Mall, S. portland:

Every Student is Eligible for
Financial Aid. Call Jane, 1-800-484-7219 X 0702, 207-767-6581.

May 6-10

Wed-8at 7
Sal-Sun 1

Journ.y of Hope
May 10-12
Sun 3
Sun-Tues 7. 9:15

La Bel.. NoIMu . .
May 13-19
Wed-Tues7

Sat-Sun 1

Temple and Middle streets.
Portland
772-9751
Dates effectiVe May 8-14
Second showing Sat & Sun

Th. Hanel that Rocks
the Cradl. (R)
1. 3:50, 6:50. 9:30
Medlcln. Man (PO-13)
12:50, 4. 7. 9:35
Th. Cuttintl Edg. (PO)
1:10,4:10.7:20.9:40
Hook (PO)
12:40.3:30.6:30,9:20
Prtnce of TkIn (A)
12:30. 3:40. 6:40. 9:25
SpIlt hconcl (R)
1:20.4:20,7:10.9:45

MONEY
COLLEGE

....rts of Darkne_

Nickelodeon

We can help
youfind

FOR

The Movies

An FBI agent with Native American roots
is sent to investigate a murder on a reservation.
Turt.....ch
Two "boat people" women develop a
significant relationship after the fall of
Saigon. With Greta Scacchi and Joan
Chen.
Varonlque
A Polish woman leading an uneventlullife
is vaguely trolbled by the feeling that she
is not alone. One day she spots a French
tourist in Kracow who looks very much
like herseW. a fact the French woman's
lover is quick to notice when back in Paris
he looks at the pictures she took in Poland and happens to see the other
"Veronika." SUbtitled.
W.yne's World
A late-night cable show broadcast from a
basement. featuring Metal Heads Wayne
and Garth (of "Saturday Night Live"). who
make pronouncements on teen life and
share fantasies about the lovely babes
from Babylonia. Moronic.
WhH. M.. Clrn't Jump
Acomedy-<lrama in which Wesley Snipes
Jungle Fever") and Woody Harrelson
(TV's "Che..-sj team up to make money
scamrnlng other besketball players on
LA's playgrounds.

Ecology House is commited to being a positive factor
for increasing environmental awareness, action, and public
involvement. Most of our gift selections are in the image of
wildlife or symbolic of humankind and the environment.

9:55

SI_pw..k .... (A)

10 Exchange st.. Portland
772-9600
Matinees Sat & SUn
Veronlque
May 6-9
Wed-Tues 7. 9
Sat-Sun 1,3

Thu....."'. .rt

Ecology House

---------------------------------

1.3:50.7.9:40

Thunel........ (R)

G EAR

WE'VEMO

®

: 49 Exchange St. Old Port

(PO-13)

Fried Oreen Tomato.- (PO)

273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357 • Open Mon-Sat. 8 - 5. Thurs. 'til 8 pm

Gifts of Environmental Consciousness

c._

12:40.3:30.6:30.9:10

K I

ECOLOGY HOUSE

Kevin Shone waits for _ friend.

No control theatre
He's back, and he's stranger than ever. Kevin Shone, perversely
talented star of last year's "Shone Alone," reprises his one-man
comedy show with a cast of twisted old friends, among them: Blaine
Singer, master of a cable access program called "Sew, Sew, Sew";
Rocky Roads, the country and western singer who catapulted to
fame with his #1 hit "Stop Picking at the Scab of My Heart (or That
Thing Will Never Heal); and Ricky Scully, former puppeteer turned
evangelist (clumsy metaphors and bad puppetry were never
combined for a higher purpose). Shone will also impart his views on
the JFK assassination, dry cleaning and the Columbia Record and
TapeOub.
See him at 8 p.m. every Friday, Saturday or Sunday, tonight
through May 31, at 25 Forest Ave. (next to Portland Stage). Tickets
are $9_99; call the bargain box office of I Have No Control Productions today at 879-0070 to reserve yours.

• Comprehensive Database - over 280,000 listings represent over
$10 billion in private sectorfinancial aid.
• Easy To Use - we match up students to awards based on
information provided including career plans, family heritage, and
academic interests.
e Unique awards - our research department has located scholarships
for golf caddies, left-handed students, cheerleaders, non-smokers,
and more.
• Guarantee - we will find at least seven sources of private sector
financial aid, or we will refund your money.
For more infonnation and our FREE brochure, please
complete and mail the coupon below to: Scholarship Application
Database, 19 Craggmere Ave., South Portland, ME 04106
Call 1-800-484-7219 X 0702, 207-767-6581.
Please send FREE scholarship infonnation to:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________
City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _________________
Phone: ( _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mail to: Scholarship Application Database, 19 Craggmere Ave.,
South Portland, ME 04106

----------------------------------~
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Your
Card
Store

~
~

Voted
"Best
Card &
Gift

!t!~ne JUST

ME.

who works 490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND
here!
207-775-4860

TI1t~~J[1!~ll:£~ Entertainment
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Renaissance
Theater

From birth to age 16, a girl needs good
parents. From 16 to 35 she needs good looks.
From 35 to 55 she needs a good personality.
From 55 on ... she needs good cosh.
-SOphie Tucker,
r;!P":>
American Actress
.i:l'
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. Did Orchard Beach, ME (corner 01 Cel\tlall'~l~
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presents

part III
Admission SJOIStudenls cI Seniors S7
For Reseroalions, Please Call 87 ['!J325

HENRY IV

STAGE

Putll
BY WlUJAM SHAKESPEARE
DlRECTfD BY JAMES HOBAN

"The Rutft8n on the .1,.
VintageRapertoryCompanypresentsJoe
Orton's raraIy staged first play - a funny
Saturday

little story about love, honor and vengeanca. May 13 & 20 at cale no, 20
Denlorth St, Portland. Admission is $5.
For reeervations call 772-8f14.

. : \ . May 9, Spm
., . ~-fi- Sunday
.
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Vie ~alJe. llo 9\or i()v~ (¢lo~
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761-1580 • Free Parking • 130 St. John St., Portland
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Tradit;onal Bulgarian
music collides with
rock 'n roll and jazz.
Saturday, May 16, 8 PM

J')

Portlond Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Avenue
Tickets $' 4. Coli 774-0465

......~
34 ExchBJ18C &.., PortlBlld • (7l:fl) nu:J219

Also available at Amadeus Records

BIG SOUNDS
FROM ALL OVER

CON
CERTS
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FREE 10z. TOOTHPASTE
TO ALL MOTHERS!
May 7 through May 10th.

772A638
We've dedicated a complete section of our
beautiful\y renovated store to our dried flower

arrangements & topiaries. ~ Exc1usive\yours.

From $5.00- $145.00 tao

Lafayette Center
Downtown Kennebunk, ME • 12071985-3874
Open Mon-Sat 9 :30 to 5:00

RIED FLOWERS

J Call 854-0160
\~
Rt.>oL·

FOIl" Brothe..
(bluegrass) 7:30 pm, Saco River Grange
Hall, Salmon Fall Rd, Bar Mils. Tickets:
$6, $4 lor students and senlonl. 929-

Right to I.ft: , .....s Hoban (Hal) rellds a letter from Falstaff as Louis Soloman (Polns), Martha Lay
(Falstaff's pItg.) .... Bob Colby (Bardolph) look on.

6472.
Derl.... B,.al""., J ..... u. R_II
(acoustic) 8 pm, The Cave, 31 ForestAve.

Tiny American Renaissance Theater does Hank IV big

TIx: $3. 774-9528.
OntarIo Chorale
(classica~ 8 pm, Un~ed Church of Christ,
Dvorak,

Tchaikowsky and Mendelssohn. 72S-7103.

Continued on ,..g~ 26

Much To Do
About Something

creations. ~ Wreaths ... swags ... hearts ... basket

Tom's of Maine Factory Outlet

\·~Po~y

It's true, folks: You just can't go wrong with good material.
"Henry N, Part II" is the third installment in Shakespeare's
exposition of the War of the Roses, a little dispute between
the houses of Lancaster and York as to who should call the
shots in Merry Olde England. (The symbol of the House
Lancaster was a red rose; the symbol of the House York was a
white rose, Tastes great, less filling. Go figure,)
Depending on your source, the War of the Roses either
began in 1399 with the deposition of Richard II, and ended in
1485 with the coming of Henry VII and the ascendancy of the
Tudors - or it was a series of small civil wars that was
waged between 1455 and 1471,
when adherents of houses
Lancaster and York elevated
the power of the aristocracy
"Henry IV, Part II"
during the reign of Henry VI.
American Renaissance
In any event, a good time
Theater, dlftCteci by
was
had by all.
James Hoban at
The Wherehouse,
Shakespeare's "Hank N /ll"
29 Forest Ave., Portland
concerns the maturation of
Call 871-9325 for
"Hal" (Prince Henry, later
reservations.
called "Henry V" for some
idiotic reason), who has heretofore been serving an unofficial
apprenticeship to a disreputable (and wonderful) old thief
named Sir John Falstaff. This apprenticeship comes to an end
(alas) when the rebellion of the Yorkists is "finally" pu t
down, and Henry IV - whose claim to the throne is somewhat in doubt (see "Richard II") - dies. Long live the gink.
Meanwhile, back here in the distant, "democratic" future,
The American Renaissance Theater (ART) has done "Hank
N /ll justice."
The most impressive feature of this production is that it
works despite the company's humble array. The cast is
largely made up of amateurs, the scenery is papier-mache,
and the Wherehouse - while it may be a fine place to dance
- is a most unlikely venue for Shakespeare.
Be that as it may, this production was firmly anchored:
First, James Hoban's portrayal of Hal was believable at all
points. (Hoban is a fine actor; he should be commended for
casting himself,) Second, Michael Howard's portrayal of

stage
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Chopin and Beethoven. Free. 786-6330.
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Northeat Winds
(ballads & sea shanties) 7:30 pm, Saint
Bartholomew's Church, 8 Two Lights
Road, Cape Elizabeth. 773-6380.
' F..nkQ. . .,
(piano recita~8pm, Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates Collage, Lewiston. A program 01 wor1<s by Schubert, Brahms,

Works of

,
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Bath.

May 10,
2pm &7pm
Monday
May ll,8pm
Tueoday
May 12,8pm
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The War of the Roses
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Big 2 Do Productions
presents "Much To Do About
Something,H an evening of song
to benefit The NAMES Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt. A slew
of performen; from Portland
and New York - including
John Alexander, Sue Ketch,
Marie Pressman, Ann Slattery
&< Edward Reichert - will sing
selections from the Off Broadway musicals "Closer Than
Ever" and "Falsettoland," as
well as other hits like "Jonathan
Wesley Oliver Jr."
See the show at 8 p.m. on
Saturday, May 9, at the
McAuley Performing Arts
Center, Catherine McAuley
High School, 631 Stevens Ave.,
Portland. Pick up your $10
tickets at 144 High St., Portland.
Call Reichert at 773-0634 for
more info.

CBW/Phcto Colin Ma/akie

Falstaff was nothing short of luminous. There was little doubt
in the back rows as to what Falstaff was saying and why it
was funny.
Much of the success of this production was due to the
chemistry of the "irregular humorists," led (of course) by
Howard/Falstaff and Dixie Weisman (Hostess Quickly).
Weisman's elocution was dazzling, People who talk that fast
are seldom found outside of used car lots or presidential
campaigns.
Other honorable mentions: T. S. Kindred as Henry N
(played with intelligence and great warmth), Christopher
Eastburn as the musician (a real musician playing a real lute
real well), and Joanne L. Chessie as Prince John of Lancaster.
I found Chessie's study in masculinity to be particularly
enlightening. It was like one of those "How women see men"
articles in GQ Magazine, without the Fruit of the Loom
underwear ads - a real out-of-body experience, worth the
price of admission and then some.
But the most amazing thing about this production was that
it was attempted at all. "Hank IV/II" is a big (if not epical)
play, the Wherehouse stage is scarcely larger than an Elvis
postage stamp, and ART's budget is proportionally smaller.
What is really amazing about all this is that the ART is
planning to complete the entire War of the Roses cycle in the
next year or two. Picture a Shih Tzu puppy chasing a dump
truck down a sidewalk and you'll have some idea of what is
being attempted here. Picture that Shih Tzu catching that
truck and burying it in a bucket of sand, and you'll have some
idea of how much Hoban & company have accomplished.
The big problem, of course, is that the War of the Roses
cycle is so involved, and covers such a great span of time, that
the audience is likely to lose track of the story. To counter this
cognitive drift, I propose that we gather this company at
. sword point and have them perform the whole thing, "Richard II" through "Richard III" - a megaplay approximately 24
hours long.
It's do-able; it ought to be done. I'll bring the popcorn,

W.D. Cutlip

~

Appearing in May

TOM DYHRBERG
Playing an eclecHc
blend oflolk and
soft rock favorites

on acoustic guitar
Wed. 8-11pm
Thurs. 8:30-midnlght
Fri. &. Sot: 8:30pm-12:300m
Free Por1<lng
Visif the Rib Room for fine dining
befOle lhe show.

TO>
OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Portland
nS·5411
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774·8842

774·8664

Portland.

Kate Clinton with Dian. Han. .n .nd
Plxl. Lauer
(comedy and Iolk jazz) 8 pm, First Parish
Church, 425 Congress St, Portland, Tix:
$14 door, $12,50 advance. 247-3461 .

Contemporary 2-bedroom
Townhouses
• Choice of 1 or 2 baths
• Fully Equiped Kitchens
Stackable Washer/Dryer Hookups
e Large Outside Storage Sheds
• 24-hour Mainter\ance
e Assigned Parking Spaces
e Paved Walking Path to
Baxter Blvd.
• Spectacular views of Back Bay
and the City Skyline!
e

• Elegant single-level Capes
and Gardens
e Beautiful two-story Townhouses
• Choice of 1 or 2 baths
e Private Entrances and Patios
e Fully applianced kitchens
e Washer/Dryer Hook-ups
• Exceptionally spacious Closets
• 24-hr Maintenance
e Assigned Parking spaces!
e Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts,
Clubhouse

e

ART

SUNDAY 5.10

TUESDAY 5.12
Chapel, Brunswick, Free,

UPCOMING
K.D. La ...
(culture country) 6111192,8 pm, Portland
City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. TIx:
$21 .50 & $19,50, (617) 643-7121.
Tal Ma""l
,
(wortd beat) 5124192, 8:30 pm, Leavitt
Theater, Route 1, Ogunquit. Tix: $17,50,
(603) 436-5618,

Fast Cuts.
Friendly Cuts.
Fabulous Cuts.
only
men's
&

ladies
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I *Bring in this coupon & receive a Cut 1
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Every time you get a haircut, we'll
stamp one scissor.
When all six are stamped , you'll
receive a cut on us, *
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Present this coupon for a
1
FREE TAN at any of the
1
locations listed below
:
BEFORE 2 PM ,
1
One per-.:ustomer. ___ :
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LESS

327 Allen Ave. Portland • 797-7872
1041 Brighton Ave. Portland • 76 1 {)90~
Shaws Mill Creek. So, Portland • 767-7332

Th. Danforth Gall.ry
34 Danlorth St, Portland, Opening reception May7 from ~7 pm for "A Visual Ode
to the Book," an exhibit influenced b~ th~
book qua object which includes artiSts
books and experimental structures. On
viewthrough May 28. Ga"ery hours: TuesSat, 11-5, 648-8194,
Dean Velentgas G.llery
.
60 HafT'4'9hire SI, Portland. Opening
caption May 8 from ~~
lor an exhlbltionolAliceSteinhardt spainungs,ShowIng through June 7, Gallery hours: Thurs
12-8, Fri & Sat 12-5, SUn 12-4. by appointment. 772-2042,
Thoe. MOIler Cablnetmak.ra
Opening reception lorexhibition of recent
paintings by Brita Holmquist May 14, from
5:30-7:30 pm, portion 01 the proceeds
will benefit The Nature Conservancy,
Hours : Mon-Sat9-5, 774-3791 .

pm

,n:

CLUBS
THURSDAY 5.7
Bill Zouka. & HI. Trio Gazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
The Dream... of Oblivion (garage rock)
Gena's, 13 Brown St,PortIand, 772-7891,
SWift Ic. Cu .... (rock) Moose AJey, 46
Marl<et St, Portland, 774- 5246,
Lime Rock.t (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444.
Roille Gray & aunflre (reggae) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction , 885 Forest Ave,
Portland, 773-0886.
La_ karaoke, Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S, Portland, 767-4627.
,
Deejay areg P_... (karaoke) TIpperary Art Gallery .t II Deering St
Portland, Maine artist J, Day Mason s
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S, Portland,
exhibit 01 new oil paintings through May
77~8161 ,
23, Mainly Maine landscapes and sill
Open Mlc with Lou Mo«e a The ....1·
liles, sculptural In concept :to'1th a Japaeton Crew (b,y ,o.) The Wrong Brothers'
nese flavor, Gallery hours: 11-5 Tues-Sat
Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portthe first two weeks of the month; lhe
land. 77~1944.
remainderbychanceorappointment. 772-

AROUND TOWN

IGd's I(uts - $6.00
Tans - $4.00 / 10 for $30
r-------------- I

OPENING

Art GaIJery
University of Southern Maine, Gorham,
Opening reception May 10 from 1-3 lor
Senior Art Exhibition 01 Laura Lee
IIch_..... F.re
Fitzgerald , Gallery hours: Sun-Thurs 1-4.
(folk & shanties) 3 pm, Michels E. I. B.
772-2070,
Center, Larrabee Road, Exit 8, Portland . The Baxt.r a.llery
TIx: $12. 772-2701,
Portland School 01 Art, 619 Congress St,
Portland, Opening reception May ' ,6 from
7-9 pm for the Senior ThesiS ExhibitIOn,
Showing through June 5, Gallery hours:
Tues-SUn 11-4, Thurs 11 -9 . 77!;-5152,

BowdoIn ...... Qulnwt & organlat OWen
Thompaon
(classical) 7 :30 pm, Bowdoin College

9605.

FRIDAY 5.8

Nancy Margoll. Gallery
367 Fore St, Portland , Ceramics, jewelry,
glass, wood and metal worl< by 52 area
artists, Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm, SUn
11 :30 am-4 pm. 77~3822 .
The Pin. T ..... Shop & Bayvl_ Gallery
75 Marl<et St, Portland. Exhibition of new
worl<s by reaist landscape painter Scott
Moore. Through May 30, Gallery hours:
Mon- Sat 10-6. 773-3007.
Planet.
27 Forest Ave, Portland, Two exhibitions
curated by 3 Views Gallery: Richard Lee's
"MostfyCelestial Beings," a show of handmade papenNorks and "Bedecked,
Bejewened" by peinterandcoHagistSarah
Hitchcock. On view through May 30, Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 5- 1, 828-0112.
Portland MUHum of Art
Seven Congress Square, Portland, Hours:
Tues, Wed , Fri & Sat 10-5, Thurs 10-9, Sun
12-5. Admission: adults $3,50, senior citizens and students w~h ID $2,50, children
under 18 $1, group rate $3, Museum admission is free 10-noon Saturday, 773-2787,
"Artl.t. In Une: AI Hlrachfeld Retro-

.pectlv.

In.nn., alst.ra of Rhythm
(West Alrican) 3 pm, Peace Church, 524
Allen Ave, Donation: $10. 428-3;>'38,

-------~~-----

-------~~-----

77~1944.

The Night (rock) The Bus Stop, 888 Ma,"
S1, Westbrook. 854-8574.
Mandala Oct.t Gazl) cafe no, 20 Danforth
St, Portland. 772-8114.
Darten ....hIM & Joehua R. . .ell(acoustic) The Cave, 31 Forest Ave, Portland.
773-8187.
P........... Daft P I _ (pop & garage rock)
Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .

CERTS

Located off Ocean Avenue
overlooking Baxter Boulewrd, Portland.

Located on Canco Road,
off Washington Avenue, Portland

1
1
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Art GaU.ry at the Phoenix,
. ,
630 Foresl Ave, Portland. "Spring Exhibit
_ SeYen Artists," featuring the mixed
media wor1<sol />J Waterman, carta Pitta...,
Chris Newcomb, Matt Donahue, Tom
Behon Jell Perron and Giovina Ferrante.
Showi~9 through May 23. Galery ho~rs :
Thurs-Sat 10-5, Tues-Wed by appointment.774-4154,
Congrua Square QalJery
.
42 Exchange St, Portland, "Mystenes:
Orono, Maine," showcasing Mic.h~ L.
Lewis' new turpentine wash paintings.
On view through May 29. Gallery hours:
Mon-Sat 10:30-5, 774-3389,

Will Tum.r (acoustic) Bramhall Pub; 789
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
.
Th. Night (rock) The Bus Stop, 888 Main
51. Westbrook, 854-8574,
M.nd.la Octet ijazZ) cafe no, 20 Danlorth
St, porttand, 772-8114.
Lov. c.ctua, Dreamers of Oblivion,
Go Button (garage & pop rock) Gena's,
13 Brown 51, Portland, 772-7891 ,
SWift Ice Cu .... (rock) Moose AJey, 46
Marl<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
Ume Rocket (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Elen.'. Caf.
Moulton St, Porttand, 774-0444.
,
606Congress St, Portland. S1illlifes by />J
.....pa Lowa M.mbo(caribbean)Raoul s
Waterman through May 31 , Open weekRoadside Attraction, 885 Forest Ave,
days & Sunday 8-10.
Portland. 773-6866.
Greenhut Gall.ri.
W.y Cool (top 40) Spring Point Cafe, 175
146 Middle St, Portland, Original paintings
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
by Edwin Douglas, Barbara SUssman,
J.nny & The Woodmen (rock) T-Birds,
Peyton Higgison & etchings by Linwood
Easton, Showing through May 14, Gallery
126 N. Boyd St, Portland, 773-8040.
hours: Mon-Fri1 0-5:3O,Satl' -5. 772-2693.
Jim Qallant (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton
Tara Hotel, S. Patland. 77!;-6161 ,

An exhibttion 0167 etchings, lithographs
and original drawings chronicling stage,
screen and television during Hirschleld's
long career as a caricaturist lor The New
Yorl< TImes, Through May 24,
"Contemporary Vlelone
Nine artists lrom the museum's American
collection interpret landscape with styles
ranging from rea~sm to abstraction. Featured artists Irom Maine and around the
nation include Reuben Tam, Lisa Allen,
William Keinbusch and Alison Hildreth,
Showing through May 24,
·The Flower Show
A full floral bouquet of painting, sculpture
and photography by such artists as
Beverly Hallam, Alex Katz, Ellsworth Kelly,
Robert Mapplethorpe, John Cage and
Nancy Graves. Through June 14.
·The Holocauet
Contemporary Am&rican sculptor George
SegaJ has distilled ths meaning of this atrocity
in a lije-size composition of haunting wh~e
plast... figures, On view throogh Oct 18,
"By Land and Se.: Th. Qu. .t of Ja"...
Fitzgerald
Worl<ing in Monhegan Island and in cal~
fomia, this 20th-century pa inter evoked a
sense of harmony between man and nature, The watercolors and oils shown in
this exhiM, predorrinantly landscapes ,
stand as powerful teslimony 01 his
achievement. On view through July 19,
Portl.nd Public Ubra"
5 Monument Square, Portland, "The Art
Directors Club: Art Made byComputers,"
an exhibition of computer-generated creativeworl< bymennbers oltheclub. Showing through May 29. Gallery hours: Mon.
Wed & Fri 9 -6, Tues & Thurs noon-9, Sat
9-5, 871-1710,
Ratfl_ Cafe Booketore
555 Congress St, Portland , Anne Hunter's
illustrations, showing through May, 761 3930,
Se.men'.Club
1 Exchange St, Portland, "Beauty: A Tribute to Mother's Day," featuring Mair
Honan, Evelyn Winter, PeterHet1ey, Nancy
Brown, Diane Dahlke, Char1eneLee, Lesia
Sochor, Mamie Souza and many others ,
On view through June, 77~0712 .
Th. Stein aall.ry
20 Milk St, Portland, An exhibit 01 Leah
Wingfield's African series: cast glass heads
on wood vases and sandblasted vessels,
Showing through June 15, Gallery Hours:
Mon-Fri 11-6, Sat 12-5, Sun 11-4, 7729072,
3 Views aallery
112 High St, Portland, "Sculpture Show"
leaturing the worl<s of Lyda PoIa, Anne
Alexander, Frank TUrek, Nantz Cornyns,
Jim Gomnan, June Holmes, Dan Gates,
RanclyFein , Peter Hurley, Matt Logan and
Donna FrizoU , On view through May 24 ,
Gallery hours: Fri & Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5.
772-1961.

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin College MUMUm of Art
Walker Art Building , Bowdoin College,
Brunswick, The museum is open to the
public free of charge , Hours: Tues-Sat
10-5, SUn 2-5, 72~3275,
"Holoc.u.t: The Preaence of the P ••t
An exhib~ion by Maine artist Judy Elis
Glickman leaturing black & white photographs of s~es connected to the Holocaust: concentration camps, graveyards ,
memorials. On view through May 31 ,
*The Poetry of Color: Woodblock Print.
by Margaret J. Patteraon
Flower and landscape color woodcuts in
the style 01 the Provincetown Printers
who introduced Japanese methods and
worl<ed with vivid French inks. Showing
through June 14,
"The Pre.ence of Women
An exhibition o f paintings, pastels, prints
and photographs from the pemnanent
collections celebrating women as artists
and patrons, On view through June 28,
Cry of the Loon Art aallery
Route 302 , S. Casco. ''Three Maine Artists": Evelyn Winter's paintings , M ilton
Chrislianson 's walen:olors and Gary
Ambrose's sculptures, On view through
June 14, Gallery hours: Tues-SUn 9:305 :30, 65~ 5060 ,

Elemente Gallery
19 Mason St, Brunswick . Susan
Griswold's media wall sculptures and
drawings, suggesting inner soul elements
and the passage 01 time, Through June
12. Gallery hours: Tues-Thurs 10-4, Fri &
Sat 10-5, 729-1108,
Icon Contemporary Art
19 Mason St, Brunswick, Harold Garde's
paintings and monotypes on paper,
through June 13, Hours: Mon-sat 1-5 pm,
72~8157

O'Farrell aalle"
46 Maine St, Brunswick, Gregory
Shattenberg's recent experimental works in
which images and words combine in sym bolic congruency, Showing through May 2,
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 10-5. 729-8228,
Sawyer St...... Studlo8 and aallery
131 Sawyer St, S, Portland, Spring show &
sale, featuring the clay and metal worl<s of
Beth Cary, Sara Cox, SUsan Dewsnap, Lynn
Duryea, Cathryn Schroeder. On view through
May 9, Gallery hours: 10-6, 767-1350,

OTHER
Art Event
Organized by LA Arts, this two-week exhib~ 01 dozens of Maine artists worl<ing in
a wide range of media culminates in an
auction on May 16, Irom~9 pm, Through
~ May 16 at Lewiston/Aubum College,
Lewiston , Tix: $15 advance, $18 door,
For tickets or more info, cal 782-7228,
L_blan aay Film Festival
If you are interested in displaying your
work during the festival , scheduled for
June 5-7 in the Portland Performing Arts
Center, contact Kim at871-1817 or Wendy
774-5242 and leave details of your worl<
as well as your name, • and address,

HELP

Grandparent. ~ Group
Seeking custody or Visitation, raising grandchildren, etc.? In search 01 emotional support? Call 797-9227 lor more info,
Growing H . . lthy F.mlll_: P.rentlng
Tool. for Struaful TI .....
Leam ways to deal with stress, understand your lamily and resolve conflict.
The noontime series continues on May 16
with "Dealing with Conflict." All programs
held on Wed from noon- l at the Portland
Public Library, 5 Monument Square, Call
871-1700 for additional details.
Ingrah.m Volunt_ra
Help available by phone 24 hours a day,
Call 774- HELP.
It'. P.O,S,S,I.B.L.E.
Partners of SUrvivors Stop Incest byLeaming and Educating oilers phone support,
worl<shops and sell- helpsupportgroups,
Portland group meets bimonthly, For more
info call 1-547 -3532,
L_bl.n DlecuulonlSupport aroup
Out for Good meets each Thurs from 7-9
pm in Saco, Topics relevant to lesbians
are discussed weekly , Meetings are nonsmoking, They're free, but a $1 donation
is requested . Fordirectlons or more inlo,
cal 247-3461 or write to PO Box 153 E,
Waterboro 04030,
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Servlc. .
oilers ongoing support and info on HIV
and AIDS, It currently sponsors an HIV+
support group meeting the first & third
Wed 01 every month, from 7-8:30 pm; as
well as a familylfriends support group
which meets the first & third Mon of every
month, lrom 7-8:30 pm, For more info call
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72~4955 ,

Outright
The Portland AliianceofGayand Lesbian,
Bisexual and Questioning Youth. oilers
support and infomnation foryoung people
22 and under. in a safe environment,
every Friday from 7:30-9:30 pm at the
Preble Street Chapel, comer of Preble
and Cumberiand avenues, For inlomnation, writeorcall : Outright, P,O, Box 5028,
StationA, Portland 041 01, tel, 77 4-HELP.
Peopl. with AIDS Coalition of Main.
oilers a special meeting lor those recovering M's Living with HIVor AIDS, Tuesdays at 8 pm, at The living Room North,
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland, For details cal 871 - 9211 .
Th. Rape CrI.l. Center
oilers crisis intervention, advocacy and
support groups lor survivors of sexual
assau~ and abuse, including family and
friends oltha victims. All serviices are free
and conlidential. Comprehensive training
is given to volunteers, who are welcomed ,
If you have been sexually assau~ed , call
the24-hourhotline at 774-3613, Formore
info on volunteering , call 879-1821 ,
80, M.lne Area Agency on Aging
oilers a lrained advocate In Portland, at
237 Oxford St every Friday lrom 10 am-l
pm, to assist older residents and their
concerned lamily members and friends
with questions about Medicare, Medicatd, insurance, housing , social services,
consumer issues and others , To schedule an appointment, call the agency al
77!;-6503 or 800-427-74" ,
Speclallnte ...t"" M_tlng for People
LIving With AIDS
meets weekly on Tuesdays at 8 pm at the
PWA Coalition, 377 Cumberland Ave,
Portland, Meeting designed to provide a
safe space in which to discuss HIV issues, while living positively sober, This
meeting is open only to those who have
tested HIV positive or have been diagnosed with AIDS. For more infomnation
can 871-9211.
Twelve Step Model
for the treatment of co-dependency and
addictions is examined from various viewpoints. Ollered May 9 in Brunswick, To
register call 729-8727 .
WharfRele
A fellowship of Dead Heads in recovery
meets ThursdaY. at 5:30 pmontheWestem Prom, rain orshine, For more inlomnation, call 773-3865,

The AIDS Project (TAP)
sponsors a support group for HIV- negative partners of HI V-positive persons, The
group is facilitated by TAP case managers with the purpose of making a space
lor seronegative partners to share their
lee~ngs and concenns in a confidential
setting . The group meets regularly on
Mondays lrom 6-7:30 pm at 22 Monument Square on the fifth lloor, For lurther
info call John Bean or Chris Monahan at
774-6877,
Alzhelmer'e DI... ae
FamilyCaregiverWorl<shops May9, from
9 am-2:3O pm in the Barron Center, Portland, Fee: $15 pros, $10 family members,
Preregistration is mandatory, For further
info call 883-2871.
Elder Abu . .
A group of individuals, concemed about issues affecting the elderly, have started agroup
in Portland, For further info call 773-0202,
1\\
Empo_rment aroup for Women
is now lorming. Aimed at helping women
lace and overcome anxiety symptoms,
low self-esteem, depression, etc , via
assertiveness training, role-playing , spiritual~ and joumaling , For further details
call 874-0158,
Family Members with Mental IIIne. .?
A support group - The Alliance lor the
Me ntally 111 - meets the second & lourth
Wed of every month, from 7- 8:30 pm at Amory Lovin.
12 Cedar St, Portland, call 772-5051, lor
will speak at Bowdoin College' s Visual
additional info.
Arts Center jn Kresge Auditorium , May 8
F_lIng Alive
at 3:30 pm, Topic: "The Negawalt RevoNew social group forming lor those age
lution: Advanced Energy Efficiency lor
35+, whetherseparated,divorced orwidFun and Proltt," For more infomnation, call
owed, who would liketomeet newpeople,
622-3101.
Call 284-1922 lor lurther details,
Declaration of Independence
aay Support aroup
Worl<shop lor teachers held 3-5 pm on
for gay men concenned w~h sale relationMay 14 by the Maine Historical Society,
ships, dating, coming out, etc, is now
485 Congress St, Portland, Coincides
forming , Call 799-7 276 for further info.
with ''The Declaration of Independence:
Good Da,. Tool
Vision for a Democratic Society" exhibiis an organization provid ing th ...apy, advotion , Which will be on view at the Maine
cacy education lorsurvivorsof sexual assau lt,
Historical Society from June 9-27, Advictims of incest and more, Sexual abuse
mission to exhibition and workshop is
group therapy meetings every Tues in
free . For more information, call774-1 822.
Topsham. For lurthsr info call 729-5754,
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582 U.S. Route 1
Dunston Corner
Scarborough • 883-2145
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Portl.nd Women Aglow

... affordable
... beautiful bands
... classical designs

present Mary Jane Brewer. who will discuss "Freedom From Fear: at 6:30 pm
May 11 at the Ramada Inn. Co~ress St.
Portland. Tickets: $4 at the door. For
more inlormation. call 797 -49t 5 or 692-

4461.

Raaou",.. tor GrowIng • Bual_
Worllshop presented by the Women's
Business Development Corp. May 11.
from 9 am-noon at 12 Spruce St, Augusta. The WBOC wil teach you how to
start a business, how to write a business
plan, how to conduct marllet research
and show you varioUS linanci~ options.
Admission: $10. For more inlormation,
cal 623-0065 or 234-2019.

Tumlng M-n_ Into Mamolrs: Ut.
Writing Worbh.....
Leam hOw 10 record lamity and personal
history to create a lasting legacy. No
writklg experience necessary. Held every
otherWedthroughJune3,from 1-4pmat
55 Plus, 6 Noble St, Brunswick. For furlher inlo cal 729-0757.

Tibetan ume LobMng TMlan
will present a public talk on Mednation
and the Buddhist Path To Enlightenment
May 7 at 7 pm at 24 Cumberland St,
Yarmouth. For more Inlormation, call 8460764 ir 772-2159.

Back Bay Tower
Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping,
special outdoor activities ... it's all right
up the street or just around the corner
from Back Bay Tower. Or if you prefer
the comforts of home, here are more
reasons for living at Portland's fmest
intown address:
• Panoramic views of Back Bay,
Casco Bay and the White Mountains
• Indoor pool, saunas and exercise room
• Secure parking garage
• State-of-the-Art security
• Secluded rooftop terrace garden
• Elegant lobby with concierge
• Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
with plenty of closets
• Private balconies and terraces
• On-site management and maintenance
• 25 different floor plans

or call for
an appointment

BACK BAY TOWER
772-7050
401 Cumberland Avenue, portland, Maine 04101

Spray painting Casco Bay clean
What if some of your very best friends approached you in a
crowded bar and told you that the simple act of painting some
very disciplined graffiti on manhole covers would help clean up
Casco Bay, save fisheries populations and otherwise keep our part
of the world a cleaner place. You'd look at them like they were
crazy, right?
Well, it just so happens to be true.
One of Casco Bay's biggest problems is the huge load of nonpoint source pollution it absorbs - the gas, oil, antifreeze, sewage,
chemicals and fertlilizers that wash into the bay from fields,
parking lots, streets and tank farms. Cutting down on this muck is
a complicated processi state environmental officials have estimated that it could take 20 years to make serious headway on the
problem.
But, piece by piece, some dedicated groups are tackling it on
their own.
One of those groups is the League of Women Voters (LWV),
LWV's Maine chapter has made an aggressive effort to target the
wanton disposal of used automobile oiL Their labors paid off
earlier this year when the league won a grant to educate people
about where to safely dispose of waste oiL Now they're beginning
the second phase of that project:
telling us where not to dump
our used oiL
On May 2, a dozen LWV
volunteers gathered at Back
Cove, plotted strategy, then fanned out across Portland to begin
stenciling warnings in bright yellow paint on key city sewer grates
and drains that wash directly into the bay. The warnings read
"DON'T DUMP: Drains to Casco Bay," and include a lobster to
underscore the connection to marine life,
But the best part is that this isn't just a one-shot deal. LWV's
upcoming schedule includes dates in Windham, South Portland
and the rest of Portland. Volunteers are needed, and - just think!
_ you get to spray-paint allover the streets. Hey, this could be
some serious fun, Don't worry about the spray cans, either; they're
non-aerosol, so they won't destroy ozone, and LWV wiU be
collecting and recycling them afterward.
LWV's schedule is as follows:
• Friday, May 8 (rain date May 15): Windham. Time and
meeting place to be announced.
• Saturday, May 16 (rain date May 23): South Portland,
Members and volunteers will gather at Mill Creek Park parking lot
at9a.m,
• Saturday, June 6 (rain date June 13): Portland, Members and
volunteers will gather at the Back Cove parking lot on Baxter
Boulevard (right across from Shop 'N' Save) at 9 a.m. WBLM wiU
be promoting this, too, by following painters around with a van
and broadcasting live.
The group also publishes a list of sites where you can legally
and safely dispose of waste oil after that quick-lube.
For more information, or to volunteer time, call the League of
Women Voters' Julie Howison at 772-1197 or Judy Kimball at 7619512.

sense

Paul KRrr

Cllnlea tor Crlppled Children
Shrinars Hospitals treat such problems
as club loot, scoliosis, bowed legs, spina
bifida, dislocated hips and much more.
Freescreeni~sbytheKoraShrineTernpie
are offered on May 9, from 8 am-I pm at
the Clark Memorial United Melhodist
Church, 15 Pleasanl Ave, Portland. For
morelnlo, call 797 -2356.

Coping with at.....

WELL
NESS

Stress management worllshop offered
Wed eves at 7 pm. Material covers stress
lests, coping and relaxation skiMs, slress
management and decision-making tips.
CaIiABetterWay Ctiropractic (2063 Congress St) at 87!}-5433 to RSVP.

H. .llng Clrcl.
The meetings ofthis non-denominational
circle will take place on May 17, from 11 1 pm at the Center for Inner Healing, 76
Main St, Yarmouth. Forfurtherdetails call
646-6464.

H_lIng SUpport Group

Spln.1 H_lth Examln.tIon.
Cumber1andCountychiropractorsareoflering these In exchange for used eye
glasses and clothi~ which win be d0nated 10 the Portland Lions Club and
Preble Street Resource Center. To schedule an examination, caY 87!}-5433 (portland), 846-1461 (Yarmouth), 683-5549
(Scarborough).

Splrltu.1 ........ Group
Meet to discuss theological and spiritual
issues in relation 10 everyday life, to share
questions and experiences and 10 support one another as we joumey along our
own paths. Alternate Mon or Wed al lhe
Swedenborgian Church,302 Stevens Ave,
Portland. For more Info, call 772-6277.

SUpP.CMt Group ....ng Formed
forlamily members and signiflCSnt others
of Incarcerated people. For more information, cal 871 -0709.

Tal Chi Chu.n
is an ancient Chinese martial art based on
mental and physical balance. Good lor
spiritual growth, physical heanh and lor
reducing lhe effect of stress and tension.
Begimers through advanced classes ongoing . For more inlo call 772-9039.

Wall Child Cllnle

UNITED COLORS
OFBENETION.

berry Street

CELEBRATE MOTHERIS DAY!
. Maya-10
COTTON SWEATERS
20% OFF
COTTON and LINEN PANTS
$19,00

Come see us May 8th thru 17th
at Hunnewell House.
Black Point Road, Scarborough for
Cottage and Garden Show

56 Main St Freeport, ME 865-6369

83 India Street Portland ME 04101 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

GREAT MOTHER'S DAY
GIFTS

First Parish Congregational Church, Main
Slreat, Yarmouth, from 9 am-noon May 8. To
make an appointment, call 775-7231 , ax. 522.
For more inlonnation, call 1-800-479-4331 .

SPORT

3,456,000
NEW BEADS!

Golf Fit
A new 3-month program by USM Lileline
combining weight training and cardiovascular exercises speciflCSlty aimed at
~theni~ "golfing' muscles. Formore
Inlo and brochure, call 780-4170.

Hath. Yoga Cllnle tor Runn..... Blk....
This workshop offers ways 01 enhanci~
lhe body's muscular and energetic capacity for running and bicycling through
various Yoga postures. May9,fromnoon2:30 pm al South Portland Recreation.
Preregistration necessary. Cost: $5. For
further info or to register, call 767-1315.

To remember your
graduate's special
celebration .

In honor of

...... 11 tor Man 30+
Portland's Senior Baseball League is now
forming for the 1992 season. Caa 7730767 for more inlo.

Pearls ...

Caravan Becu1s'

-.

beautiful new home, the Bead Queens have
ordered millions of new beads!
(Saed bead lovers--check out ali the new styles & colors! Also just in:
Guatemalan fruit . semi·precious teardrops & leaves, bead boards, etc,
And remember, classes are on Tuesdav evenings--call for info.)

Forest Avenue Plaza
449 Forest Ave ., in
Portland (2nd floor)

d. cole . jewelers

Hours: Thursday 4:30 to 8pm;
Saturday 1Oam to 6pm;
Sunday noon to 4pm
tel: 761·2503

10 Exchange 51. Portland 772-5119
Hours: Sun. 12-5 N\on.-Sal. 1(}6

Roiling . . . .kay.k Rncu. Cllnlce
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters , run
Saturd;ly nights at a cost of $40. Call
Saco RiverOutfitters at 773-091 0 for more
info.

Sanlor Fltn_ for Men. Women 55+
USM lileline offers classes Mondays,
Wednesdays & Fridays lrom 10:30-11 :15
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
Falmouth Street. Program consists of pro~ressive exercises. Registration is ongoIng. Call 780-4170 for more inlo.
U8M Ute lin.
offers membership to the general public in
~s gym activ~ias program. Squash, weight
training facMies, racquetball and basketball courts, etc. are available. Saveral membership options. USM Campus Gym, 96
Falmouth st. For more info call 780-4170.

EDIBLE PETALS
for Mother's Dc !

• HYBRIDS STARTING AT $319 •
• MI. BIKES
e ROAD BIKES
• HYBRID BIKES
• USED BIKES

A sale environment lor lhose experiencing parsonal traumas, addiction, grief,
loss 01 good health, and who seek support wilhin a context 01 mutual sharing.
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Mercy
Hosp~al, Spring Street entrance, Portland. Call 761-7608 for furtherdeta"s .

Expert and Prompt
Repair at
Reasonable Rates

In the T...clla oA the .ucIdha
An introduction 10 Buddhist thought and
to the practice of medn&tion. Meditation,
"CPR - Adult. Pedlatrtc .... rt Sa.,.'"

leaching and discussion every Tues
USM Lifeline oilers this seven-hour
through May 19. For more inlo caM 772course, wilichlnciudeson&-r8SCuerCPR,
7614 .
child and infant CPR, a nd obstructed
airway management. Class will meet May Ingrah.m Volunt.....
offers a hoUine for leens whera they can
12,7:30-10 pm, and May 16, 8:30 am-I
cal to talk about birth control, sexual
pm. Registration daad~ne is May 8. For
abuse, loneliness, drugs, depression and
more information, c811780-4170.
lhe like. For more Info call 87 4-1055.
Dancing fIWft the IMIde OUt
Move wHh your spirit in a fun exploration of Juvenll. DI.bet. . Foundation
meeting to be held May 12 at 6:30 pm,
the body's vHality. Weekly classes ongoing ,
Adult ac...... lng Cllnle
Classroom I, Dana Medical Building at
sections
lor
'women
only"
and
neophytes.
On the last Wed of every month, lor blood
Ma ina Medical Center. For more informaFor schedule and location, call m-7549.
pressure and tasti~ lor sugar, anemia
tion, call 654- 1810.
and cholesterol, from 11 :30 am-I pm at "Explortng ....Im oA the MI ... culou."
Medlcln.1
...rb Worbh.....
Discover
the
essential
human
needs
that
the Peoples UnHed Methodist Church,
The lollowing is forthcoming: Making
lie beyond our cunural order. Meetings
310 Broadway, S. Portland. Call 767Herbal Preparations, May 9. For limes
May31 &June28,al 10 am in the Proprio3326 lor appointment and further Inlo.
and more inlo (workshops take place in
ceptive Writing Cenler, 39 Deering SI,
• .....atMCIlng C I _
Bridgton), caN 647-2724.
Portland.
Fee:
$50
session.
A chance to ask questions, leam how to
HatI... American Taec:hlnga
avoid problems, braastleed salely and F , . . . _ M.~nt Worbhop
In early June at Hidden Valley Camp in
Material covers stress tests, coping and
pleasan1ly.May27,from7-9:3O pm. Cost:
Freedom, there will be a retreat locussi~
relaxation skills, stress management and
$121couple. To register or lor more inlo,
on lhe theme "Teachings of the Sacred
decision-maki~
tips.
Wed
rNenings
at
7
can 82!}-3362 .
Hoop." Preceding this lhree-day event,
pm at A Better Way Chiropractic, 2063 Con Buddh lat·OrI.nted Meditation
on May 8 at 7:30 pm all 01 Maine St in
gress St, Portland. Call 879-5433 for more
Group meats rNfliry Sunday, from 10-11 am
Brunswick, an introductory session has
info.
at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Srnalldonabeen planned . Cost: $10 deductible from
Frlend.
otth.
W..wm
Buddhlat
Order
tion. For more Information cal 839-4897 .
worllshop registration. For further Info,
invite all Interested parties 10 a period of
Childbirth CI._
caN 725-6370.
medHalion and chanting each Man from
Discovery Education offers six-week prePlanned Parenthood
pm,
&1222
Saint
John
St,
Port7:15-9:15
pared childbirth classes including
01 Northam New England can help t_agers
land. For details can 642-2128.
anatomy & physiology of labor, relaxation
at ~s Walk-In Clinic Fri, 1-4:30 pm and Sat, 9
& breathing techniques, pain manag&- Hath. Yoga Clinic
am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave, Portland. ConfiHatha
Yoga
lor
PWAs
will
continue
ment options during labor, role of coach
dential oervices include birth control, pregthrough June 23 from 12:40-2 pm every
or support person, physical & emotional
nancy tests, pap srne<VS, STD scl8lWling and
Wednesday and Friday at 22 Monument
changes alter birth, and much more.
treatment Fees based on ability to pay. For
Square (takeelevalorto filth fIoor). Cost is
Classes are held Mon or Tues eves from
furth ... info call 874-1095.
$1
for
those
who
can
afford
it.
Call
Port7-9 for six weeks. Cost: $60, includi~
land
Yoga
Studio
at
797
-5684
for
more
handbook, gilt packs and articles. To
info.
register call 797-4096.
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Thurs-Fri nghts till 7 • Closed
Sundays due to product testirg,

59 Federal St., Portland
ME 04101 (207) 774·2933

YOUR HEADQUAKfERS FOR GOLF & TENNIS WEAR
ALWAYS AT

OUT
SIDE
American Youth ......1. M. .tlng
will include a presentation with sides 01 a
Bike Centennial trip across America, May
7 at 6 pm at 1 Payson Smnh Hall, USM
Portland. Reservations for members &
non-members alike suggested _Call 7316692 or 721-0356 lor addHionallnlo.

ContinW!d on p<lge 30

40·50%-OFF
Retail Prices

THE PERFEcr GIFT
FOR MOTHER'S DAY
For every occasion. For every
holiday. Give the gift that
makes a difference_
A Hair Exchange Gift

Certificate. Right for family or
friends. A gift of beauty from
our Matrix Essentials salon.

llWJJ
SUNDAY SPECIAL FOR MAy ....
30% off Ladies Tennis Wear
Open: Mon - Sat 10 to 6, Sunday 11,6

FIL6

Factory Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865·0462

matrix'

mIHA;R.EXCfj~!!~J
8 EXCHANGE ST
8'30 - 7'00 M F
PORTLAND, ME
775-2555
8;30 - 5;00 SAT
WE WILL BE OPEN SUNDAYS 10 - 4

-----'
Moy 7,1992
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Planning to
hang out at the
beach this summer?

,

)
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Entertainment
Continued from PIIge 29

OUT
SIDE
.

,

shape with
Health
ss Club.
3 Months
& Aerobics
gram. $1590

r

Call for details.
Offer expires May 31,1992.
J
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Maine'8 MOBt Complete
Ilealth rIJ Fitne88 Center

h

196 U.S. Roule 1 • Falmouth
1 • Planly of Free Parkin
lcs form Downtown Portlan
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Spring Into Boating!
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tommy-s
MAR/NE·CENTER

273 Congress St, Portland 772-5357

!

Open Mon-Sat. 8 am-5 pm, Thurs. 'til 8 pm
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Maine Outdoor Adventure Club

brings together people who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offelS trips and events 10
people of all skill levels, beginner 10 expert.
Upcoming: Dead River whitewater rafting.
May 9 (829-5932); Angel FallslTumbieeown
hiking, May 9-10 (773-0476); Moose River
canoeing. May 15-17 (772-2553); Mt. Adams
day hike. May 16 (772-2311). Ongoing: rock
dimbing at the quary every Tues evening;
Tues(6 pm) walk around Baxter Blvd, starting al Payson Park; Mackworth lsiand walk,
Thurs (6:30 pm). For updatee trip info, call
the Outdoor Hotiine at 774-1118. For dub &
membership info (monthly meeting held at
1364 Washington Ave. Portland). call Carey
at 772-9831 .

Outdoor Trip Una
For the latest bicycling, hiking and other
outside activities info, sponsored by
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors Adventll'e Club. caD 774-1118.
P... ..-cot {Eaat Branch) ExpeditIon
leem about wilderness wMewater canoeing in this Her Wild Song trip May 20-24.
designee as an expecition, dinic and laboratory. Each day will include time for reflection. Previous wMewater experience recommendee. though not requiree. A depos~
of $100 (cost is $415) secures a pl8lC8;
balance due 30 days prior to departure.
Post to: Her Wild Song, Box 6793. Portland,
ME 04101 . Or call 773-4969.

outside

programa for Adult W_n
°Marine Mysteries and Miracles' is offered
A $35 MITA membership gets you a year's worth of free island
May 9 from 10 am -2 pm at Reid Slale Park.
Georgetown. Cost: $22. 'From the Forestlo
camping, II nifty guidebook to all 80 islands, and the SIItisfadion of
the $ea' is a hiking adventure scheduled for
knowing you're helping to uep the islllnds elelln, People interested in
May16from10am-2pmatMorseMountain
going on other cleRnups lind trips, joining MITA or llliopting an island
Pres8t've. Phippsburg. Cost $22. To regisshould SIIil dqum to Union Wluuf, or call Stimpson lit 761-8225,
ter call 725-2703.
Iawyer/8k1UIn IcMoi Fair
Pony rides, raffles, food. games, Mother's
Paul Karr
Day gifts. crafts table and more on May 9,
from 10am-2 pm at 180Wascolt Road, S.
Portland. For further details, call 773-3059.
K _ Math Center
~h Und Cen_rnIIen TI'IIIt
provides an after-school math program
w~ hold a public forum wilh flu speakers called
lor children and hlgh-echoolers. Free di'Prese!vr,g PlbIic Space in ScIrboroogh' from
egnostic testedmnister&e, with advance7:30-9:30 May 12, at Scsrborcugh Public Ument up to abilfiy and interest. For further
braJy, right oft Route 1. Cal Walace Sengler at
info call 879-0182.
883-2544 for more inlo.
PotUalld YMCA
Trek Acrvu Maine
will be having an afternoon of mime/pupThis l~ttw.-daybicycleride, which
ACT UPlMlllne (AIDS C....ltIon To Unpetry w~h Antonio Rocha on May 17 at 4
starts at Sunday River Ski Resort and
I_h........,
pm.
TlCkest:
$2,
available
at
YMCA,
70
ends at the Samoset Resort in Rockport.
is a diverse group of activists committee '10
Forest
Ave.
Portland.
is a key fundraiser lor the American lung
the U!Ie ~ nonviolent direct action to end the
Association 01 Maine. Take-oil dete is Port .... YMCA TodcIllrandPreadIooI p,...
AIDS crisis. Our goals include the establishJune 19and info meetings are ongoing ment of a Maine AIDS Resource Center and
have
openings
available.
For
more
inlOlTnlllor the Portland area, May 9 at l. l. Bean
the self-el1llOW8rment of People Living wfih
lion,
call
Mary
jane
Johnson
at
874-1111.
in Freeport. Call 1-800-499-lUNG.
AIDS Community. Meetings are open to the
Rlwrton Library
public and held every Monday from 7-9 pm at
oilers Toddler Time for 1- to 2-yearolds.
72 Pine $I, Portland (Andrews Square Buildincluding games, stories and songs, Wed
ing). New members are always welcome.
at 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool
Wheelchair accessible. For more information.
Storyhourforagas3to 5, Fri at 10:3Oam.
write to Acr UPh.1aine. P.O. Box 5267, PortThe ibrary's located at 1600 Forest Ave.
land 04101. 1111. 774-5082 or 871 -0959.
Portland. For more info call 797-2915.
ACT UP/Portland
youth Indoor Soccer P ....... m
Are you angy that people are dying beat the Portland YMCA for children 6-11
cause certain individuals in the federal and
years of ege. Registration is ongoing. For
local government are ignoring lhe fact that
more info cal 874-1111 .
we are in a health crisis - and thaI because
of their ignorance. prejudice and fear nothing seems to be getting done? Join us. We
are a progressive, grassroots organization
of volunteers deeicatee through non-lIiolent direct action to ending the AIDS crisis
by dispelling ignorance through eeucation.
The FNah Air Fund
By enlightening people we can initiate
is an nor>-profit organization that sends
change. Open meetings are Sundays at 7
thousands of underprivileged chiklren on
pm althe YWCA, 87 SpringStrest, Portland.
free summer vacations to suburban and
Wheelchair accessible. For more info call
country host lamilies. It is now seeking
828-0566.
host families for kids 6-12 years 01 age. A
vanety of programs and possibilfiies exist. For more Inlo write to The Fresh ,,"r
Fund, 1040 Avenue of the Americas, New
Continued on page 32
Yorik. NY 10018. Or call (212) 221-0900.
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1986 MERCEDES SL SPORTS ROADSTER '
Low miles
Smoke silver

Car must be seen and driven.

PERFORMANCE MOTORS
MERCEDES· BENZ
183 U.S. ROUTE 1, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105
TEL (207) 781·3207
/

...

FOR
KIDS

Brunch so tasty you'll
to lick your plate.
e"vtng Sundays 9-3

General Practice of Law including:
• drug/criminal defense. personal injury
• personal and small business banlcrupu:y and reorganization

Who's out there working to keep Casco Bay's islands green? The
Maine Island Trail Association (MIT A), that's who. MITA was
formed in 1988 by Dave Getchell, who had a radical idea about
how to preserve Maine's fragile, beautiful coastal islands. Getchell
saw that a network of gritty volunteers who loved the islands,
rather than gobs of state money, were the key. Starting with 40
state-owned islands, MIT A's "island trail" has grown in the four
years since to about 80 islands, half of them privately owned,
MITA's philosophy of low-impact maintenance is carried out in
a number of year-round and special programs:
• On May 2 and 3, MIT A hosted a workshop on the subject of
"Backcountry Medicine" taught by David Kuhns, an expert from
the nation's oldest wilderness training center, SOLO.
"We're particularly concerned about safety this year, what with
the kayaking accidents last year," MIT A' s Karen Stimpson said
before the class, "Wilderness medicine is part of that. Basically,
we'll be teaching about anything disastrous that can happen on the
water, and how to deal with it."
• MITA's Adopt-An-Island program trains volunteers to
monitor an island throughout the summer months. The group
presently needs more stewards for Jewell Island, which receives
heavy camping use and needs
closer supervision during the
summer. Stewards visit their
particular island on certain prescheduled weekends and report
back to MIT A on its condition. To be a steward you need to possess
some form of a boat that you can paddle, sail, motor or push out
into the bay.
• Just in time for the warmer weather, MIT A will coordinate a
series of island cleanups over the next few months, Casco Bay's
Little Chebeague, Crow, Jewell islands (plus Fort Gorges) are the
crew's first destinations,
"What we will be doing through the spring, summer and into
fall is going out to islands in designated areas and cleaning the
beaches," says Stimpson. "Typically, in winter, a lot of stuff collects
on the beaches; and on certain islands like Little Chebeague because of the way they are oriented with prevailing winds - a lot
of debris collects in the bushes as well."
Island junkies call this stuff "beach blow-up." On May 24,
Stimpson and other will start bagging a winter's worth of blow-up
and other, human-<ieposited trash around Casco Bay, then loading
it into MIT A boats bound for the mainland, Volunteers will gather
at MITA's office at 41A Union Wharf (about halfway down on the
right) at 9:45 a.m, Anyone is welcome to join the effort.
Don't have a boat? You can hop a ride on the MIT A flotilla. For
free.
• Future MIT A summer projects include trail-clearing outings,
weekend cleanups (overnight camping is allowed and encouraged), and an end of the season cleanup for each island.
"In the fall, we aim to leave the islands pristine for winter,"
Stimpson says, More Casco Bay island cleanups will also be
scheduled in June, July and August.
Penobscot Bay's islands, Muscongus Bay islands and a bunch of
tidal estuaries in the Kennebec River area are also slated for
cleanup days in June.

•

STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ.
Attorney at Law

MITA will spruce up island trails

ETC

..
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BlIck Country Bike ExcuNion.
Beginning May 16 & June 13 and continuing
through Oct 1, these mini -weekends will
take you through the foothills of the White
Mountains. They start at noon on Sat and
end about 2 pm on Sun. Each weekend
includesovamighttentaccommodation, one
pancake breakfast, one sweat sauna and
more. Cost: $35 single. $00 double. To
enroll orfor more info, call 625-8189.
Journey with MaIna Audubon Soc
The following tour offers highly skillee lead&IS, first-rate accommodations and a comfortable pace - for mamba? & non-members alike: PaciflC Northwest. June 19-30
(exploring the Olympic Coast. Butchart Gar:
dens, Canadian VlCtoria). For a detailee
fiinerary and more info. call 781-2330.

Spring cleaning the Islands

_Tony's ComedbeefHash oOmienes • Eggs Benedict
'Fruit FiUcd Crepes oSalmon & Eggs oclieesc BlintZes
.lisa's Baked Beans .Greek Soul Food ° Alrmnd Crusted

• Serving Bloodies & Ceasa1s

No Charge for
initial consllltlllion

VISA. Me
ACCIU'l1!D

31

Evening & weekend
appointments available

AND SA11JRDAYS TOO

: The Good Table Restaurant
•

50 EXCHANGE STREET PORTlAND MAINE 775-0028
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SAIGON SANDWICH

'th every en t ree,

·th coupon

WI

945 1/2A Congress St .• Portland ME • 772-6419
Sun. 12PM-9PM • Mon. Closed. Tues.-Sat. llAM-lOPm
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Dutch Treat Yourself this week and

:

ROLLS:

AUTHENTIC VIETNAMESE CUISINE

WI

H,J, Nielson, FlOrist

I Saco & B;ddefo,d', Old", Floml Business

for Mother's Day!
I ,;.>'~ Marguerite Daisies
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$2 83
a bunch
Expires
519192

266 Main

SI. Saco, ME 04072

284-5891
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German Lace
and Gifts
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Quality Bicycle Sales 1
and Seroice ,ince 1981 I

15% off :

WIT~~~~E~~~PON
expo 5/30/92

59 Federal

Street

Portland, ME 04101
(207) 774-2933

Monday-Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

BEHIND LEVINSKY'S. PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

1
1

fiB'll li~(; Mii'N~1~' iii; ('NI:
Confused with how to get around ~ today's
financial world? Consult the RegIStered
Investment Advisors at
FIDELITY UNION FINANCIAL SERVICES

1
1

1
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1 '"Frlueiilj Vii:cn 110m:
828·1500 1
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MARK'S

~~

ALL WEEK LONG STARTING
TUESDAY MAY 12 THROUGH SATURDAY MAY 16

FEATURING
90 MMM - 19 - 29

~~
Justa 'Dream
has been featured in the foUowing magazines:
April 1992 - HUSTLER BUSTY BEAUTIES
March 92 - "Live" feature in BUXOM
March 1992 - Featured in D-CUPP
February 1992 - Featured in MAX
February 1992 - Cover & Centerfold JUGGS
December 1991 - Cover & Centerfold GENT
as weU as the foUowing accomplishments ...
Gibson Girl for Gibson Guitar print ads
1991 - LA's Best Natural Body
1992 - LA's Best Chest in the West

:

1
1

Justa 'Dream

has also been seen in several music videos aired around the world including:
Chuck Mangione
Justa 'Dream
Accept
is also an international model and centerfold and has been featured on the
Guns & Roses
Sally Jesse Raphael Show
Alice Cooper
Robin Byrd Show (New York)
Brittany Fox
and has been featured in
Cinderella
The Globe and National Enquirer
and David Lee Roth

200 RIVERSIDE STREET • PORTLAND MAINE (207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006
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Entertainment

Isn't It nme
To Get Mom
A New Bike?

r~~a'nJ!

Co., Inc.

TAllm;HE!D 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

Put Mom on a new nlv,,,.
for Mother's Day!
-March 10Prices sta rt at

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
- - -WE PAY CASH - - Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

$169

14k Gold $13.95 per gram

BlTY-SELL-TlUUDE

HOURS
Open M-F 10-7,
Sat 10-5, Sun I 1-4

5 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932
330 lisbon St .• Lewiston
1

333 Forest Ave ., Portland·

n

Waxer St., Augusta.
155 Front St., Bath
Penobscot Pla.za,
Bangor

773-6906

VOU fOR YOUR SOPPORT!
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I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS
presents:

Ei~Kf:AST
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now being served at:
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tim terrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone
every thursday nite
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored by:u(I;.J:m
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NO SMOKE FLAVORING! NO

Sleuthing &
singing at
Mad Horse

WE[)'SAT9
SATMAT3

,

I'

MAY6-10

WED - SAT7
SAT - SUN MAT 1

HEARTS OF
DARKNESS
MAY 10 - 12

School & Sports

SUN - lUES 7, 9:15
SUN MAT 3

PHYSICALS

.!Journey
of!l-fope
r
[

I,.
'.

,t:, .

.; .

SUNDAY 7:00 SHOW ONLY

BENIFIT FOR MAINE
KURDISH REFUEF FUND
SPEOALADMISSION $6
CALL 934 - 8930
10 Exchon

Need a physical for spring sports camp?
What about college registration?

St. PonIuwI 77Z.9600

We'll make it easy.
Call today to schedule an
appointment.
Martin's Point
HEALTH CARE CENTERS

595

Brighton
Avenue
Casco Bay Weekly,

,
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see page 31.

871-1588

Cross over the boundry from an ordinary
facial to an extraordinary skin care
treatment, in a tranquil private atmosphere)
using the Dr, Hauschka herbal preparations.

Experience the difference.
THERESA BERMAN
Licensed Aesthetician

liN NATURE'S REALM I

Call for an appointment
& a brochure
207-799-2792
South Portland

-In Nature's Realm: choral music by Brahms, Dvorak, Finzi,
Mendelssohn, and Tcholkowsky, will be presented by the Oratorio
Chorale under the direction o( Peter Frewen, Saturday, May 9 at 8 p.m.
at the United Church o( Christ, Congregational, In Bath and Sunday,
May 10 at 4 p.m. at Sacred Heart Church in Varmouth. $10; $S (or
children and students; available at Macbeans MUSiC, BrunSWick,
Harbour Books, Varmouth, (rom memben and at the door. 725·71 OJ

Gift Certificates
for Mother's Day.

THE ORATORIO CHORALE

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parerfts what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized, Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D" who has a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Health line:
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check Dr money order to:

Gordon:

Hann.h Doherty, Photo/Eric Lee
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....... 1Mctuwy
meets A9J1a~y on the second & flxMth T.of fNtKY month, at 7:30 pm at Carl< Memorial O1urch, 15 PI_nt Ave, Portland. Call
883~14 for more info.
CaaIfto RoreIe
is a major fundraising event for the Maine
chapt... of the Muniple Sclerosis Society
wrapped up in a fun evening d food, dancing and casino gambling. MayO from 7 pm1 am in the Mariner's Church, 388 Fore St,
Portland. Black tie optional. Call 761·5815.
C_bertand Motor CI. .
Autocrosse on May 17, with 9 am registra·
tion at MI. Ararat School in Topsham. Entrants must be 18 years old; seat belts and
helmets required. Fees: $10 members, $15
others, spectators free. Call 729-3811.
Evening with the Great Chefs
Benifrt for the Kidney Foundation of Maine,
May 7 from 6·9 pm. live jazz. candlelit
tables, complimentary wine, and a 'huge'
silent auction. Admission: $35 per person,
table of eight for $250. Tickets can be purchased at The Whip And Spoon, Fresh Market Pasta. and Portland Wine And Cheese.
For more information, call 772-7270.

NO WATER-PAl'JA(ifl> MUFFINS!

MOVIES,.

MAY 6-9
MAINE PREMIERE

ETC

21 PLEASANT ST.

.. . . . . . . . . . ..

,
J
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Omlmued from page 30

Fridey Night FI.h Fry
A jump in' & groovin' jittetbug dance party on tile
second Fri of f1o/fJry month, with dance instruc·
tion from 8·9 pm at The Casco Bay Movers
Dance Studio, 151 Sl John S~ Portlard. Admission: 54. For more info call 774-2718.
"Like It Or Not"
Second annual PRVTC fashion show to be
held May 7 at 7 pm at Portlland High School
Theatre, 284 Cumberland Ave. Clothing from
Hit Or Miss, Club 21 , Wilson's, Amaryllis,
Chess King, Disney, Suitsmi and many oth·
ers. Special guest commentator. 6 Alive's
Cindy Williams. Admission: $3. For more
information, call 874-8165.
Lightahip Nentucket Merltlrne Coursea
The non·profrt organization that owns the
lightship is offering four one-day courses for
mariners: Seamanship I (basic) on May 9;
Celestial Navigation I (basic) on May 16; and
Electronic Navigation & Communication on
May 30. Al l cou~ will be held from 8 am 4 pm at the LNI office, 58 Fore St, Portland.
Cost: $75 members, $100 others. For de·
tails call 759-5761 .
M..ter CI..alWo ..... hop Seri. .
taught by The Theater Project. Forthcom·
ing: Meisner Technique, May 8 at 10 am;
Expressive MOI/ement forthe Actor, May 16
at 9:30 am. Cost: $20 each. preregistration
recommended. To reserve a place or for
more details, call 729-8584.
Motile,.. DII)' Bean Supper
On the menu: beans, American chop suey,
cold cuts, cole slaw, homemade bread,
dessert and a beverage. May 9 from 4·7 pm
at St. Andrew's Parish Hall. 38 High St,
Biddeford. Cost: $4 adults, $2 kiddos. For
more info cal l 282 -3333.
Mothers Ride F....
May 10 at the Seashore Trolley Museum in
Kennebunkport. Relive the glory of the trol·
ley erea by taking a 3 112 mile ride on a
beautifullyrestored troUey. Admission: Aduns
$6, seniors $5, children 6·16 $4. For more
information, call 967-2800.
He..... Project AIDS Cendlellght Memorlel
Candlelight gathering at 6 pm on May 17 in
Monument Square, followed by a march to
St. Luke's cathedral for a memorial service
at 6:30 pm. For more information, please
call 761 ·7022.
P _... with Dlubllltl.. Serving Their
Communlt ...
as elected offlCialsorvolunteers, are invited
to participate In a special national project
designed to help people with & w~hout
disabil~i es get involved in a 'back to com·
munity" movement. Send a brief bio state·
ment by May 15 to: Sandra
Senior
VPfor Corporate communications, National
Easter Seal Society, 70 East Lake St, Chi·
cago,IL60601 .
............. Open ....c. In IIc:8rborough
Public forum on open space and land con servation in Scamorough with slide pr899n·
tat ion and reception. May 12 from 7:30·0:30
pm (annual meeting 7·7:30). Speakers: Steve
Shannon, SLCT president; Dennis Neno,
Scartxlrough Coastal Poliuticin Committee;
Rupert Neilly, Maine Coast Heritage Trust;
Wallace Fengler, Scarboroug. land Con·
servation Trust. Free. Call Fengler at 883·
2544 for mOlll info.
Senior Adult Growth be.......
is proceeding apace w~h ~s sessions on
historical topics. Upcoming: 'Maine During
World War II,' MayO. Fortu~ion and further
details. call 874-8S00.
WlI)'ftflete .pring fling
Celebrate spring in Waynflete School's athletic fields, Thompson's point, Portland, 10
am -2 pm on May 9. Pancake breakfast at 9
am, followed by '~ games, lunch,
lacrosse.' Also: international foods, books,
plants, you name it. For more information
calln2-&32.
W. .tem Prom.nede C ....lca
Seven superbly I99tored houses will be open
to visitors on May 9, from to am-4 pm. Tour
participants pick up ~ckets and brochures at
Williston West Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland. See houses at own pace. A Preview
Party is scheduled for May 8 - including slide
lecture and cocktails-and requil99 reservations. Cost $30 COII8rs all of the above, $141
tour. Call 774-5581 for further info.
Meln. Writ... " Publleh ... Alila_
sponsors th.. folowing worl<shops: "Getting Published : An Editor's Perspective,"
May 9, 11 am-4 pm at the Maine Writers
Center, 12 Pleasant st, Brunswick; "Poetry," May9,11 am-4 pm at Curtis Memorial Library, 23 Pleasant St, Brunswick.
Preregistration for both courses required.
Cost $30 members, $35 others. Cal 7296333 for more info . •

Well. It turns out that Nancy
Drew, teen sleuth and role
model to three generations of
the milk-and-rookie set, is more
gifted than we ever suspected.
Yes, it's true: She's been
updated, she can sing and she
can dance, too. Her father hasn't
got a bam, but Grandma's still
got the fann. Hi-ho! Let's all go
down to Mad Horse Children's
Theatre for their last produ.ction
of the season, "Nancy Drew:
The Musical,"
Artistic Director Joan Sand
and collaborator Carl Recchia
have adapted 'The Secret of
Red Gate Farm," adding lyrics
and music to the tale involving
secret codes, counterfeit money,
a weird snake cult and an
international crime syndicate all revolving around Grandma's
fann, which is threatened by
foreclosure. A cast of 23 actors,
ranging in age from 8-16, were
graced with the tutelage of
Director Susan Rephan (of
Portland Stage Co.), musical
directors Deborah Hall and
Joseph Boucher, and choreographer Gwyneth Jones.
See Nancy sleuth through May
17 -Saturdays at 1 &. 3:30,
'Sundays at 2 - at Nathan
Gifford Elementary School
Auditorium, 180 Falmouth Road,
Portland. Tickets are $5; reservations are not necessary. For more
info, call 797-333S, Monday
through Friday, from 1-5.

33

Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

Downstairs· at The Cave

Saturday May 9

Live Acoustic Music

OJ Overload Upstairs
9PM-2AM

8:30PM
Coming Friday May 15

1992 Grammy Award Winners
Beausoleil with The Fogg Brothers
(Best Cajun Band In the World, New York Times)
Two Shows 7:30 and 10:30
Get Tickets early at Amadeus or any Strawberries
$10 In advance. $12 at the door

A fun filled bike tour offering cyclists the choice of 10, 25, 50, or 100
mile routes. The tour begins and ends at the Shawmut Inn in beaumul
Kennebunkport. For more information call 1-800-870-8000.

OWN A PIECE
OF HISTORY!

r:o)(S!~

WPXT-TV
'O."ANO

\
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A . American Diabetes Association
~lo. N-

Name: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ Age: ___ Sex: _ __

All Cool!
All Original!
All P~asti c!

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
City: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __
Phone: Home:

Work: _ _ _ __ __

Employer/schooVorganization: _ _ _ _________ _

REGISTER BY MAIL

~s
From under s20[JXl

Send us a check or money order, along with this form, and we will sign
you up!
• registration fee (between 5/4 - 5/14) $20
• late registration (after 5/14) $25

CHALLENGE TEAM CYCLING

Team Name: _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Team Captain:...,..,.._ _-:-....,-,:c:---:---::-:--:-:---:-_-;---:-;---;-_
Please indicate if you need additional registration forms for other team
members (each team member must complete a seperate form.)
I need __ additional entry forms.

BUCKDANCER'S
CHOICE

- --MUSIC COMPANY--Buy • Sell • Trade • Repair • Lessons
Martin . Taylor . Gibson & Alvarez Warranty Station

Union Slation Plaza, 270 St. John 51., Portland, ME 04102
(207) n4-2219

CE:lSa Open Mon.·Fri. 10 a.m. ·8 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.·5 p.m. ~

m

HELMETS ARE REQUIRED

Waiver. I hereby waive all claims against the Am~ri.can Dia~etes
.
Association, sponsors, or any personnel for any Inlury I might suffer In
this event. I attest that I am physically fit and prepared for this event. I
grant full permission for or~aOlzers to use photographs of me and
quotations from me in legitimate accounts and promotions of this
event. I understand that helmets are required to be worn at all times.

SIGNATURE::-:-:_ _::---:----::-:--:-:---:-_:-::-_ _ __
Please mail this form to: American Diabetes Association,
P.O. Box 2208, Augusta, Me. 04338-220S.
If you have any questions, our number is 1-800-870-8000.

3.
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$1999
CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A

body &soul
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774-1183.

It's a Giveaway!

Come into

WORLD GYM during the month of May

and take part in the grand opening - you could win a trip for two to a fabulous
SUPER CLUBS RESORT in Jamaica arranged by HEWINS TRAVEL.

761.1580 • Free Parking • 130 St. John St.,

Portland

NO CATCHES ••• NO SURPRISES ••• NO KIDDING •••
It's your chance to check out Southern Maine's premier full-service health facility open

24 hours weekdays and 7 am to 8 pm on weekends_ Come in for a free tour, free trial
membership and sign up for your chance to win a relaxing trip to Jamaica!

TOUR THE CLUB THAT HAS EVERYTHING
125 Exercise Stations· Fitness training· Free Weights. Aerobics· Nutritional
Counseling. Free Baby-Sitting· Saunas· Tanning Booths· Massage· Juice
Bar • Cardia Fitness Center • Southern Maine Physical Therapy • Pro Shop

GRAND OPENING MAY 30th, 10am to 2pm
200 LARRABEE ROAD • EXIT 8 • 854-5000

-

HEWINS I Carlson Travel Network

real uzzle

By Don Rubin

We've parsed the first sentence to help refresh your memory.
Can you diagram the rest and fill in the blanks below? (Note
that diagramming styles are regional and may vary.)

3
Men who look for trouble often find it.
- - - Around the comer stood an old casino.
- - - The dealer asked us to pick a card.
- - He said that he had shuffled the deck.
- - - That he had marked the cards was obvious.
- - - Can we play if our credit is good?
- - - His '1uck" changed and his money ran out.
- - - We left the joint before he understood.
- - - Running a crooked poker game is remarkable work.

_ _ ,...--,SM

Scott Watson Dan Hamblet

Portland Street
Portland Maine

2_

\1
\1\

4_
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DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, M.A., L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, neck and shoulder
stiffness, sciatica, stress, improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic
performance. By appointment, 865-

0672.

Diagrammar

1.

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, M.A., l.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, neck and shoulder
stiffness, SCiatica, stress; improvellexibility, muscle tone, Circulation, athletic
performance. By appointment, 8650672.

MENAND WOMEN IN RELATIONSHIPSNew group to discuss relationship issues. Call Carrie Peterson at 773-9625.
NOONDAY SUN CENTER FOR RADIANT
WElLNES5- Polarity therapy, cranialsacral, transformational bodywork; also
well ness education classes- yoga, nutrition, breathwork, self-healing- Call
207-83~LlFE!

OVER 30 LESBIAN COUNSELING
GROUP- New group forming to begin
Monday evenings 7-9pm. Accepting
members until May 18th. 5701mo. Confidentiality respected. call 775-7927.

SEEKING SACRED CENTER In A SoulDead Society. June 14-19, 1992, Residential Workshop Retreat, Alfred, ME.
call207-7~1024 for brochure.
SHIATSU ANDIOR SWEDISH MASSAGE. Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage. Special introductory offer of 20%
off regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 8282023. Portland license.

5.

6. _+---I......._...oUo_

\

\
1992 United Feature Syndicate.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate from
Alberta's for the first-prize winner. The second-prize winner
receives two free passes to The Movies at Exchange Street. Winners
will receive their prizes in the mail Drawings are done at random
Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by Wednesday, May 13. The solution to this week's puzzle will appear in the
May 21 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #121

Casco Bay Weekly

LOWER LOBBY· 151 MIDDLE IT • PORTLAND ME • 173-1888 • OPEN 18 TO 10

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODYWORK: Celebrate spring- revitalize and
strengthen your body, rrind, and spirit
with healing touch. Andrea E. Price,
Licensed Massage Therapist 871-0121.

TIBETAN BUDDHIST PATH- A series of
talks and meditation by Tibetan Lama,
Lobsang Tsetan, will be presented by
the Yarmouth Meditation Group. Donation 510. For more info call 846-0764 or
772-6972.

~

ACUPUNCTURE
W1THOlIT NEEDLES

Ann FOlkr Tabbutt, AOBTA
799-9258

Lisa Bussey, M.A" C.E.D.T.
Individual ,II, Group Therapy
ror Women Focusing on

• Food
• Body Image
• Sexuality
232 St.John St.
775-7927

An Irvjta}ion
~~...

::

?

l;:?

'·'E.· ~():the"""

:~~

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION -TM,
the most scientifically researched, effective techniqueto remove stress and
to unfold full potential. Classes can be
offered in your home. Call Don at 8653467 for more information.

We aIIhav<s aril;is iitour lives

to slied li~t on.
CHANNELING
we wish

WOMAN-CENTERED HEALTH CAREWOMEN'S CHOICE- aHordableand confidential annual exams, birth control,
pregnancy testing, options counseling,
STD screening &treatment Respecting
and protecting your most priVate decisions.874-1099.

207-772-8256

Sexual Harra.. mentlAbuae
Divorce, Custody, SUpport
Willa, Probate
Environmental Law

772-2790

roommates
BEAUTIFUL WATER VIEW- Young family needs male boarder for large Eastern
Prom residence. Chem-free, NIS, easygoing, to rent room with house privileges. S30Wmo. 774-3013.
CAPE EliZABETH- Sunny, beautiful
house next to beach, MIF; N/S,large BR,
manyX-TRAS, nopets.S333/mo. Prime
location, must see. 7~6117.
CLEAN, SUNNY + BIG HOUSE to share.
Plenty of parking ~ storage. Handy to
everything, Westbrook. $245 ~ 1/3 util.
856-7315, please leave message.
COUNTRY LIVING, SEBAGO LAKE
AREA- N/S roommates wanted to share
large spacious home. Beautiful location. WID. S250/mo. + utils. 642-5075
or call collect 203-74~9617.
DEERING ST. APT.- Clean, no drugs or
cigs. Has skylights, hardwood floors.
$2751'mo. includesall. Call Rob, 4-6pm.
775-2637.
FEMALE N/S IN PORTLAND, wishing to
share 2 bedroom apt. Avail. June 1st
S2751mo. plus utilities and security deposit. (W) 761-7133, (H) 878-9943,
leave message.
FEMALE N/S to share West End apt
Clean, close to everything, must like
cats. S2651mo. includes heaV HW. Call
642-2939 belore noon.
HAPPy PROFESSIONAL Fseeks mature
roommate lor E. Prom area apt $2401
mo. ~ 112 utll. Off-street park., pine
floors, furnished except your room,
ocean view and 1 block to Prom. Prefer
chem-free, easy-going, independ. + responsible human. 761-4556.

WOMEN'S GROUP, DAYTIME- An opportunityforconnection,learning, sharing, celebration. Call Carrie Peterson at
773-9625.
WOMEN'S GROUP, EVENING- Space
available, all Issues. Call CarriePeterson
at 773-9625.
~ Moo"" .. t.
SAT. May 16. ' ...._S·III. $70

r.... CI.A.'. 11

WOMEN'SSPIRITUALITYGROUPforming to explore woman as nurturer, creator, goddess, mother/daughterllover,
healer. Tap into the waters longing to be
released through creative expression,
ritu.ai and awakened woman spirit Small,
safe group facilitated by experienced
professional. Portland. Wed. eves. 6:308:30 p.m. beginning June 3. $9016
weeks. FMI cail Debra 774-9715.

led by PIIIII GalagIJ"
RSVP@985·6621 . Larry Landau

HOUSESHARE- Single parent with active 5 y.o. needs creative person to
share house, Baxter Blvd., USM area.
S3501mo. plus uti Is ,garden, wood floors,
fireplace. 775-4938.
MlF, N/S TO SHARE LARGE 3 BR home
in Portland, Deering area, near exit 8. WI
D, new deck, hardwood floors, only
S250/mo. +1/3 uti Is. & dep. 874-0569.
NlS HOUSEMATE WANTEDto share my
large North Windham home. My cat
won't help with expenses and I need
someone who will! 3 BR, 1-112 baths,
WID, huge kitchen, farrily room,living
room, plus den. Close by Sebago Lake.
20 rrinutes to Portland. S3201mo. +1/3
utils. 892-8393.

~onstone CfIel"bs
Culinary & Medicinal
Plants' Workshops
797-3320
10 Hardy Rd. Falmouth
Open Sat. & Sun. 9-3

ATTORNEY AT LAW
•
•
•
•

IT R Y

THE

SUR E

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
C)

UOlJtz.,qr1~,9tD~

Gnul., "Iui"g, h.ali"g.
An txp"i,"" of dup blllll""

KIM MATHEWS

OCEAN FRONT- Looking for laid-back
roommate for South Portland house.
Hardwood floors, sunny, incredible
views. friendly people. $2411mo. ~1/3
ums. 767-3350.
OLD ORCHARD/ SACO- MIF N/S to share
beautiful, 2nd floor, furnished condo
near beach with Quiet professional,
straight male, age 27. S2951'mo. 2838420.
PORTLAND- FURNISHED, spacious,
sunny, parking, yard, WID, smokers
welcome, water view, good neighborhood. S350/mo. includes heat. 8710151.
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, N/S FEMALE
roommate wanted to share co~ house
in Deering area, Portland. Quiet, safe
neighborhood. large private yard and
parking. Mustvalueprivacy and becommitted to keeping house clean ~ comfortable. Spacious, sunny living room
with fireplace, bright working kitchen w/
dishwasher.AvaiI.Junelst. S35O/mo. ~
utils. Call 775-0205, leave message.
Security deposit and refs.
ROOMMATE WANTED- USMIME. MED
area, MIF, mature, responsible N/S to
share spacious apt. with hardwood
floors, WID, oil heat. Student or professional preferred. $260/mo.~ 112 utils.
871-8230.
SOUTH PORTLAND ON THE WATER!
Share 3 BR 2-112 bath house with two
GWM NIS. Big house, WID, steps to
beach. S325/mo. ~1/3 utils. 767-4496.
SOUTH PORTLAND, N/S, NID, to share
2 BR apt. $2751'mo. heat + elec. incl.
Avail. June 1st. 767-5088.
SOUTHPORTLAND-2BRAPARTMENT,
N/S preferred, furnished, off of Broadway. 52751mo. plus sec. dep. includes
everything except for phone. Off-street
parking. Available immediately.Contact
Karen, ~5 at 774-5791 or after 5 at 7672119.
SOUTH PORTLAND- M or F to share
apartment, bedrooms are furnished, includes all utilities except long distance
phone calls, parking available. S651wk.
773-8201.

551 A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real Puzzle # 119
The tune (and solution) to "Hole notes". is "Yankee Doodle." The
notes for the record(er): D, D, E, Fjj, D, FI, E, A, D, D, E, Fjj, D, C#.
This week, Lisa O'leary and a friend will dine at Alberta's.
Jennifer Rich and a friend will take in a movie at The Movies at
Excha nge Street.
<DO" Rubi"'s book, BRAINSTORMS, was ,ecently publishlJd IJy Harper alUl Row.)

categories
o body & eoul
o roommates

rates
0$92 stull for 8al.

Oapts/rent

o garage/yard sales
o art. & crafts

O ....onaV,..nt
Oreal ..tat.
o auctions
o child care
o help wanted
o jobs wanted
o buslne.. services
o buslne.. opportunities
o dating services
o stuff for aale

Ogard8ns
Ow.,ted
o computers
o music
o wheels
o theater arts
Oleamlng
o publications
o animals
o lost & found (free)
o legal notlcea
o bulletin board
Ortde bo8rd

o hou..s/rent
o offlces/rent
o studlos/rent

deadlines
Line ads; Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

WEST END- N/S female roommate
needed to share 3 BR, sunny, 3rd floor
apt S2251mo. ~113 util. and deposit
Heat incl., available now. 87~8705.
WEST END. Woman artist and her old
dpg seeK individual to share off-beat
spacious apt. with sunny people. Studio
space avail. $2251'mo. ~ 112 utilities. Call
+ leave message. 774-5451.
WOODFOORDS AREA- Spacious Victorian townhouse. Seeking responSible,
chem-freewith healthy lifestyle to share
with 2 females. $2501mo. +1/3 utils.
(avg. $lID/mo.) 87~6007.

... Roommate
~ Locator
Friendly & Personable Seroice
By Appointment Onry

(207)883-0122

apts/rent
54 STATE ST.-large 1 and 2 BRs available immediately. Nicely decorated, all
utils. included.S475toS5251mo.Lease,
deposit Call 761-0557 or 772-7977.
AN IDEAL TENANT AWAITSYOU! Quiet
responsible, older professional woman
seeks moderately priCed 4+ room apt.-·
Eastern Prom area- deck, porch, parking- willing to wait for the right place.
874-0511.

ART MUSEUM AREA. 51 HIGH ST.- 3
rooms, heated, clean, quiet. Waterview,
secure building, coin laundry. No pets.
S3951'mo. + security. 7~680.

ARTI CRAFT STUDIO SPACE available
to share. Reasonable rent convenient
spacious. Call Nancy at 797-3468.
CAPE ELIZABETH, classy 1 bedroom.
Private driveway, larlle yard, hardwood
floors, walk-in closet. quiet neighborhood. 5525 includes all. 767-284417804642.

EAST END, 32 NORTH ST.- Bright spacious 2 BR, 5 rooms, wood floors, oil
heat, quiet friendly, elegant. owner occupied, walk-in closets.$4B01mo.+. 774SPIRITUAL, PROFESSIONAL F seeks F 2365.
to share fabulous in-town apt. MayAugust. Spacious SRI living area, pri- EASTERN PROM- Large 3 BR, living
vate bath! entrance, kitchen privilidge, room, dining room, kitchen, bath, WID
WID. $l501mo. 774-9715.
hook-up. Available June 1st. $G50/mo.
+utils. Call 871-7037.
SUMMER SPACE SUBLET- June-Aug.
N/S, to share beautiful spacious 1820 ELEGANT, SUNNY, 2 BR, 2 bath, hardhouse wtth 2 women, dog, cat. Large wood floors, large kitchen, large living
BR, parking, yard. Gorham. 5200Imo. + room, studio, large backyard, parking,
utilities. 83~279.
storage. $6501mo., deposit references.
774-7850; weekends, 802-785-2653.
USM AREA- GM seeks roommate for
large, spacious, 3 BR apt. $217/mo. FOR RENT- SOUTH PORTLAND: Clean,
~utils &parking. 828-0087 after 4. Ask
sunny 2 BR apt., on busline, WtN carfor Dave.
peting,laundry, parking.$495/mo., plus
utls. Sorry, no pets. 7~9265. Leave
message.

S ELL

•

775

(IOWORll_..,T,
NO Q-WoIGEs, NO

your ad:

THE SURE SELU
Now place your classified ad in
Casco Bay Weekly and The
Penny$aver for just $2 more!
Phone it in: 775-6601 (visa/me)
FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/me)
WalkIMaii it in: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Classified

aanilled ado must be paid fa in ~ witIl C89h. penorB
dled<. money order. I<Isa a ....aslen:ad. lDot & FOUl<! n.....
Wsted hie. aanilled ado .... non·,.,lndabIe. row snal not be
llabla fa "'I ~ca erronIi, omissions, or manges n the ad
wtich do not aIIact the value or coolon! or subsl!l'1!iaIty dlor.ge
the ~ 01 the ad. Cr1ldIt 1M! be issued _
,.able ""'" has
been determined wittWl one week of pJbIlcation. Tear sheets
_able for $2/oop,I.

~~~~E~~~)__J

BY PHONE: 775-6601

25 words ... $7 per week
additional words ... 20¢ each

fine print

660 1

$92
________

8ELL ANYTHING
Check 'yOUr attic, basement and garage .take stock of what you see and ask yourself, "Would I rather keep this, or h8\18 $92 In my pcx;ket?M If you'w chosen the cash,
L....:FO...::.:,R:...;S82=.:..FR"'E::;E:;c!_ _ _ _ _S8_n_d_a_'_5_w_ord_d_esc_n..:.
·p_''''''_Of the Item to Casco Bay Weekty, (use the coup::n beIow). ask $92 for it. and CBW will run your ad for 4 'IY'8eks ABSOWTE....Y FREEl

9.

'\1(VIDroPORTY

SnIlIAISU(@
. . '-_..-""
ACUPRESSURE

The art of being yourself. Mark NakellPsychotherapist, 773-4413.

TIRED OF THE CONTRACEPTIVE
BLUES? The Cervical Cap is now available, FDA approved! Comfort, spontaneity, effectiVeness. For information call
Casco Bay Midwifery & Well Women's
Care at 761-2058.

8.
\

SPIRITUAL DISCOVERY GROUP formingforthose newly awakened to exploring spirituality. Meditation, Inner
journaling, spirit nature walks and creatiVe expression will beamongthespiritual practices introduced. Small, safe
group facilitated by experienced professional. Portland, Tues. eves. 6:30-8:30
p.m. beginning June 2. S9OI6 weeks.
FMI call Debra 774-9715.

WOMEN'S SPIRITUAL QUEST inAddiction RBCO\Iery. 4 Monday Eves. &-7:30
p.m. begins May 18. Bath. $60. Nan
Ross,ATR. ArtTherapist FMI443-5441.

TAROT CONSULTATIONS for guidance
in your life and connection to your intuition. For an appointnnentcaIl767-1315.

HEALING FACILITATOR-Specializing in THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired,
chronic and serious illness. Find out aching, stiff muscles while improving
what's wrong and how to correct it To circulation and soothing tension. Slidrecievel nformation call ~ 1411,Ieave Ing scale. Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P.
Certified. 775-6636.
name and address.

REBUILDING YOUR LIFE After Your
Relationship Ends- 10 weeks, nnen &
women. Focusing on getting grounded.
self-esteem & healing. Gall Carrie
Peterson at 773-9625.

\

SUPPORT GROUP FOR GIRLS (ages
11-13) who have a parent in 12-step
recovery. Beginning Thursday 5114,
2:30-4pm. WOMEN'S SUPPORT
GROUP (ages 25-35). Learn to clarify
your needs and ask for what you want!
Beginning Wednesday 5/20, 5:307:3(Jpm (free individual meeting required
prior to entering either group). Call now
for details and free appointment Jane
Gair 774-8633.

caw CLASSIFIED AD

Phone jj.
Name:
Address:

o visa

0 me"

expo date

Number of words:
Number of weeks:
less $7 per week
+ add. words 0 20¢ ea.: $
25 word. or

PENNY$AVER $2 per week
+ add. words 0 20¢ each: $

Total: $

36 Cas", Bay Wttkly
;
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apls/rent
FURNISHED TOWNHOUSE- 2 BR, WID,
dishwasher. Unique floor plan includes
skyligh~ cathedral ceiling and atrium
doors to palio garden. On bus line, offstreet parking, newly painted, cats OK.
Sec. dep. required, rent$6OOlmo. Message phone 797-4502.
GORHAM- YR. ROUND, large apt. 2 BR,
farm area S4751mo. includes heat Electricity + water + sec. dep. 839-6284.
MAINE MED/usM AREA, 4 bedroom,
hardwood floors, paved off street parking for 2 cars, storage room, laundry
facilities, yard, no pets. $S701mo plus
utilities. David 774-4826.
NEAL ST. TOWNHOUSE- 2 bed, 2 bath,
fireplace, parking, gas heat, sunny, hardwood floors, lease, security deposit
references. $67s/mo. 772-6540.
NEAL ST. TOWNHOUSE- 2 beds, parking, gas heat. sunny, hardwood floors,
lease, security deposit references. $6251
mo. 772-6540.
OCEAN AVE., PORTlAND- 3 BR,
sunporch, DNI, dining room, living
room, yard, garden. $700/mo. includes
heat and parking. No pets. Available
June 1. 773-7535.

"

PARK ST.- Efficiency, 1 and 2 BR units
available. Rent includes heat, hoI water
and elOOricity! Rents $320 - $690/mo.
Parking available ($301mo.). laundry
facilities, full-lime site management and
maintenance. For showing call 7747175.
PORTlAND, GRANT ST.- Just painted,
large, clean, 1 BR in quiet building, heat,
HW, parking available. Section 8 ok.
$325-$395. Deposit, reference. 7737673, leave message.

May 7,1992
MANUFACTURER REP. OFFICE- 1st
floor, front Broadway South Portland.
Full secretarial, fax, processing, answering service, parking. Please call Archie
lOOKING FOR UTILE ONES 10 fill my
Taylor, 799-8395.
home. Placeyour child in aloving home
PART -TIME PROFESSIONAl SPACE atmosphere. Early morning hours,large
available for therapist, holislic health backyard, central Scarborough localion.
practitioner. Bodyworker preferred. Flex- References, full/part-bme. Call 883ible hours, payment negotiable. Good 5043.
opportunity for beginning practice. Excellent location w/parking. 772-1896,
775-5022.

child care

help wanted

BEST HISTORICAl. FIND

SINCE
THE DEAD SEA SCROUS

Historical Old Port office space
offering big business amenities
at smaU single offlC9 prices.
RecepVSecretary. Conference
Rooms, Fax and Xerox plus
more, from $200 up.
c.n 772-8887
and ask for the landlord who
was around when they copied
the book of Isiah.

studios/rent
ART & CRAFT PEOPLE - Get a new
studio for spring at 317 Cumberland
Ave. tSO-12,ooo sq. ft. lights, heatincl.
Parking available. No lease required.
Call 772-6527.
ARTIST STUDIO SPACE- Natural light
$1501mo. Heat & alec. included. 77318t4 weekdays.
SOUTH PORTlAND- 900 sq.ft.(+or-),
attached garage, high ceilings, fireplace,
view of Portland Harbor, also 400 sq.ft
Call 799-2884.

seasonal/rent

AfFORDABLE VACATION ON lONG ISLAND in Casco Bay. Spacious apts. in
PORTlAND, ME. MED AREA- large 1 former country inn, sleeps 6, short walk
BRs, $3SO & $4oo.large2 BRs, $450 & to beaches, tennis courts and general
$500. All include heat & HW, parking. store. Brochure. From $300lwk. 207766-4440 or 508-422-6293.
Call 871-1S03.

[

PORTlAND, WEST END - 1 bedroom,
sunny, modern, clean, off-street parking, lots of storage, deck, yard/garden
space. $400/mo. plus utilities. Available
Immediately. 666~457.
PORTlAND: 1 bedroom, skylights, hardwood floors. Efficiency wI sun deck.
Both include parking, yard, heat +H.W.
Centrallylocated. $415-$360. 767-28441
780-4642.
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SHERMAN ST. #18. One bedroom in
quiet building. New carpet and paint.
Parking, storage, eat-in kitchen. $3001
mo. + utilities. 799-5316.
WEST END- ATIRACTlVE, clean, quiet
ROOM in chem-freetownhouse.Shared
baths, kitchen and living area. $3101
mo., all utilities included. Sec. dep. &
references. 775-5022/ 326~810.
WEST END. Nice one bedroom in quiet
building. laundry, parking, storage,
hardwood floors. $49S/mo. includes
heat + hot water. 799-5316.
WESTBROOK- Sunny 5 room Victorian
apt., 1st floor, hardwood floors, bay
window, heaVHW, parking, storage, WI
ohookup. AvaiiableJune 1st. $S951mo.
854-1583
ONE MONTIl'S FREE RENT!
Portland on the Peninsula
1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms
Heated
$315 to $600
CHECK us Olm

772-1232
AFFORDABLE LUXURY

Ener~ Efficient,

Air-Con itioned Apts.
• pool & clubhouse
• securily building
• on-site maintenance
Comer Riverside & Forest Ave.

COllEGE STUDENT5- $7.35 - $13.20.
Vector, an international firm has fulltime entry level positions. Gain valuable
resume experience. Will train all majors.
For details! interview call 878-2711.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE regarding the investigation of
financing, business opportunities and
work at home opportu nities, Casco Bay
Wjlekly urges it's readers to contact the
Better BUSiness Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME
04103-2648.

lONG ISLAND- Very comfortable 3 BR
cottage with all conveniences, beautiful
beach.SS251wk. Call Brenda, 839-6240.

PASS TIllS PAPER
ON TO A FRIEND

real estate
FOR SAlE BY OWNER- Reduced from
$84,900 to $72,900. 3 BR, 2 bath, private deck, good neighborhood, close to
schools. Excellent buy. Call 883-2091
between 5pm-9pm.
FRYEBURG, MAINE: Three bedroom
year roundwaterlront home, newly renovated, beautiful sandy beach, mountain
views, minutes to MI. Washingtoon Valley. $134,SOO. 207-935-3685.
HORSE PROPERTY- Scarborough. 5flat
acres, barn, paddocks, riding ring, aBR
Ranch w/atlached 2 car garage.
5110,000. 822-0048, leave message.
HOUSE FOR SAlE- WESTBROOK, 3 BR,
FHA oil, woodstove, all appliances,
fenced yard, SOXloo lot, $79,500. VA
qualified assumable. 878-5539. Deb.
LAKEFRONTlOT,DENMARK,ME.-2oo'
frontage on Hanconk Pond. Beautiful
mountain views, flat land with sandy
beach. Build your dream house. Very
private. Must sell. 642-4459.
OTISFIElD- 197t MOBilE HOME, partially furnished on approx. 112 acre.
Garage, storage shed. To settle estate.
$30,000. Call 892~694.

$1,499 DOWN

DON'T PAY
$30,000 for a leeny weeny
40' DBL wide, when we have
really big 52' for $29,995.
YES! 3 BR, 2 Baths.

(t~;@)

LUV
<:%];1/ HOMES
Rt 26, Oxford, ME

Managed by Gamage Enter.

207-539-4759

Daily 11-7, Sun 11-5, Closed Tues

r--------

: ~

Rt 26, Oxford, ME

207-539-4759

Daily 11-7, Sun 11-5, Closed Tues

ALL
NEW HOMES
4 BA for $19.995,
3 BA for $15.995 or
$159 for 180 mos_,
$1.599 down, Apr
9.5% or 2 BA wjth
dishwasher. skylights.
paddle fan, stereo,
fireplace. and
fumished $19,995_
DBL wide $24.995_

Rt 26, Oxford, ME

REGISTERED NURSE for New Innovalive Geriatric Day Treatment Program
Serving Older Adults with a History of
Mental Illness-Accepting resumes from
Registered Nurses with 3 years experienceasRNorBSN inthefield of Geriatrics. Duties include providing! documenti ng direct client care based on identified client need and establishing Ireatment goals to enhance client skills and
level of functioning. Will participate in
an interdisciplinary Ireatment team
which provides therapeuticgroup work,
education and rehabilitative opportunities to client population. Successful applicants must be flexible and creative.
Hours are 8:30 AM 10 5:00 PM, Monday
through Friday. Excellent fringe benefits. Salary commensurate with experience. Please send letter and resume by
May 15th to: Candance Kingsley, Coordinator of Geriatric Programs, Community Counseling Center, 343 ForestAve.,
Portland, ME, 0410t. E.O.E.
WATKINS PRODUCTS NEEDS DEALERS to sell products, new to Maine, no
inventoryordirectselling required. Company 120 years successful. Work from
home, no experience necessary. Write
to: P.O. Box 12. Cumberland, ME, 04021
or call82~5087.
WOMAN, 45, in wheelchair, seeks Iiv&in home with single, student, or couple.
Easy care.l?ay is $SOOImo. References.
Call Connie at 892-7141.
SUMMER FUN. Earn money and make a
difference working with the Maine
People's Alliance on grassroots campaign cleaning up enviro. and working
for consumer justice. Earn $200+ per
week, hours 2-10 p.m. Mon-Fri. Call
Dan 761-4400, 1-3 p.m.

TElEMARKETER5- Casco Bay Weeldy
is looking for an experienced
telemarketer to help sell classified line
and classified display advertising. You
are a gregarious self-starter ready and
willing to pick up the phone and call,
call, call when you aren't too busy handling the incoming calls. Your typing
and proof-reading skills are meticulous,
and you can easily figure simple math in
your head. If you can close quickly and
would enjoy being an ambassador for
the fastest growing newspaper in New
England, Ihen your phone is ready. Pay
is commensurate with experience, with
a base to start, moving to commission.
Send a letter andlor resume to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551 A Congress St., Portland, ME, 04101 , attn: telemarketer, or
call Michael at 775-6601.
RECREATIONAl THERAPIST for New
Innovative Geriatric Day Treatment Program Serving Older Adults with a History of Mental IIlness- Accepting r&sumesfromRecreationaiTherapistswith
3 years experience in the field of Geriatrics. Masters Degree required. Duties
include coordination and ifllliementation oftherapeutic recreation programs
and establishing treatment goals to enhance client skills and level of functioning. Will participate in an interdisciplinary Ireatment team which provides
therapeutic group work, education and
rehabilitative opportunities to client
population. Successful applicants must
be flexible and creative. Excellent fringe
benefits. Salary commensurate with
experience. Please send letter and r&sume by May 15thto CandanceKingsley,
Coordinator of Geriatric Programs, Community Counseling Center, 343 Forest
Ave., Portland, ME, 04t01. E.O.E.

Recycle
me,
please!

Looking for a part-time Job that will
put you In touch with your community?
CaSClJ Bay Weekly is ~arching for a permanant part-time
Editorial Assistant. We need a well-organized individual to
gather and imput Casco Bay Weekly's renowned listings, as well
as to provide research and clerical assistance for the paper's
troika of editors.
The successful candidate will be able to write and type
accurately. Hourly compensation is tow to fair (depending on
experience), but this 2().hour-a-week job may be worked on a
flexible schedule.
This might be an excellent opportunity for someone who is
semi-retired, or a working parent - or for you! So don't sweat
over your resume. If you can communicate clearly, if you love
this community and if you would enjoy working in the Casco
Bay Weekly newsroom. just send us a letter explaining why.

[!J CBW

IS

Is your

johfim?

Do your goals match
your skills? Do you
know how to market
yourself! AIe you tonguetied at interviews?

There is a job for you .

1,,1Ir
2071799-3344

Jobs wanted
ELDERLY HOME CARE AND COMPANION- 37 y.o. woman, warm, compassionate, enjoys company of seniors.
Experience and references. Reasonable
rates. Call 761-0242 afternoons.

FAX FREE THURSDAY!
775- .... 6 .... 5

--------

WITH THIS AD
161 WIDES

$29,995

business services
NASTY~NEAT
COMPULSIVJ cL'eANING

... 000 other I~e support ...vices

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
c1e2lled up after them ...
You need me in your life

Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential

commercial

ITRY OUIt WHEELS DEAL! I

Erase
Bad Credit

ADDITIONS, REMODELING, REPAIRSQualityworkat reasonable cost Experienced. insured, neat, dependable and
references. Foundation to finish. R.A.
O'leary, General Contractor. Call Rollie
at 799-5492.

CHEDIT HEI'.\JH :\En\ out.;

ATIENTION LANDLORDS: We will give
you the competitive edge! Provide your
units with a selling look. Great space =
Good tenants. True North Interiors, 8710473 or 774-2711.

PHOTOGRAPHER

ATIENTION SOUTH PORTLAND RESIDENTS: Now offering bicycle repairs
and assembly (of new bikes). 20 years
experience. Free pickup and delivery.
Call 767 -0668, 8-1 Oam.
BUilT-IN CABINETS, KITCHENS, custom details and trim. Free visit and estimate discussing your plans and options
for Spring carpentry projects. Call Paul
Keating 846-5802.
HANDYMAN Window washing, cellars
& attics deaned, house painting, carpentry. Call 767-3104. Insured.
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAilABLE
to do odd jobs and movi ng. I'll move you
locally or long distance. Experienced &
dependable with references. Call for my
low rates, 774-2159 anytime.

I COll1l1wrt"ial St.
7 "'2·8010

•

CHARLES B. MELQ-IER

--

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS

501 Cumberland Ave.

Portland nH301

business opps
AN EXCITING CONCEPT in home party
plans- Seeking kitchen consultants to
demonstrate unique, hig hquality kitchen
products. Earn extra $S$. low start
costs. No deliveries. Call Dot 207-8975698 for interview.

HOUSEClEANING- EFFICIENT, reasonable, dependable, references available.
Call Karen at 799-8004 or 865-0582.

dating services

I ClEAN FOR FAMILIES: apartments,
houses; bi-weekly, monthly, or as
needed. Current, excellent references,
and free estimates. Call Kathy, 7730542 anytime, and leave message.

MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, Marriageminded ladies from Asia. Russia, Europe, North & South America. For FREE
photo brochure and complete details
call 702-451-3070 anytime and leave
mailing address.

lANDSCAPES FOR lESS-let us beautifyyour ouldoor living space. We'll design, plant, mUlch, prune, mainlainyour
yard. Professional results, reasonable
rates, free esti mates. 87~ I 352.

STENCil ARTIST Will come and rejuvenate your home. Free estimates. Call
Janet Barrett, 878-2791 .
THOMAS THYNG PAVING- Asphalt,
sealcoating, gravel & stone. Call now for
competitive prices and guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Commercial & residential. t-8oo-4~8111 or 282-111 9.

-watkinS·

Full-Color, Mall Order Catalog
Those FAMOUS Walkins
products you remember: Vanilla,
Cinnamon, Pepper, liniment, &
Salves, plus 100'9 of wonderful
NEW products are now available
from a convenient shop-et-home
mail order catalog! Lots of
money-saVing pnxJucts, too! All

You feel ready to meet
someone new, but how
do you start? We can
make that first step
easier, Call us. We may
know someone special
waiting to
know you. ..

A Divisi on of Alternate Source (ASG)

REASONABLE PRICES
GUARANTEED WORK
INSU RED

FREE ESTIMATES
Phone 878-3642
PAINTING' STAINING' CLEAR FINISHING

Executive Chef - Tony

Pastry Chef - Anna
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restaurant Design
Menu Planning .
Food Preparation
Food Presentation
International Cuisine
Pastries

470 White's Bridge Road
Standish, ME 04084
207-892-6906

YAMAHA ElECTRONIC KEYBOARD
PSR-6, Stand & adaptor, new condition
in original cartons 592. 797-4795.

592 Will GET YOU a part or parts from
an '81 Plymouth Reliant 2.2 engine.
865-6819.
10 SPEED BICYClE- Black Columbia,
21· frame, good condition. $92. 7612429.
19" MYATA 310 TOURING BIKE. It's
been fun but I'm racing. Needstun&-up.
$92.767-2844.

stuU lor sale
BOATBOTIOMPAINT-RrslQuaiity, red,
discontinued color,$6Iqt Chilton Paint
410 Payne Rd., Scarborough. 883-3366.
BUNK BEDS FOR SAlE- Solid Alabama
Pine, attractive, $90. 883-6914.
COMPUTER DESK WITH PRINTER
STAND $50, 5')( 2' solid wood workbench $40, Bookcase 6' tall x 28" wide
$30, Sunbeam square barbecue $20.
773-6530.

48" ROUND DARK-5TAINED pine dining
lable, opens with sleaves to 72·. $92
797-5136.
8' FlOURESCENTSHOP LIGHTS, brand
new. Paid $50 each, selling 3 for 592!
878-2999.
ACCORDIAN: 25-key, 6 bass & 6 chord
buttons. Case, strap, booI<. $92. 828_1554_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

wanted

~
~
--- _....-

MISS 1992 MAINE

(OOiclal preliminary 10 Miss World America)

"Today's young woman is
the total person. She's a career
minded, family oriented,
professional individual who
possesses beauty of both face
& form. She's a woman
of the 90's!"

Be a part of the
GUYREX tradition" _
InterViews
Sunday, May 31, 1992

194 PROSPECT ST., PORTlAND- Off
StevensAve., Sat. May 9th, 9-4, one day
only! Wide assortment good qUality.

CULTIVATE YOUR GARDEN with mahogany benches, tables and chairs,
handcrafted by Yarmouth's Royall River
Garden Collection. Sturdy and graceful
for a generation's enjoyment For catalogue call 846-5B02.

[ Recycle this paper

~"donIIy prod""" 10 Mo'" IlI'STJ EnleipliMo.

music
THE PINETONES, alively, eclectic mix of
western, swing, and ethnic music; perfOO for weddings, parties, functions,
dances; duet to quintet, acoustic or electric. 799-9788.
VOICE lESSON5- PRIVATE & ClASSMusic StudiO, Adult&'Chiidren- Broadway Musicals, Classic and Opera. Piano
lessons. Credentials: Bachelor of Music, Master of Music. 772-7208.

I IWE MAKE NEWS MAnER I

BICYClE: Men's frame 10-speed with
racing handles and "cruising" brake I&vers. $92. Call n4-4103.

FOR SAlE: MOUNTAIN BIKE, Diamond
Cruiser, excellent condition, contact
Rebecca at 772-6162 (leave message).

ROllERBlADE5- Uke neww~h all pads
and spare set of wheels. Macro model,
used only 5 times. Men's size 10. Retail

GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR TEN 1/2-hour
guitar lessons, $92. «no answer, leave
message. 772-8864.

SUZUKI 450, 1983- Aulomatic molorcycle. 6,800 mles, excellent condition.
Garage stored, windshield and sissybar.
$1000 firm. Call 883-9955, leave message.
TOYOTA TERCEL, 1981- 93K mles, 4
dr., 5-speed, sunroof, runs great Moving. $800 or B.O. Chris, 775-6268.

learning
WOMEN-PAINTIDRAW "ON lOCATION"
with women'sartworks this summerfrom
beautiful outdoor sites. Beginner to advanced. 3-hour, 5-Week session, $tl0.
Starts mid-June. Call 775-2442 now.

publications

INTRODUCING "MOSTlY MAINE' - A
writer's journal, created 10 encourage,
support and entertain writers, amateur
or professional. Included will be fiction,
DODGE CORONET, CLASSIC 1965- 4 poetry, essays and more. For submisdr., slanl six, runs great good shape, sion guidelines and free sample issue,
currenl sticker, needs TlC, mileage un- please write: Mostly Maine, P.O. Box
der too,ooO. 5500 or BlO. 775-0356.
8805, Portland, ME, 04104.
FIREBIRD, 1989 FORMULA- Black, 2- SATURDAY, May 9th- One day only, 25
tone paint, 38,000 miles, recenllytuned Staples Point Rd, South Freeport. Furniup, new tires, loaded, Hops, excellent lure, lots of loys, children's books, and
condition. S7,900firm. 767-5907,Mike, household items. lOam to 2pm.
or 883~017, Kim.

MAZDA 626 ox, 1991- 4 door, automatic, excellent condition, AlC, cruise,
AMlFMcassette, 25,000 miles. $12,SOO.
799-5316.
NISSAN200SX, 198~-2dr. hatchback,
5-speed manual, fast, clean, great engine, no accidenls, stereo, AlC, great
condition. $2,tOO. 761-t833.

bulletin board
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime for only St 69
with AIRHITCH(r). Call 212~64-20oo.

Long-Stemmed Chocolate Roses
Delivered by a Tuxedoed G,entleman
Starting at $15

854-5678
SPECIAL DELIVERY SERVICE

adult services
TRANSVESTITE, TRANSEXUAl,
CROSSDRESSER information hoHine
and meeting place. 1-212-986-1777-8
or 1-212-986-9856-7. locaV Nationwide, 24 hoursl7 days. Exciting fashion
catalog from famous Michael Salem TV
Boutique.

YOUR PAST, PRESENT &

FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OFTHE TAROT
1-900-454-1444
S1 .79Jm1n.·18,ooly
1-800-055-5580

Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys for
the discriminating

BENT WOOD ROCKING CHAIR $42, reclining chair $SO. 797-0951.

MONITOR VENTED HEATING & HOT
WATER HEATING- SPRING SALE! 7254451.

OlDS CENTURY CRUISER, 1983- S/W,
PNI, AlC, cruise, hitch, clean, blue clolh
seats, white exterior w/pinstripe. Must
sell $1,500 or BlO. 799-1645.

Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!

AUTUMN HAZE MINK IpoI( a like jacket
sizularge. Excellent condition, $92. 8460549.

CORVETTE $400, BRONCO $50; '89 COMPUTER VIC 20, $20; printer, $30;
Mercedes $200; '87 BMW $100; '65 x-country skis, $20; 12" B&W TV, $22;
Mustang $50. U.S. public auction, 871-1022.
Druglord properties. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 recording DEACON BENCH, 5ft long, wedgewood
reveals giveaway prices. 801-37~2930. green $92. 797-5136.
Copyright IMEII4RC.
DRESSER, $22; X-C skiis! boots, $20;
GUITAR- HONDO MODEl, H124AM, downhill skii&' boots! poles, $50. All for
new with case, asking $100. Call 773- $92. Call 772-1393 pm.
4334.
DRESSER, BOOKCASE, stainless steel
IBM PS;'2 70-121; 20 Mhz 803860X- utility cart, VCR, odd table, typewriter,
6MB Memory; 32-BitMCA; 120MB Hard etc. $92 or less. n4-9484.
drive; 3-112· &5-1/4"; 14'VGA; IBM PSI
2 Mouse: 2400 Buad Modem; plenty FISHNETTING- GARDENS GROW ON
IT, keep birds out decorate, coverlrash,
software $2995. 770-9449 days.
new, 592. Obsolete sizes. 784-0561.
JEEP CJ: Bikini top, black (Wolf), $40;
trailer hitch, 2" ball, $75 or B.O. Great FLYING DUTCHMAN COVERlET QUILTcondition, great for summer. Call Scott. antique, hand-qui~ed.lovelyyellowand
green windmin design. 865-6819.
797-9270.
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All CONTESTANTS WANTED: Miss $$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL
1992 Main&-Win all expense paid Iriplo AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
nationally televised Miss 1992 World condition, seven days aweek, ~9. 773America evenl! Call (508)858-0035 or 6878
write: Miss 1992 Maine, P.O. Box 539,
1989 CAMARO RAllY SPORT loaded,
Tewksbury, MA. 018776-0539.
all power, stereo, 6 newbres, red, autoAll SOLD OUT! Day late & dollar short, matic, mint condition. 60,000 miles.
need 2 (4 if possible) Melissa Etheridge $6,100.892-7377.
lickets. Please call207-655-2016,leave
message, or RWS, P.O. Box 10452, ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S
WHEElS DEAl! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY
Portland, ME, 04104.
$16! 775-6601.
CliENTS: ASSOCIATED DIVERSIFIED
SERVICES. CONSTRUCTION- additions! BUICK REGAl, 1980- Very dependable,
runs great. AlC, cruise control, 2 new
decks, roofing, siding. TREE SERVICE- tires,original mileage, no rust, nice clean
limbing/pruning, removal. DIVINGSER- interior. $t ,300 or BlO.
VICE, prop replacemenV bottom cleaning. Hull & mooring inspection. l-BOOCHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED- '89
540-7202/ 856-7202.
Mercedes... $200; '86 WL $50; '87
SMAll DAY CARE NEEDS OUTSIDE Mercedes... $100; '65 Mustang ... $SO;
TOYS, little Tykes Cozy Coupe, Air- Choose from thousands starting at $25.
plane, Octopus, Playhouse, little Tug, FREE 24 hour recording reveals details,
801-37~2929 copyright #MEl 14JC
"T" Car, Toy Box. 883-1128.
CUTlASS CIERRA. 1984- New front ti res,
brakes, exhaust, AC, CC, alllo., no rust
current inspection, complete mal ntenance
record, high rrileage, outstanding condition. $I ,6SO. 883-1129, 780-4178.

Sheraton Tara, So. Portland, ME
Be Maine'. choice In 1992!
For more info call 508-858-0035

yard sales

gardens

196OsSINGERSEWINGMACHINElcabinet good condition, $SO; Apt sized
dryer, regular ouUet, $42. 774-9715.

Cmnpatibles

College
Specialty
Painters

TAll (6'2") MEN'S X-C SKIIS, $20; 2
ultrasonic humidifiers, $20 each; large
wooden easel, $32. All for $92. 8711040.

YARD/ESTATE/JUNK SAlE- Sat May
9th, 9a~3pm. I 12-t14 Dartmoulh St,
Portland. Furniture, clothes, toys, kitchen
things. Rain date May 16th, 9-3.

PORTLAND

EXTERIOR SPECIALISTS
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

FREE

Please

Charge Classified
by Phone:
775-6601

business services

KITCHEN SINK- Kohler, csat iron with
red enamel finish, double bowls.
33"1x22"WxIO'd. $92. 772-1585.

WINDSURFER- BIG-7SO, 3 sails, 8.0 QUEEN SIZE FUTON (PAD) $92. Better
camber, 5.9 RAF, 5.0 full batten, 3 'N Ben's fireplace insert $92. Call 773booms, 2 harnesses, mast extension, 5321 leave message.
more. Excellent condition. 51000. 967SMAll EPSOM PRINTER, IBM compat4735.
ible, $92. 767-2965.

MORONG ASSOCIATES Spring cleanups or yards and gardens. Full landscape service. 799-4815.
SPRING WINDOW ClEANING- Your
business or home. Affordable price. Call
MarkorRayto set upappointment. 8790213 or 839-4593.

JENNY LIND CRIB- maple fi nish, excellent condition. Includes mattress, sheets
+plastic mattresscover. $92. 737-8708.
KIDS' ACOUSTIC GUITARS (2), Steel
strings, U.S. made, $92. Sst of four
PI 95175R14 592. 773-7701.

MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAMES- New and used. Also washers
and dryers and appliances. We also buy LACROSSE EQUIPMENT, NEW. Brine
stickwith graphite handle, shoes, gloves.
unwanted ilems. Credit available m$92. 92~3454.
5737.
MID-SIZE REFRIGERATOR: General
NAME BRAND PRODUCT5-Guaranteed Electric, 33" tall. Great for camp, dorm,
lowest prices in country, name brand
groceries below wholesale, delivered, or office. $92. 871-1022.
postage free-optional income opportu- NINTENDO GAME DECK- 5 controllers,
nity. Call recorded message for details. Zapper gun, 4 games, $92. Mike, 775207-282-1648.
3016 eves.
TWO TWIN MATIRESSISPRING SETS. ONE PAIR SIZE 6 MEN'S original Dr.
New In Jan. 5150 each set. CaU 7~ Martens shoes, worn three times. $92.
1639.
773-7213.
VINYL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS, PORTABLE, COMPACT ELECTRIC
largest selection- Compare our prices! SAUNA, plugs inl0 alOOric outlet Folds
725-4451.
into compact unit when not in use. $92.
878-2999.
WATERBED- Queen sizu with mrrored
bookcase headboard. Baffled mattress PRECOR 612 ROWING MACHINE- vicwith heater, six drawers, in greatcondi- timof neglect, needs lOVing home. $92.
tion. $2SO. Call 772-4596.
874-6430.

delivered right to your doorl
send $1 for handling.

lEE MASONRY Brick & Block. Small
jobs preferred. Free estimates. References. 828-3200.

an EOE.

207-539-4759

Daily 11-7, Sun 11-5, Closed TU88

oUlces/rent

L

GIRLS WANTED FROM MAINE, N.H., &
MASS., between 7-19, to compete in
this year's 3rd annual 1992 Portland
Pageants. Over $20,000 in prizes and
scholarships. Call today, l-BOO-PAGEANT, ext. 1318 (724-3268).

IW44

I
I
1
I NORRIS 70' or HOLLY PARK 76
I
HEALING CENTER- Broadwa:', South
Portland. 1or2 roomsuile, Ilomeatmo- I
sphere, parking, utilities, phone answer- I
ing.PleasecaiIArchieTaylor,799-8395. I ,g:dti
LUV
Rt 1 A, Holden, ME
I I'Wi::::::W
207-539.:4759
WE MAKE N~ MAnER ~
~"9¥ H~MliS_ .!~ .:~~': 1~5::~_T~_

I

business services

11fti'(1);filj SS1A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
~
Attn: Editorial Assistant Search

$148 for 180 mos.
$14.995 Fleetwood 70'.
3 BA 10.5%

878-2257

SUMMER RENTAl- PINE POINT, 2BR
cottage, close 10 beach, many amenities, $5OO/wk. Please call, 772-0464.

BE ON T.V.- Many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. For casting
info call 615-77Hlll, Ext. T-1265.

CHANDLER'S WHARF- 46' SUP FOR
RENT, security, full facilities, great harbor view. Call Jim, 773-3384 days, or
eves. 833-5716.

M-F 8am-7pm, Sat-Sun lOam-lpm

houses/rent

$500WEEKl Y, NEW! EASY! Stay home,
any hours. Easy assembly... $21,000;
Easy sewing ... $36,600; Easy wood assembly...
$98,755; - Easy
cranS. ..576, 4SO; Easy jewelry ... $t 9,500;
Easy
electronics...
$26,200;
Matchmaking ... $62,SOO; Investigating ...
574,450; T.V. talent agent... $40,900;
Romance agent... 562,500. No selling.
Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording reveals details. 801-37~2900 copyright/ME114YH

GIRLS WANTED from Maine, NH &MA.
between 7-19, to cOflllete in this year's
3rd annual 1992 Portland pageants. Over
$20,000 in prizes and scholarships. Call
today 1-8oo-PAGEANT ext. 1318 (t800-724-3268).

TERRACE POND APTS.

~

$40,OOOlYR.! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording 801-37~2925
copyrightlME114EB

help wanted

lYNDA BARRY AND ERNIE POOK
COMEEK FANS: Get our free catalog of
T-shirtsand books featuring her newest
book title "My Perfect life" and lhe
classic T-shirt "Poodle with aMohawk".
Also 30 olher hard to find ilems. To
recleve call (206)781 -3684 or send a
postcard to: GREYlAG, Box 99093-CB,
Seattle, WA. 98199.

adult"" "

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress St • 774-1
Open M-Sat, 10-10 •

KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO.
Also in

Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • Sun. 12-7

~~~~~~~!~ .... _.r' ••..••. ~." .•.••.• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P_~,~Q_g.~~~~~~~~~~~ti
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men .... women

(Cans cost 1,49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-6601)

women ... men
(TWO-FER) 2 WONDERFUL, ptAYRJL
WOMEN in their prime of life seek 2
wonderful, playful men, in 40-60$. You
must be brave, strong, loveable, clean
and liketodanceandgoforwalksonthe
beach. Sense of humora must! P.O. Box
9715-338, Portland, ME 04104 or call
1f5258 (~19)
2ATIRACTIVE, DOWN-TO-EARTH SWF
looking for 2 similar SM, 20-28, for
double date(s), friendship (& more)?
Must enjoy the outdoors. Sense of humor? Better have one! Please include
photo(s) with creative response. P.O.
Box 414, Freeport, ME 04032.1f5143.

GEORGEOUS, BLOND, BLUE EYES, 33,
single. You are 35-40, financially secure, tall (over 6 ft.), handsome. I'm
looking for good times, lusty passion,
no games, no commitment H you're
healthy, wealthy and wise then give me
a try. 1f5246 (~19)
HIP28-YFL-OU)SINGLE WOMAN loves
to sing harmony! Wishes to meet Kevin
Costner Jook-alike, 28-38, rugged, sensitive, but mature. If you exist, you may
meet this vr..acious Jerry Brown supporter who likes to dance (preferably
with Jerry!), but also enjoys quiettimes.
You must be an excellent communicator. Astrong friendship/romance would
be nice. 1f5176.

A LOVINGLY DOMINANT, mildly overweight, cigarette smoking DWM, 41,
5'9"- agenius-level, futur&-famous poeV
artist- seeks: a slenderish, stable, nonmaterialistic S/DWF, 21-41, with intense
secretfantasies of being erotically disciplined. Should be interested in trying
anything once (just us two), and basically Christian. No heavy drinkers. CBW
Box 053.
ALLURE OF AMOUR IN ARIES- Available, accessible, attractive, adventurous, affectionate, active and energetic
ewes are invited for amorous adventures. Honest attractive, affectionate,
egalitarian, altrUistic, amiable, artistic
ram is anticipating emancipating influ·
ence of abundance of affection among
allies. Act immediately. Animal instincts
are alive. 1f5174.

CASUAL WEEKENDER- DM, 37, 57',
professional, secure. Searching for a
lady to share life's pleasures. You, 2840, petite to average, with appetite for
open, honest friendship. 1f5291 (~6)

DO YOU ENJOY LAUGHING? Alot? Island or inland trips? Music, flea markets, antique stores, sports, reading the
classics? 6'1" handsome, caring, humorous, fit, supportive, very interesting
man seeks witty SF, 16-30, for great
conversation, sharing, honesty, entertaining times. P.O. Box 10796 Portland
04104. 1f5158.

CElEBRATION- MAINE STYLE! Caf1ll·
ing, canoeing, river bank picnics, clanr
bakes, BBOs, sunset cruises, moonlight
walks. I'm in search of a female conr
panion with the desire to enjoy the sunr
mertoil'sfullest. Call now, we have alot
of summer to plan. 1f5296 (~6)

LOOKING FOR ADVENTUROUS lady to
accompany me in the search for the allover tan. Trips to naturist areas in N.E
and ? CBW Box 059.
LOST: YOUNG lADY AGE 19-30; D&scription: Eyes and hair subiect to
change, attractive and athletic; Interests: everything.Adventurous22yr. old
looking for someone who fits this d&scription. If seen please call 1f5171.

DWM- YOUNG, 38+,SUCCESSFUL, with
sense of humor, looking for SWF, DWF
with traditional values, to perhaps enjoy
romance, love, marriage and to have a
family. CBW Box 055.

RESPOND TO A PERSONAl. AD BY CALUNG

900·370·2041

LOVE GREAT CONVERSATION? Very
i nteresti ng, entertai ni ng, trustwort hy,
hones~ handsome, fit man of 6' who
can make ya laugh! Interests include
living at the movies, singing along to
'oldies', ~ea marf<ets, horseback riding ,
reading, games, walks. Seek interesting
SF, 18-33, P.O. Box 10796, Portland,
ME 04104 or 1fS276 (~19)

TRY OUR

CALLS COSTS1.40 A IINtm. MUST BE 18

IS THIS YOU- or your father, brother,
OR OYER. TOUQHOM' PHONES ONLY.
friend? Single/divorced, over 38- under
CASCO BAY WEEKLY (207) n~1I801
ALL ELSE HAS FAILED SO I've decided 58, nottheyoungest inyourfamily, glad
to utilize astrology: Searching for a to be a man, able to be a boy, sincere,
Gemini man, born between 1946 and honest, NlS, kinda sensitive, active,
1956, who's interested in a playful, joy- healthy, committed to learning, growful, sagacious 39 y.o. Aquarian woman. ing, doing? Do your handsgetdirty?Do
Please tell me about you. CBW Box 052. you have a sense of humor (warpedok), care about mankind and nature,
ATIRACTIVE, SLIM, 5'4' BLONDE health believe in God (unconventional- fine),
professional, part-time musician, appreciateart?Could music almost susoccassional pistol-packing imperson- tain you? Could love? I'ma single mom,
ator seeks NlS Single, comely, light easy1l0ing, strong, energetic, kind, honcomplected black male, 38-49, for ro- es~ fun, idealistic, practical, spiritual,
mance, walks on the beach, dancing, caring, SBlf-indulgen~ loyal, with an
dining out, and occassional travel. Com- enormous sense of humor. I enjoy mu1
fort with intimacy and sexuality a must! sic, children- any age, cooking, cano&1f5256 (~19)
ing, building, biking, hiking, gardening,
BLONDE, BlUE-EYED SINGLE MOM, walking, woods and water. CBW Box
25, enjoys country music and rock & 054 or 1f5274 (5119)
"Zl'
roll, muscle cars and 4x4s,dining outor SWF, 31, VERY ATIRACTIVE, 5'9", BRI
pizza i n, seeks attractive, successful 30- BL, NlS,..1thletic, Intelligent, indepensomething man with a bit of a wild dent, professional. Interests include hikstreak (I have one, too!). 1f5255(~19) ing, biking, rollerblading, family &
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's 'Person of the Week" and is
awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the
friends.
Seek
NIS
man
who
is
down·toDWF, 34, PETITE '1.101.1" Like movies,
drawing.
reading, family lite. Like to meet a man earth, attractiv&-handsome,tall, athletic,
fi~ professional and fun. Your photo
who likes kids, down to earth, nice, not
real outgoing but have things you like to gets mine. 1f5257 (~19)
ASTROLOGER TOLD THIS EMOTION- CHEMISTREE HAVE LEAVES YET? KNIGHT, BLACK, 31 summers old, seeks
do. CBW Box 047.
ALLY available, mentally perceptive, DWM, BRlBR, 5'6-1/2', 1551bs. seeks lady, 18-40, funny, energetic and warm,
DWF, 35, DARK BlONDE HAIR, blue
nature-loving, tall, fit, attractive, honest, harmony, monogamy with friendly, to sing about, write for, worship and
eyes. lama single parent notiookingfor
caring, iconoclastic, NIS' 45 DWM that pretty, shapely, soft-voiced woman, 36- adore. Special consideration for any
a father figure for my teenaged son. 40 YEAR OLD SHOP-OWNER, SWM, 6', someone is coming into his life by June 45. We share feelings, affection, Margarets, Christines, Victorias, or
SeekingS/DWM, 5'9"+,32·42, who may 200 Ibs., would like to meet a Portland- 10. Are you the one? Please respond to beachwalks, hiking, dancing, dining, vid- Elizabeths.lntown Portland area, please.
enjoybowling, movies, beach walks and area woman, NlS, 305. I am intelligent, P.O. Box 10081, Portland, 04104 or eos, music, nights in. Write with phone Call and melt me with your excellence.
candlelight dinners. Honesty appreci- well grounded with a strong code of 1f5193
number P.O. Box 831, Gray, ME 04039 1f5301 (~6)
ated. 1f5253 W19)
ethics and responsibility. After twelve
or call 1f5250 (5119) .
LmlNG GOOD DAYS GO BY... I have
years in business, Monday mornings ATHLETIC, SPORTSMAN, PROFESDWF, 36, NIS,INTELLIGENT, attractive, are still as exciting as the first ones. I SIONAL, attractive, BM,late 30s, 5'10", DO YOU A DESIRE a monogamous, my beautiful house, and alargeautomofi~ professional, financially secure, enturned down big money and stability to 1901bs.,liketo meettwodiscreet,down- romantic relationshipwith a male who's bile: butwhere'smy beaut~ulwife?SWF,
ergetic, creative, witty, passionate about go iton my own. I've n6Yer married but to-earth women. Cunural events, old emotionally available and SBCU re enoug h 25-34, let your heads talk! CBWBox058
many things spiritual (i.e. gardening, came close a couple of times and I do movies, dining out, comedy, jazz, candl&- within himseif to respect you as an or 1f5304 (~6)
poetry), intellectual(i.e. reading, writ- like the idea. My lif&-Style and interests lightdinners, long-term relationship. No equal? I'm a 55 y.o. DBM, NlS, NID,
ing), physical (i.e. running)- seeks will appeal to women who still have the drugs, NlS, good health. P.O. Box 6865, professional. I lift weights regula~y so LOOKING FOR A SWF, 21-29, educaled,
healthy intelligen~ gentle professional tomboy spirit Much of my free time is Portland, ME 04101 or 1f5185
am muscular, shy yet passionate. I love frB&-spirilBd, fun~oving, environmentally
man 32-50 for companionship, spent camping in the mountains or on
to laugh and not afraid to cry. I like conscious, affectionate, NIS, not afraid of
etc. 1f5159.
the off-shore islands. Sex·appeal is im, ATIRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL, 45, weight lifting, watching movies, quiet snakes, dips in cool mountain ponds,
5'11', 165 Ibs., very physically fit, many dinners, walking hand in hand. Looking motorcycles, camping, committment I'm
DWF, 52, 115LBS, N/S, enjoys walks on portant, but agood mind is definitely the interests. Open, caring, affectionate. for a SF, any race, 40-50, N/S, NID, in 32,tall, attractive, blue jeanslsneakertype.
the quiet side, monogamy, animals, magic ingredient. A person can best be Looki ng for occasional esco rt. Brgh~ fiL
Callorwrite, all repiiesanswered. P.O. Box
Portland area. 1f5293 (~6)
danCing & photography, wishes to find judged through eye contact and this buxom, sexy lady, not afraid ofdressing
2191 , South Portland, ME 0411(;,2191.
letter has beenfartoo long in the writing
soulmate, a S/DM, B or W, who would
up and meeting people. Prefer letter.
1fS292(~)
so
if
you
will
include
your
phone
t,
a
enjoy doing some of those things with
prorlllt response will be forthcoming. P.O. Box 10116 Portland, ME 04104.
the possibility of building something
1f5154.
CBW Box 050.
special. 1f5144.

WHEELS DEAL!

POLITICALLY INCORRECT SM, 26,
seeks mid-20's SF of similar passions.
Interests in art, old movies and Monty
Python a plus. Sense of humor appreciated. No shrub-huggers please. CBW
Box 034 1f 5145.

person 01 the week

SEAFARING VAGABOND, 38, slighHy
rUf1llled, occassionally offbeat, US, NI
D, NlD, energetic, spontaneous, artistic,
enthusiastic, reliable, seeks happy, cr&ative, intelligent, curious, active, sensuous, bold, Spirited vagabondress with
wande~ust for lifelong intimacy. Talent
with life, bluewater sailing, fun, winter
caf1lling, books, conversation, different cunures, fOriegn officialdom, cribbage, mid-ocean sunrises are distinct
plus's. P.O. Box 300, South HarpSWell,
04079 or 1f5273 (&'02)

CREBRAnON - MAIM: STYLEI Camping, canoeing, river
bar* picnics, clambakes, BBQls, SIIIsel cruises, mal.,.1
walks. 1m" search 01 a female comp"'oo with the
desire to IQoy the summer to Its IuIlest. Call now, we
have a lot 01 summer 10 Plan. 5298 (5/28).

STRONG MEN CAN BE GENTLE- The
songs I sing, the sports I play, all lend
belief to the wisdom. You can no I program a soul. Brown eyes, brown hair,
well read and adventurous. Hope you
like to laugh. Talk to me. 1f5290 (5/26)

men .. women

I FAX FREE THURSDAY I

71ft-1815

First 25 words free!
How tit nspond 'tIt a persOlat ad:

45 words and Personal call®

Place

FREE BY FAX THURSDAY ONLY

our Personal Ad now!

SWM, 33, 5'11', 165 LBS., dark features, professional, very handsome,and
of good humor with interests in the
beach, outdoors, travel, sports, movies,
dining irYout and good conversation,
seeks slender, spirited, and very pretty
SlDWF 24·33 to share good times and
perhaps more.1f 5175.

I

o Yes, I agree to record my voice greeting

Free 25-.onl Personal Ad:

category:
Owomen .. men

Omen .. men

o men" women
o women" women

o others
o companions

~e

phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

To place a FREE ad with Peraonllf Calf~, fill ouIthe coupon and mail
or FAX it (775-1615) to us. (If faxing, ptease photocopy the coupon first
and then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce wei.) The deadline for
receiving personal ads is Monday at noon. FREE adsare25 words or less
and run for two weeks. No free ads will be accepted overthe phone. Ads
with monI than 25 words cost 50e per additional Word. We'H send you a
four-dlgit .. number (to be printed In your ad) and a slx-digft security code
for exctusive access to your responses through an 8OO-fine at no cost to
the you.
CBW Box Is a-ld P.O. Box lis cost $20 per fwo-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with VISa or MastelCard, or Iocaf check or cash.

name: _____________________________
address: ___________________________
c~:---------------

state: _______________ zip: _________

HOII tit 151 JOur Personal call® mallbol:

First 25 words & headline:

add'l words @ ,50 each: _________

Guidelines:
Pet80nal ad. are ....ailabl. for singl. people seeking relationship". _ ~ng to buy or sell sexual
services will be refused. No full _ , street addr...... or phon. numbers will be publishad. Ads
containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be published. We reserve the right to edit
refuse or recategorize any .::I. Advertiee,. must be over 18 Y'88" of age.

...... ........ _____ -....... _

_.......,FIII~__

Persona) Call\?):

CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _ _ _ __

.. . . ...... . .J. .' . \.... . -" .
-- --.- ..... . . . . ... " .................. . . ......... . . .
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FREE FOR ALLI

-.

Use the new coupon on the
preceding page and receive
the first 25 words FREE!

_.I - I'
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25 WORDS FREE!
As always, when you place
your CBW personal ad, you
get to record your voice
greeting AND pick up your
messages FREE. Imagine
having your very own
24-hour answering service.

THERE ARENT AS MANY fish in the sea

19, intelligent, caring, writer, hoping for
an Angelfish. 1f5288 (~6)

THIS WOULD·BE GARDENER needs incentive, I've 6Yerything else. DWM, 45,
NlS, NID, NID, humorous, eccentric,
childless, rural, med. build, not too far
from Portland. You bring a smile and
similar qualities to myself, or younger
or trimmer. P.O. Box 10665, Portland,
ME, 04104 or 1f5243 WI9) .

•
znto
a
summer
romance!

TWO HANDSOME business-minded
young men looking for two women to
sharedoubledates, friendships and quiet
afternoons. Ifyou like walking the beach,
restaurants and danCing, give us a call
ASAP. Age not real important. Must be
at least 20. 1f5289 (~6)
VACATION ANYONE? If you are an ad,
venturous, attractive SF, 25-38, who
needs a vacation and maybe even a
relationship, this SWM, 39, tall and told
to be handsome, would like to meet you.
1f5303 (~6)
WANTEO: INTELLIGENT, STRONGMI~mED, inependent woman; powertul
and competent in public, but longing to
be submissr..e In private. SWM, 33, attractIVe, W1l1takecontrolandadminister
disciplinewhenandwhereneeded. l'm
looking fora Beauty who yearns to explore thedarf< and mysterious side, but
needs a firm hand to guide her. Writ&'
call with description, desires. P.O. Box
7B8,Bath,ME045300r1f5247(5119)
WARM, GOOD-lOOKING,HAPPY,TALL,
monogamous man, 305, secure, successful physiCian, would like to meet
w~rm .and tender lady, 24-32, spirited,
slim, mterested in outdoor activities
exploring, intellectual pursuits, travel:
You might be supportive, understanding, patient. NlS. Ouiet moments and
hou rs are to be celebrafed, not avoided.
('m absent-minded, genHe, enthusiastic, creative, almost comical, well-liked,
cross between Hatryon Night Courtand
JimlTTf Stewart. Write me to tell me how
you feel today. Thanks! CBW Box 018.
1f51B2

SGWF, 28, 5'111', 1451bs., blonde hair,
blue eyes, smart, funny, hyper,
harDworf<ing, met hanically Inclined, giving and longing for attention! Love ani·
mals, movies, old cars, sunsets and life.
Seeks attractive NIS, honest, intelligent
woman, 25-35 yrs. old, to share interests. No drugs. caw Box 051.
YOU SEND ME LILACS; I will romance
you. We share a secret love of women.
Bisexual woman looking forthe passion
and romance of Spring. P.O. Box 4417,
Station A. Portland 04101.1f5162.

900-370·2041
CASCO MY WEEKLY (207) n5-8I01

-

~

as imagined, so I'll fish this bay. SWM,

1.

OR OYER. TOUQl· TONE PHONES 0IItY•

~-

.-='

C,I

SWM,35, 6'2112", 195LBS., attractive,
easy-going, romantic, non-prof.,
healthy, n6Yer been married, 2 yaer d&gree, enjoy dancing & dining out, the
beach, concerts, quiet times. Interested
in meeting attractive, very romantic SWF,
25-32 (never been married) for possible
relationship. Photo?Box 204, HallOWell,
ME 04347. 1f5161.

CALLS COST SHU IlMUTE.MUST 8E

Total: _________

are now

~rl/J

SWM, VERY YOUNG 34, attractive (BRI
GR, 5'7', 13O(bs.), athletic, down-toearth professional seeks cute, consider"
ate, adventurous SWF who enjoys outdoor sports! activities (siding, biking,
tennis, beaching ...), music, dancing,
movies, social drinking and appreciates
afun, honestlmaginative, open-minded,
financially secure Catholic. 1f5251 (51
19)

RESPOND TO A PERSOIW. AD BY CALUIIG

_.......,FIII=__

•

SWM,
EARL Y
30s,
5'9',
HARDWORKING, but easy-going adult
seeksaladyforconversation,goodtimes
and possibly a relationship. Drop me a
Ii ne and have fun I CBW Box 056.

GWF LOOKING FOR MONOGAMOUS,
committed, open, honest relationship, I
enjoy playing pool, going to movies,
walks on the beach, long drives and
much more. Willing to try almost anything once. 1f5249 W19)

carmot print your ad without it.)

personals

SWM, 40, HANDSOME, 6'2". You are a
tall, blu&-eved, blond and gorgeous highheeled woman who knows what lust is
all about. 1fS307 (~)

women "-women

COnfidentlaillfOrllJUOI:

How tit place your personal ad:

"'~

SWM, 27, ATTRACTIVE, athletic, professional, 5'10", 1851, BR/hazel, NlS,
looking to meet college/ professional,
attractive SWF, childless, 18-25. Interests include movies, dlr.ing out, dancing, all sports, worf<ing out, seafood, the
beach, music, reading, golf, summer,
quiet times, travel, outdoors. Sound like
you? Let's meet! 1f5245 (~19)

upon recieving my Personal Call Code.

inaspec~iccatego<y(companlon.andothersnotavailableto · browse") .

9

I

D DOD 0 DODD 0 DOD 0 0

Calls cost $1 .49/mln. You must be 18 or over.
To respond to a CBW Box II, address mail to CascoB8y Week.Y, 551A
Congress st., Portland, ME 04101, making sure to print the three-digit
CBW Box 1/ cfearfy in the tower left-hand corner of the envelope.

After you recieve your .. runber and private security code, you may
record your personal Introduction. Use your introduction to tetl more
about yourseH than your ad does. Give your filSt name, but DON'T give
your last ~,phone number or address. MalkesLre you ask your callaIS
to leave their names, phone numbers and the best times to call them. All
introductions are rEllliewed by CBW and go on line within 24 houlS.

SWM ENJOYS FISHING, CAMPING,
bowling, long walks on amoonlit beach.
Looking for a special lady to spend
some time with to form long-term, fun,
loving, monogamous relationship. "you
like being spoiled and well-i:ared for,
gil'9 me a call and let's get together.
1f5248 (~19)

First 25 words free!

Free Headline: (IS-character limit)

Justcafll-900-370-2041 any time, 24hOUl1l'aday,fromany touchtone phone! Enter the four-digit .. nunber of the ad you wish to respond
to, listen to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not
have recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may still leave a
message on thai perSOn's line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last
day to reply to that ad, You may also choosl! to "browse" through all ads

men"- men

SWM,35, GOOD-LOOKING, trim, 6'2·1/
2",195 Ibs., sports-minded, Clarf< Kent
look-a-like, seeking SWF who enjoys
Red Sox games and other sporting
events. Please be 20-33. Let's go to
FenwayorBoston GarDen together, perhaps more, who knows? 1f5275 (5119)

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL

30
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GWM, 29, average build, comfortable
with my life but still partially in the
closet. Would like to meet others in
same boat, 2Os-30. caw Box 060 or
1fS3OB(~6)

GWM, 30, 5'7" MASCULINE, professional, somlM'hatshy, handsome and in
good shape. Not into bar/gay scene.
Looking to meet other in-shapeBilGWM
26-35 for friendship and (?) long-term
relationShip is ITTf uni mate goal. Discr&tion is assured and expected. 1fS160
(5119)
GWM, 3f, NlS, ATIRACTlVE, fit and
trim. I enjoycaf1lling, hiking, the beach,
wOrikingout; also movies, music, travelling. and new adventures. Looking for
Slmlar guy, 25-35, to share fun times
and possible relationship. 1f5252 (51
19)
WANTED- REAL PERSON(s) to enjoy
sometime, or life with, I'm 31 , 6'2", 175
Ibs., br/br. To learn more, be between
25-35 (give or lake), tall, lean, healthy
and enJOY outdoor activities and indoor
~. For further details, call 1f5298 (51

olheps
BiM, 32, 5'8", 1551, HONEST, open,
humorous, educated professional living
in Portland. I'm NlS, drug free, clean
and discreet, expectthe same. Willi ng to
travel. Seek other 81M or couples for
friendship. Would like to form a BiM
supportgroupifenough interested. Call
1f5254 (~19)

~

EXECUTIVE WM, 29, LOOKING for lesbian couple to share adventures. If an
occasional maleingredientiSWhatyou're
lookingforwithoutcommnment,l'd love
to hearfromyou. Discretion & privacy a
must! 1f5244 (5119)
FIRST-TIME BiM, HIV-safe, looking for

TV or TS to show me the ropes at my
place. Must be attractive and non-HIV.
Photo a must. CBW Box 057.
MR. SMILEY doesnl do much danCing
these days. life just not quite the same
without picking 2' blond hairs off Penguins' jersey, those phone calls, glasses
taped on one side, feeling sleepy angel
head on chest, eating apples. AM MISSING YOU, LW. Ha! Ha! Ha!1f5157.
SPRING FEVER??!! This young professional MWC, NIS, NID, seeks the same
forfun, friends, fantasies. We would like
to discover new experiences together
wrth other couples. H you're an openminded, adventurous couple, 25-35,
enjoy dancing, dining, movies, hottubs,
getting out, give us a call. Safety &
discretion are expected and assured.
1f5305(~)

TO THE NATURAL WOMAN- Thanks for
thesmileon myface, theskipin my step
and the warm feeling in my hearl Miss
you. From R.S to K.B.

companions
ATIRACTIVE, ENERGETIC scholar of
German seeks travelling companion!
secretary, 25-40, for all-expense paid
triptoGermanyin October, 1992. Monev
or language ability no object, but must
be attractive, open to nlM' experiences,
enjoy art and the joy of discovery. A
good time gauranteed by this frequent
traveller to Germany. Send photo and
letter ofinterest so that we can begin to
gel to knoweach other.AufWiedersehoo.
1f5297(~6)

FEMALE, 45'FINANCIAlL Ysecure, seeks
live-in situabon with male or femalB.I'm
in aw.heeJchair and am agood companIon. Please address envelope two lines
only: Box 336, Gray, ME 04039. Any
age isfine, prefer older person orcouple.
STfLL LOOKING FOR dance partners?
Dancer, not romancer: areyou stillseek.
ing folks desiring fun at the local modern dance spots? Procrastinated too
long in responding to your ads of 41916. Give a call if you got anything together- also anyone else who missed
out. 1fS302 (~6)

Classifieds
By

Phone:
775-8801
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Victorian Basket Bouquet

: ~

.

,. ,

: I

A bold and beautiful floral fabric
bow drapes over a fabulous
assortment of colorful flowers all
arranged in a white painted
basket for mom. A charming
gift for this mothers day.
A Hamwns Rartons Exclusive.

Recipe Box Bouquet
We've gathered the perfect
ingredients to make your
Mothers Day special. Fresh
liatrice, lilies and orchids fill
this attractive and functional
recipe tin. What a great gift to
~
brighten Moms day!
A HamlOns Rarlons Exclusive.

.

$35.00 $40.00 $45.00

~ $27.50 $30.00 $32.50 i~

ORDER EARLY
MOTHERS DAY IS
MAY 10th

"\~

Art In Bloom

A decorative tin, beautifully
depicting the wonderful garden
artwork of Helen Lea, is filled
with a complimenting floral
bouquet. A great gift for mom
~
now, the perfect storage
container for later.
A Harmons Rartons Exclusive.

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED ON
PHONE ORDERS!

$27.50 $30.00 $32.50

Give Your Mother
Our B est!

Natures Vase Bouquet

Nature abounds in all her beauty
and splender. A wonderful
assortment of loosely arranged
fresh flowers and greens
overflowing a lovely glass
ginger-jar vase. Attractively
bowed and tagged with a
sampler of potpouri.
A Harmons Rartons Exclusive.

Mothers Bud Vase
A lovely bud vase of roses, iris
~d a host of many other flowers
bring the essence of spring into
Day. All attractively
bowed and bagged for Mom.
A Harmons Bartons Exclusive.

$17.50

$35.00 $45.00 $55.00
Mothers Garden

Natures Basket Bouquet
A glorious collection of color
welcomes Spring into Mom's
home. We have put together a
gardenesque design using lilies,
tulip,s, iris, freesia and many
other garden flowers and greens.
All loosely arranged in a natural
white washed basket attractively
bowed with wired french ribbon.
A Harmons Barlons Exclusive.

We have created a beautiful
setting of fresh heather, a
blooming african violet and a
lush english ivy. All set in a
wooden spice crate which is
mossed and beautifully bowed
with colorful french ribbon. A
mother bird caring for her chicks
complete this wonderful gift for
mom.
A Harmons Barlons Exclusive

$35.00 $40.00 $55.00

$30.00

BARTON'S
117 Brown Street
WESTBROOK
854-2518
CALL US TOLL FREE!
1-800-786-LILY
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